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T he spot li ght is on you - the yo un g peop le of
A ust ra lia- for the wo rld of tomorrow wil l be
in t he ha nd s of the yo uth of today. Shell is
awa re of thi s, a nd in ma ny ways is helpin g
to prepa re yo un g Au stra li a ns for th e futu re.
In t he fi eld of educa ti on the co mpa ny offers
ass ista nce in th e form of schola rships at a ll
stages from seco nda ry sc hoo l to pos t-grad uate
uni ve rsity level. Shell 's sc hoo l project mate ri al
helps tho usa nd s of st ud ents to lea rn th e fasc in atin g
sto ry of o il.
On the c ul tura l side, t he £ I ,000 Shell Ari a at
the
Aus tra li a n Na ti onal
Eisteddfod
in
Ca nberra, is j dst one of Shell 's ma ny co ntrib uti ons in thi s sph ere.
Sport, too, plays a n importa nt pa rt in th e Shell
scheme of thin gs, fo r th e co mpan y throll gh
sponso rshi p of' va rio us coachin g program mes
encourages yo un g peop le to beco me more
proficient in a wider ra nge of spo rts.
Sou nd min ds, so und bodi es, mea n a so un d
future fo r yo u - a sound future fo r Au strali.a.
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COVER PAINTING: Sidney Nolan's l3l1rke and 'V ilis E.1:pedition (48 inches x 60 inches) was
painted in 1962 as one of a new seri es of paintings on the theme of exploration. First
exhibited at th e Skinner Galleri es, Pe rth, November 1962, it now belongs to James
Fairfax of Sydney, whom we th ank for permission to reproduce it. Nolan's series on
explorers in 1952-3 were painted in Hipolin. The new paintings are in polyvinyl acetate,
softer, silkier, more delica te and subtle as well as richer than th e ones in Hipolin. The
explorers are shown as naked, rather plum p, patriarchally bearded figures, very serious and
concentrated in purpose, almost solemn in th eir di gnity although perched very precariously
on the steep rumps of camels that are at once ludicrously ugly with their wobbly swaying
stance and disqui eting with their long sinewy necks, th eir Ha t skulls, and snake-like heads.
In this painting an aborigi nal, possibly a guide, is appa rently giving directions to the
explorer, meanwhile hoppin g from foot to foot either throu gh excitement or because the
sand is burning hot. Behind th e ex plorer are fantas tically twisted and coloured rocks . The
light is dazzling and th e sky enormous with sulphurous suggestions of thunder. The scene
is in the Northern Territories, not far from the Gulf.
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Editorial Note
Subscribers, readers and contributors may be interested in the development
of plans for the permanent establishment of "WESTERLY" as a Literary
Quarterly.
It is, of course, impossible for a student-body like the Arts Union to finance
such a magazine wholly, or, indeed, to any noticeable extent, and negotiations
to obtain other financial support are continuing. The administrative and editorial sides are being stabilized, and it is intended to establish a board of management and a board of referees and advisers on material submitted for publication.
A permanent editor, J. M. S. O'BRIEN, has been appointed and each year a coeditor to assist him will be appointed, John A. Hay being the appointee for this
year. It is hoped also that "WESTERLY" will shortly have permanent office
facilities.
The editors hope that by the next issue they will have caught up with the
voluminous backlog of correspondence which has accumulated over some years.
Future contributions will then receive prompt attention and decision.
The remaining issues for this year will appear in June, September and December, and contributions of poems, stories, and articles of comment, criticism
and scholarship in all the humanities are invited.
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We wish to thank th e Englisll Department of the Ulliversity of Westem
Amtralia, who allowed liS use of office faciliti es (we are particularly grateful
to Gloria Grier and LOllise Visvikis of the clericlil staff for their courteous help);
S. C. Rosier of W.A. Newspapers Ltd., who gave meticliious and personal
attention to the photographic plates appearing in this isslte; Mrs. Rose Skinner,
who allowed tiS to lise h er colollr-block of th e Nolall painting reproduced on
the cover, with the l)ermission of the presellt owner of th e painting, 1. O. Fairfax
of Sydney; lind Nigel Prescott, President of th e University's Arts Union, who
actively assisted in the produ ction of this isslle. A special acknowledgement
mtlst be made to Sally TretllOwall for the practical editorial assistance she has
given.
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Bookshop
He ran a little bookshop:
Surrealism, divination, dreamsWhat man has found in man.
He had a small and special clientele.
The rest shrugged: 'Times have changed!'

A war broke out. The enemy
Ran through the country.
He shivered, for his only son
Was Jewish. At last they took his son,
They put him on a special train.

War stopped. The train ran on its way.
They tried to stop -the train.
You can't stop killing like a car ,
Too smooth that large machinery.
The passengers were there.

He runs a little bookshop:
Horrors of war, merchants of dea thWhat man has done to man.
He has a small and special clientele.
The rest shrug: 'Times have changed!'
D. ]. ENRIGHT
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Memorial Service for a Saintly Person
Perhaps, if he's
To rest in peace,
It needs that
Some of these,

For whom he cared
In his short crowded time,
Should live in peace;
\iVith whom he shared

His so short time,
Crowded with war;
That they should know
Something more

Than what they
Shared with him before?
Simpler to say
In this composed

And special place:
Rest in peaceYou're dead and gone,
N a damn for these

For whom you cared.
- Our memorial
Is to an old and live
And kickin g devil,

Who in his grace
Keeps our composed and
Special lives, and
Saints in their place.

D. ]. ENRIGHT
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G. M. Glaskin

Come of Age
E had almost finished cleaning out
the cow-bails when he heard the
drumming of the horse's hooves.
At first he thought it was his father
riding in again from the east paddocks,
because he had forgotten something maybe. But when he leaned the hoe against
the rails, and went out to the door, he
knew it wasn't his father. The white-glaring sunlight dazzled his eyes and blurred
his vision, so that for a few moments he
could not tell who the rider was. But the
vague, indistinct, sun-blinded shape of
him was not his father's.
He forgot the hoe, and the heap of
cow-dung only half raked up, and walked
up towards the house. He walked slowly.
He was too curious, thinking out who it
could be, to walk quickly. Besides, it was
impolite-whoever it was would want to
see his father, or his mother-and it was
impolite to rush up like he used to when
he was small. But now he was nearly
twelve. And he was learning to be his
age. 'Be your age, son; be your age: his
father was always saying. So he tried to be
his age.
His mother was talking excitedly to the
man. She had a worried, screwed-up look,
and she kept wiping her hands on her
apron although they had long been wiped
clean. As his eyes adjusted themselves to
the sun, he saw that it was Dan Baxter,
from another ten miles out. He had been
riding hard. His horse was coated in
sweat and dust, and its sides heaved in and
out with big gulping breaths of air. Dan
Baxter was pulling the reins in and out of
his hands, first one way, then the other.
"It's come premature," Dan said.
"When did it start?" his mother asked,
still wiping her hands on the apron. Maxie
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wished she would stop, or that she would
take the apron off.
"This mornin'-early-just before milkin',"

"Was she all right yesterday?"
"Yes-said she had a fortnight to gootherwise 1'd 'a' had her in town if I'd
known."
"You can't always tell."
"No, I guess not."
"It sometimes happens like that-with
the first."
"D'you think she'll be all right, Mrs.
Hamilton?"
'TIl get to her as soon as I can, Dan."
"I hoped you would, Mrs. Hamilton."
'TIl get jVlaxie to put Daisy in the trap
right away."
'Tm sure grateful, Mrs. Hamilton."
"You think she's all right-you don't
think there are any complications?"
"Lila said she was all right last night."
"You still better go in for Doc Harris.
You never can tell."
'TIl ride in now-if you'll go over to
Lila."
'TIl go right now. Maxie, you get the
trap ready! Now don't you worry, Dan.
Everything'll be all right. You go get Doc
Harris and hurry him out."
Dan remounted. He seemed anxious
to get away, and yet frightened to leave.
The horse was pawing at the hard red
earth.
"Thanks, Mrs. Hamilton. You'll look
after Lila for me, won't you?"
"Get on with you, now, don't waste any
more time. Maxie! Did you hear me tell
you to get that trap?"
He wanted to watch Dan riding down
the long stretched-out road that ran into
the heat-hazy distance towards town, but
WESTERLY

he knew he hadn't time to waste. He listened to Dan Baxter's horse going cloppitting away from the house till the sound
was lost in the cackling of the fowls, and
the dog barking, and the shuffling noises
of getting Daisy into the trap.
When he drove it up in front of the
house, Dan Baxter was well down the
road, riding fast, so that he and the horse
could hardly be seen for the puff of red
dust hovering behind them. His mother
was waiting for him. She had put on her
hat, but hadn't changed her dress. She
carried the large brown bag she kept in the
medicine chest, and it rattled as she climbed up into the seat beside him. He flicked
at Daisy's rump with the reins and they
started off.
"Faster, Maxie," his mother said, so he
lashed with the reins harder, and Daisy's
head shot up with fright as she broke into
a gallop. The trap rocked wildly from
side to side and, looking over his shoulder,
he saw his mother clinging on to the side
rail with one hand and clamping down her
hat with th e other. Her mouth was set in
a tight, drawn-in way that showed she was
worried, like when his father had fallen
from the wind-mill tower and broken his
leg, and they had heard his shout and
run out to find him down on the ground
with his leg all twisted up underneath
him.
"Is something wrong, Ma?" he asked.
"Yes, son-Mrs. Baxter."
"It she pretty bad, Ma?"
"Don't know yet, son. She may be."
"Do you think you can fix her, till Doc
Harris comes out?"
"I don't know. I can try. I hope so."
He looked at Daisy again, and flicked
her with the reins, but she was going as
fast as she could unless he wanted to blow
her out. He though about Dan Baxter,
riding those fifteen miles into Ballenup, and
of young Mrs. Baxter lying there, alone, in
that little tin house of theirs another ten
miles out.
"Ma?"
"Yes, son."
"I know."
"You know what, son?"
"I know she's going to- have a baby."
"Yes, son."
WESTERLY

"Will you want me to stay?"
"I don't know, son. I didn't want you
to see it. You're kind of young yet."
"I'll go for a walk, if you want me to."
"I don't know, son. I might need you.
You might have to help. You better stop
around handy, where I can get you if I
want you."
Th ey didn't talk any more. Maxie just
sa t watching the miles of hazy gravel slide
backwards between Daisy's legs, and
fli cked the reins on her rump every now
and again.
As soon as they could see the Baxters'
place, his mother seemed impatient, as
though they would never get there. When
th ey pulled in at the door, she jumped out,
so that he thought she would fall. She
grabbed the brown bag and ran into the
house. As he took Daisy to tie her up under
the big gum-tree he could hear a woman's
scream coming from the house, where the
bedroom was. The sound frightened him,
and made something inside him draw up
tight and tangled. He took Daisy out of
the trap and threw the reins over her head
to tie her to the tree. The woman screamed again, and then just cried in big sobbing
gulps.
His mother came to the door and called
him.
"Light the fire," she said, "and fill both
kettles."
Then she was gone again.
Inside, the house was dark, strange-feeling. It smelt of stale food and medicine,
and was filled with woman's cries and her
pain. The whole house was filled with her
pain; the dishes on the table, the curtains
drifting in and out at the window, the heap
of wood near the stove, the fire already set.
He struck a match and lit the paper, cupping the flame in his hands. The kettles
were full.
The woman cried again, and his mother
came out from the bedroom. She seemed
businesslike and in a hurry, but her mouth
was still set tight and drawn in.
"Ma, is she all right?"
"I don't know, son. Not yet."
"Is the baby going to be born?"
"I don't know, son. Maybe not till
the doctor comes. He may have to operate."
9

"Is something wrong, Ma?"
She was taking some things out of the
brown bag and putting them in one of the
kettles, and then kept feeling at the heat
of them with her fingers.
'These have got to boil, son," she said.
"I think this one is hot enough now." He
watched her pour the water from the kettle
into the basin and wish her hands carefully , although they looked perfectly clean.
"The baby wants to be born, son; and
Mrs. Baxter wants it to be born. But
things aren't going quite right. A baby's
born head first, son, and when they don't
then it's much harder."
He looked at the open door of the bedroom and saw the shape of the woman lying stomach up on the bed. She started
to scream again.
"Can't you do something to help her,
Ma? To stop her from screaming?"
"No, son. Doc Harris can help her
when he gets here, unless I can get the
haby born first. He's got anaesthetic."
The water started to boil in the kettle,
and his moth er went over to take the things
out.
"Son," she said. 'TIl have to ask you to
come in and hold that basin. You needn't
look if you don't want to. I wouldn't ask
you, but I must have your help. Don't let
it frighten you, son."
"If she'd only stop screaming, Ma."
He took the basin and followed her in,
not seeing anything in the room but the
woman with the pain-stretched face and
convulsive muscles lying on the bed.
"This pain she is having now is called
labour, son," his mother said, and he turned away as she pulled back the clothes of
the bed. He didn't want to see. He
looked out of the window and watched
Daisy feeding beneath the tree, and the
trap leaning down on the ground, and the
air hazy over th e hills in the distance, and
the trees dancing a little at the edge of the
paddocks. He had to stand for a long
time, trying not to hear the woman's
screams, forcing his eyes and ears and mind
out of the room through the window to
the escape into the normal life in the sunshine outside.
His mother did not talk again until she
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had finished. She put something into the
basin, but he did not look. He kept looking out of the window. The curiosity he
had felt before, when they were riding
down the road together, had been killed
inside him. Suddenly he realized that the
woman had stopped screaming. She was
quiet, breathing deeply. His mother was
wrapping something in a towel.
"The baby was still-born, son," she said.
"Is-is she all right- Mrs . Baxter, Ma?"
"I think so, son."
"Do the babies often die, Ma?"
"Sometimes, son. Sometimes the mothers
die, too."
"Ma?"
"Yes, son?"
"Is it always so hard?"
"Not quite so hard, son- not every time.
But it's always pretty hard."
"Ma? Was it hard with you when I was
born?"
His mother looked up suddenly and stared out of the window.
"Pretty hard, son."
"I d'n'know how you could do it, Ma."
"You were worth it, son," she said. "Any
child is worth it."
She took the basin from him and and
went out to the kitchen. He followed her
out, and she said he could put Daisy back
in the trap, and watch for Dan Baxter and
Doc Harris.
Outside, the air seemd to glitter clean
through his head, but the familiar things of
life were coming back to him. He backed
Daisy up into the trap and then looked
along the blank dusty stretch of road. There
was a small puff of dust way down at the
end. He climbed up on to the log-insocket fence and waited for them to arrive, trying not to think of what had just
happened.
It had done something to him. He didn't know what it was, but he felt changed,
older, wiser somehow. He did not know
it, because it had slipped away so quickly,
but his childhood was gone. Long afterwards, he was realize that a twenty-first
birthday has nothing to do with coming of
age-nothing at all to do with it.
CopYTj ~ht
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Frank Moorhouse

Mrs. Turtle's Building
WAS still with my wife when I met Mrs.
Turtle. We had taken a flat at Surrey
Hills-a tree-lined, semi-industrial, suburb with brothels at the lower end. A
suburb renowned for its toughness and
brawling but which now seemed to be
mainly new Australians and children and
good humour. There were continental
delicatessens and New Australians ran the
dry cleaning shops, laundries, and cafes
while Australians ran the more profitable
chemist shops, doctors, and pubs.
Actually we didn't meet Mrs. Turtle
at first, we met her emissary. He knocked
on the door the first night and I didn't
catch his name because he spoke softly.
"Would you mind signing this for Mrs.
Turtle, she sent me because she didn't
feel like coming herself," and he showed
me a torn sheet from a school exercise
book which had printed on it in ink words
which meant that we would get out at a
week's notice and give a week's notice if
we. wanted to leave, and that the rent
would be £5 a week.
But after that it was Mrs. Turtle who
came for rent every Saturday. Physically
she was sixty, tight, and little, with a doggedly held Scottish accent badly ravaged
by Australian sounds. We immediately
had an argument about when the rent
should be paid. We had moved in on a
Thursday and she claimed that we should
pay on a Thursday. But I said that I wasn't
paid at work until Friday and that she
would have to wait a day. Mrs. Turtle
felt that somehow we were getting an extra
day rent-free.
Then I wanted receipts because I was
suspicious and she agreed that it was best
to be "business-like". From then, when I
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paid the rent to Mrs. Turtle she said that
a Mr. Rusty would give me a receipt
when he came home. After a while he
evidently found it more convenient to
write receipts at the end of the month and
to give them to me in bulk which effectively ended the "business-like" part. But by
this time there was trust.
The fact that Mrs. Turtle collected the
rent and Mr. Rusty wrote the receipts
was intriguing but I didn't probe. Ownership of the building became even more a
mystery after I rang from work one day
to find out the landlord's name for an
official questionnaire. Jack Rusty answered
th e phone and I asked him. He wanted to
know why I wanted to know and after I
told him he paused for a short silence and
then told me that it was owned by "T.
Rusty and S. Rusty". I didn't know them
and they didn't live at the building. But
real-estate is a mystery.
Jack Rusty was about sixty and told
me that he was a retired bookmaker. He
lived in the front bedroom with a television set which I can't remember being
switched off.
The house was two-storied standing opposite the Vanity Fair Hotel and next to a
noisy lane where men and women sometimes argued, young people fought, drunks
pissed, and where sometimes people loved
on a frugal grass patch-and cats loved
too, like babies crying. It was a building
which was dim inside, with a cane chair
in the hall which no one used. Out front
a red cement lion stood on its hauches as a
sentry, behind an iron picket fence.
A feeble I5-watt globe burned day and
night at the top of the stairs on the first
11

landing. At the side of the building in
its yard a couple of hessian bags hung
on the fence for beer bottles. Jack Rusty
said beer bottles paid for the rent of the
phone. The phone was for inward calls
only. A dog called Suzie wandered about
the house and yard. A wire-haired terrier,
friendly and sleepy who specialised in
chasing police horses. She was washed on
Saturdays after which she looked new and
more like a toy. But she stayed clean for
only a token period and then l"olled in dirt
or soot and seemed real and at ease again
for another week.
My first feelings about the flat were
fear and depression. I still had old images
of the brawling nature of Surrey Hills.
I locked the door every night. The flat
was dim and brown like the rest of the
building and this made for depression. It
had a room I called a study, looking into a
factory which made furniture and which
growled from a quarter to eight in the
morning to five in the afternoon. The
growl came from a machine which carried
sawdust from the factory to an incinerator.
But my fear dispelled as I discovered
the other tenants. There was Jack Rusty
who told me every day that it was a lovely
day and who swam every day winter or
summer. There was Davies who played
bowls and got drunk every Saturday and
Sunday in a nervous, quiet way. There
was Jean who was about 30 and attractive
though thin. I sometimes saw her with
male friends on the stairs or in a parked
car and always they seemed to be having
a conflict. There was Mrs. Curry and her
daughter aged 12. I couldn't find a husband-father for them in the building anywhere. There was Mrs. Turtle's emissary
who lived in a shed he had built at the
back of the building. It had two, odd-sized
windows and from these radiated rainbowcoloured shafts-painted the way children
paint sunbeams. He said that they ''brightened it up a bit". And there was Tom, an
old-aged pensioner, who lived in a back
room and who seemed to take 15 minutes
to mount half a dozen steps. His main
daily activity was shaving and washing
in the laundry which took him most of
12

the morning. He drowsed in the afternoons.
After bumping into each of these people
in the dark hallways of the building I
was no longer afraid. I didn't lock the
doors anymore. Stronger globes in the
Hat lights and books around the rooms alleviated the depression and I began to
feel comfortable.
Contact with the tenants was as casual
as bumping them in the halls. Everyone
said "goodday" or "lovely day" but no one
asked questions about job or where we
came from or where we were going. When
it looked like rain and we were at work
someone from the building always took our
washing from the line and dumped it discreetly and kindly at the flat door. They
made life in the building warm by doing
this.
The phone calls were taken by whoever
was near the phone when it rang. When
it was for me someone would call in a
friendly way "it's for you Mr. Teller".
And Mrs. Turtle would thank me for
the rent with a formal "Mr. Teller" too.
One night we had a party. Being young
and with a long record of parties which
broke leases and lost Hats we had no care
for the consequences of noise. There was
always another flat. We sang and drank
and played folk music at loud volume
for most of the night. We would have
danced had the flat been larger. Next day
was rent-day and I expected a complaint
but it didn't come.
"You had a few friends last night", Mrs.
Turtle said. Mrs. Turtle always spoke tersely whether it was a comment on the
weather or a "thank you".
"It's good to hear young people enjoying themselves. It's good to have life in
the old place".
She took the rent with a "thank you
Mr. Teller" and I grinned with surprise
and pleasure.
Mrs. Turtle cleaned the public sections
of the building-the halls, verandah, bathroom, stairs, and yard.
"It was a death-bed promise to old Mrs.
Rusty-she was a very fine lady-Mrs.
WESTERLy

Rusty asked me to keep the place decent
and I promised her on the death-bed. She
died and so-help-me I kept that pr9misethe . place is spotless, though God knows,
I'm too old for the work," Mrs. Turtle told
me one rent-day.
. Mrs. Turtle came from the coal mining
area of the North Coast and had moved
to Surrey Hills after the death of her husbanel. She still wore her wedding and
engagement rings. Quite early in the
mornin g I would see her in her gum boots
and with a cleaning implement working
hard and fast. I wondered if she did this
in lieu of rent.
One rent-day she came to the door with
a roll of carpet.
"This is a spare piece of old carpet
which might be good for your steps, so if
you like it you can have it. It's hardly
been used," she said. I thanked her and
took it. It was better than our old piece.
Anoth er day she gave us another present
- a bed-side table.
"It's a nice little table I've had for years,
and r thought it might do for your home
wh en you get it. I'm nearly done and
you've got your life ahead of you: you're
;}, fin e couple : so take it." It was plain
and utilitarian and we were moved by her
simple generosity.
As a coal-miner's
widow we knew she wouldn't own much.
A red cushion was another gift.
At this time I was having an affair and
was dissatisfied with my wife despite Mrs.
Turtle's view that we were a "fine couple".
r spent more of my time with my job and
mistress and neglected the marriage- even
unjustly ignored it. But I was too weak
to take any immediate steps to correct the
situation. My mistress and I talked of
living together but she had children and
there were other problems. Eventually I
told my wife that I was not in love with
her, but with another woman and she left
the fla t after a burst of painful emotion.
.I was alone in the flat which now seemed dimmer and more depressing than ever
before. I thought of getting even stronger
globes as I lay on my bed mulling over the
mess of torn relationships.
My mistress and her husband were
WESTERLY

bleeding badly from a rent without separation. My wife was living with a man in
retaliation which caused me to feel sick. I
was alone with my broodin g, single, crumpled life.
Mrs. Turtle asked me one day about
my wife and why she wasn't around. It
was not a prying question.
I considered saying that she was away
but I said we had fought and that she
had left.
"She'll be back", Mrs. Turtle said, "It
happens to everyone." I wasn't so sure.
Poor diet, concern, and the crisis of
so many lives made me physically sick
and I became infected around the mouth.
Mrs. Turtle saw me doddering around the
house on work days with goods from the
chemist and she inquired about my health.
Th en she cooked me some tripe which she
thought I might be able to eat. I couldn't
but it was kind.
And then I recovered from the infection
and went swimming frequently in the early
mornings. Every swim seemed to wash
away the stains of the old relationship and
I felt gradually freer when I walked and
I breathed. I no longer felt drugged .
One day I had my clothes dry cleaned
and th en I was better.
Mrs. Turtle asked me now and then "is
she back", and I usually answered "no and
I don't think she will be back."
Actually I was preparing a shock for
Mrs . Turtle. Talks with Elizabeth and
her husband about our futures were progressing. After an all-night discussion and
shouting and crying Elizabeth and her two
children came to live at the flat.
It was a sickeningly hot Tuesday that
I led Elizabeth and two sniffing children in
the picket gate, by the red lion, and along
the dim halls to the dim flat.
r wondered how the others in the building would react- whether they would be
shaken from their quietest isolation and
become outraged by th e immorality of my
behaviour. I felt that we would probably
be forced to find a new flat.
In the first few weeks no signs were
made. Changes in the building were not
always obvious even when they involved
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two hall-running, stair-jumping kids. It
could be days before you bumped someone
in the halls.
Mrs. Turtle certainly found out and
made signs. She became cold and did not
chat. She was terser and did not smile
at all. But then everyone else remained
stable. Jack Rusty still called me "Bernie"
and said what a "lovely day" every day
was and he said it to Elizabeth too.
Mrs. Curry bought the washing in one
day and left it discreetly and kindly in
front of the flat door, as before.
But Mrs. Turtle seemed ready to fight
for the decency of the building. I continued to smile at her and say goodday as
a sort of Quaker defence.
She made a strong move in the campaign by asking for the carpet back that
she had given "to my wife". I gave it to
her with a smile and an inquiry about her
health and tried to be warm. She hesitated,
obviously upset by my response, and then
mumbled about wanting it for the hallway.
Then Mrs. Turtle had a stroke. She was
in hospital for a few weeks and Mrs.
Curry collected the rent. Always I asked
after Mrs. Turtle. It was part of the
campaign for my place with Elizabeth in
the building. I was also concerned for Mrs.
Turtle. I considered sending flowers but
I didn't because it seemed to be a crawling
act.
When she returned from hospital the
campaign continued. As soon as she could
walk down to the flat she wanted the red
cushion. She said that she wanted it for
her backside. I returned it in good spirit
and introduced Elizabeth.
"Mrs. Turtle I would like you to meet
Elizabeth. She's going to stay with . . .
well, live with us ... with me. The kids
too."
Mrs. Turtle said, "hullo".
Elizabeth said, "I'm pleased to meet
you Mrs. Turtle."
I said, "How have you been keeping
since your trip to hospital?"
"Well", Mrs. Turtle said and left.
I was sorry about her attitude. She
was showing old age and sickness. She
shuffled around the building now and the
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gum boots were gone. She was not cleaning the flat anymore because of her
sickness.
Gradually I felt that we became part of
the building. Elizabeth and the children
merged into the pattern of door openmgs
and closings and laundry washings, dryings and collectings.
The rent days came and went.
I "vas happy and it must have been
clear that I was. I ran up the stairs after
work and I was home more. Elizabeth
and I giggled and romped in the bedroom
and tenants using the bathroom adjoining
our bedroom must have heard us.
One day I saw Mrs. Turtle taking in
some washing away from a stormy sky. She
was moving slow and feebly .
"Here let me do that", I said and
started to help. She said "Thank you
very much. I'm not supposed to do this
sort of thing, the doctor said." She took
a token towel and left the rest for me.
"The doctor says I'll never be strong
again", she said.
"The sun will make you stronger", I
said and on this we agreed.
We walked by Suzie's kennel.
"But I'll never sit on the front verandah
in the sun again now that Suzie's dead",
she said. Suzie had died a week earlier
from pneumonia.
"Suzie always used to sit with me and
keep me company. Now she's gone and
I haven't long · to live either."
"Nonsense," I said, "you'll get better."
We worked on the clothes.
"Suzie was a good dog," I said.
"Yes, she was a very good dog, almost
human. She understood me," Mrs .Turtle
said.
It was a big wash and it took some time.
I carried all the clothes inside and then
went back to collect the pegs I'd left clinging to the line. I picked up those I had
dropped on the ground too.
Mrs. Turtle stood in the breezy yard
watching.
"Bernard", she said, "you're a good boy."
It was the first time she had called me
Bernard and it was as warm as sun.
As I put the pegs in the bin I realised
that the campaign was over.
WESTERLY

A. E. Sturges

Victory
E dialled the number firmly. Now
that he had at last made up his
mind, there was nothing to be gained by half-heartedness. The dial
spun back from each number with a satisfying finality that fitted in with his mood
for action. For once, everything was going
right: th e number was not engaged, the
call signal was issuing its summons surely
and regularly, demanding attention, the
earpiece felt snug and compliant against
his ear, the mouthpiece patiently awaited
its turn to serve. He felt like a batsman
who has struck form, every stroke meeting
the ball hard and clean in the middle of the
bat.
The signal broke like the clearing of a
throat, there was momentary silence. Then
she spoke. And, even though it was distOlted by being converted to electric current and then back again, her voice still
sent a thrill tingling through him. At the
same time he experienced a sense of power;
he had called, and she had answered. He
tried to picture her. Had he caught her in
the middle of something? Had she come
unwillingly, annoyed at the interruption?
Had she hurried from the back of the
house, froin the garden? Or had she been
nearby, reading, and, loth to put down the
book, coolly finished the paragraph, or
page, before rising in a leisurely manner to
cross the hall? How would she be dressed?
Perhaps "Hullo."
Her voice was a little impatient now.
But when she knew why he had rung ...
He smiled tenderly, spoke softy but firmly.
"Rene?"
"Yes; who is it?"
"Roy. Roy Bramich."
"Hullo. I thought for a moment that
it must have - "
"I wondered - " Damn. Idiot. He had
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broken in on her before she'd had time to
finish her sentence. Why couldn't he go
coolly, as he'd planned"You wondered?"
Now. Out with it. Boldly. Faint heart
never "This club social Saturday night."
"Yes. You going?"
"Listen, I rang - - I wanted - - 1 mean,
can I take you to it?"
There. It was out. No shilly-shallying.
'Tm sorry, Roy."
"You can't go?"
''Yes, I'm going, but - -"
The phone had grown heavier, was pressing on his ear, hurting. The numbers on
the dial seemed suddenly alien, antagonistic. His mouth twisted at one corner.
"But you don't want to go with me."
He had meant his voice to be hard and
cold, but it come out in a weak quaver,
like the voice of a spoilt child.
''You know it's not that."
"What is it, then?"
That was better. Sharp, not to be trifled
with.
:70m had al;;eady asked me."
Ah, Tom"Now don't start thinking anything. Tom
means no more to me - "
"I wonder if -" He'd broken in on her
again. Deliberately this time. He'd given
up being soft. "- I could guess which
Tom. Don't tell me. One guess will be
sufficient, I think. 1 know only one Tom
whose fatheJ' is rolling in money, who can
ha~e the family Ford for the asking, who
"Please, Roy. You know it's not like
that."
"Maybe it's just that he's big, strong,
handsome, t~at he's got a lovely little
moustache "Roy Bramich. You ought to be asham15

ed. I won't listen to another word. Because Tom's taking me to the dance doesn't mean I become his property. Anyone
can dance with me. "You -"
"No."

"Don't be silly, Roy. It's 1 - "
"I won't be there."
"But you were going to take me."
"I was going. I am not going."
Hell. Why did he have to sound so
childish. He didn't mean to. He meant
to be strong"Roy?"
"Goodbye."
That was satisfying. That and crashing
the phone down on to its cradle. He
wasn't going to be played like a trout on
a line. He was either on the hook or right
off. He was off. All right, he was off.
He stalked into his bedroom, shutting
the door behind him. Once inside, he
stood still for a few moments, waiting to
calm down. He opened the door of his
wardrobe, and studied his reflection in the
full-length mirror . . Hell. Was he really
like that? It was not how he felt. Is that
how others saw him? Short and skinny.
A runt. Better than short and fat. Small
consolation. Long-nosed. Nose long enough for a six-footer. Five five, he was.
He wasn't bald. But neither were most
chaps of his age. Some of them had thick
wavy hair that no wind could ruffle. His
was straight and wispy. A nondescript
mousy kind of colour. All right if freshly
watered or oiled, but went astray with the
slightest breeze. His ears were OK: they
were set so close to his head as to be
practically unnoticeable. That was the
catch, it was a negative sort of advantage,
for ears are not noticed unless they stick
out. The rest of his features were too indefinite, his eyes neither really gray nor
really blue, his teeth neither white nor
discoloured, even nor uneven. His skin,
though luckily free from pimples, was blotched with freckles, especially about the
bridge of his nose.
He turned in self-disgust from the mirror, left the bedroom, and walked despondently down the passage, through the"back
door into the yard. At the slamming of
the door he was greeted by a loud bark, a
joyful, welcoming bark. His heart im16

mediately lightened. Whatever happened,
he had Bruno. Bruno cared not at all
whether his nose was long, or his hair
wispy, whether he was tall or short, or
sported a moustache. Dogs laid no store
on such trivialities. And they were faithful. He would take Bruno for a walk.
Apparently Bruno was a thought-reader,
for the idea of a walk had no sooner formed in Roy's mind that Bruno began to bark
with excitement, and to leap about as far
as his chain would allow him. Roy snapped
the lead on to his collar, and they set off.
With Bruno pulling hard, forcing him to
walk vigorously, Roy soon began to feel a
different person. A walk with Bruno always affected him so. Bruno was such a
fine specimen that it did Roy good simply
to watch him paddiilg eagerly along, intelligent, confident, superbly healthy. And,
a surprising thing, something of Bruno's
vigour and confidence seemed actually to
be transmitted along the lead to Roy;
Roy, on these walks, invariably felt himself to be taller, stronger, and prouder.
And now, when this transformation began
once more, he wished that they could
meet Rene.
No sooner had the wish formed . than,
in the distance, he saw a figure he knew.
Not Rene, no; it was a man. A man with
a dog. And if that man was not, of all
people, Tom Cartwright, he'd be willingYes, it was Cartwright. Of all the coincidences. Of all the rotten luck. To hear
that Cartwright was taking Rene to the
dance, and then run into him in the street.
With his dog. You'd almost thinkWhy didn't Cartwright get himself a
real dog, one a man could be proud to be
seen with. Not necessarily an Alsatian,
but at least a Collie, or an Airdale, or
something similar. But a foxyl Nearly
as bad as a pam or a poodle.
Roy wondered whether to cross to the
other side of the street. He had no desire
for speech with Cartwright. Not that he
had anything against the fellow. Except
perhaps that little show-off moustache. But
it would be awkward if he knew about the
dance-perhaps he had even been with
Rene when she answered the phone. If
so, he would probably give him a patronising smile. He wouldn't wear that from
WESTERl.Y

Cartwright. But if he crossed over now,
Cartwright would see him and guess why.
Which would be worse. Anyhow, why
should he go out of his way because of
Cartwright? Damn Cartwright. He didn't
own th e street. He had as much right
there as Cartwright, rich and all as he
was.
As th ey drew nearer to one another, Roy
composed his face into an expression of offhanded coolness. If Cartwright did know
that he had asked Rene to go with him to
the dance, Cartwright was certainly not
going to get the impression that he cared.
Not that he did care, either. If she preferred Cartwright, let her have the big
so-aod-so, and good luck to her. No skin
off his nose. There were plenty of girls.
Cartwright could report back to Rene that
he had seen Roy out enjoying a walk
with his dog. He spoke a word of encouragement to Bruno.
At least, he started to. But he need not
have bothered. Nor need he have worried
about the expression on his face. Before
he and Cartwright were close enough for
it to become obligatory to look at each
other, and to speak, the dogs, as if acting
at a single order, simultaneously sprang
forward , straight at each other, tearing
their leashes from out of their masters'
hands.
Confusion followed; the dogs collided,
with no sound at first except the dull thud
of body against body; but this was immediately followed by a furore of snarling and
snapping; and their consequent movements were so swift, so changing, and carried out with such agility, that the human
eye was too imperfect an instrument to
record anything except a nearly circular
whirling of brown and gray, and now a
head, now a tail, or a slashing forefoot,
emerging from the flurry. At one instant
there was no evidence of the fox-terrier at
all, so that th e watchers wondered whether
he had been swallowed whole (a thing
that was by no means impossible) and even
the Alsatian slackened to a lesser frenzy to
make certain that it still had an opponent.
Then Cartwright, perhaps shocked from
his trance at this suspicion of cannibalism,
found his voice and cried with a nearWESTERLY

hysterical urgency : "Paddy! Here, Paddy!"
and on that being, as one would expect,
absolutely ineffectual, actually made a
movement that indicated that he intended
to interpose himself physicaly between the
dogs .
Cartwright's cry and movement, especially his movement, woke Roy from his
trance, and he too moved forward, not,
of course, to throw his body between the
clogs - he was not that stupid-but to prevent Cartwright from b eing torn to pieces
by th e excited Bruno; this, too, being far
from impossible. "Keep back!" he yelled
to Cartwright. "Leave him to me!" and
even as he shouted he found time to marvel at the fact that he, Roy Bramich, was
giving orders to Cartwright, and that
Cartwright was obeying him. Let Cartwright report that to Rene.
"Come out of it, you mongrel!" he
shouted to Bruno, and grabbed at Bruno's
leash. He missed, shouted again, edged
closer in at great risk to himself, grabbed
again, yelled, grabbed, and this time
caught the leash; he wound it about his
hand and pulled furiously, trying by brute
strength to drag Bruno clear. It felt as if
he were trying to pull over a tree.
"Hold this!" He thrust the leash into
Cartwright's hand, tore off his belt, and,
dancing watchfully around the gyrating
dogs, he waited for an opening, found it,
and brought the belt down hard on Bruno's
back.
It is doubtful whether Bruno was aware
of the lash from the belt, he was too intent
on teaching this puppy of a foxy-who,
despite his insignificant physique, had
teeth of a devilish sharpness, and, one
must admit, plenty of pluck-not to have
the audacity to try conclusions with a real
dog. Be that as it may, the dogs did at
that moment part, as if at Roy's lashing,
but in fact because the foxy was in such
a state that, game as he was, he had no
more fight left in him, and because Bruno
realized this at the same time as the foxy
himself.
Roy took the leash from Cartwright's
hand, tugged Bruno viciously about, and
ordered him home. "Come on, you mongrel," he snarled, and set off at such a pace
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that poor Bruno, worn out as he was from
his exertions, and hurt to the quick at being called a mongrel by one he loved and
who, he had believed until now, loved
him, would have had difficulty in keeping
up even if his heart had been in .it.
When they reached the house, Roy burst
in through the front door, dragging the uneasy Bruno after him. This entrance by
the front door was so extraordinary that
Bruno began to be afraid. The usual procedure was for them to go around the side
path to the backyard, where Bruno was put
on the chain, after which Roy would enter
the house by the back door and return in a
few minutes with something to eat and
drink for Bruno, a reward for the pleasure
of the outing. For Bruno to go through
the house-until now it had never entered
anybody's head.
When they reached the kitchen, Roy
dropped the leash. Bruno, apprehensive,
considered running away. "Sit!" Roy ordered, as if reading Bruno's intention, and
Bruno's fear increased. Never had he seen
Roy like this. Would he, for the first time,
be beaten? He prayed not. The pain he

could bear; it was the humiliation, the
affront to his dignity, that concerned rum.
He watched Roy anxiously. He was
beyond pretence. Roy opened the refrigerator, took out the chiller dish, and from
it lifted out a piece of steak, a pound and
a half at least, and the choicest of cuts.
So. It was to be that sort of punishment:
he was to go hungry, but be forced to
watch Roy gorge himself on grilled steak.
Very well. He would bear it in dignified
silence, hungry as he was.
Roy turned towards Bruno, and held
out the steak above his head. And now,
to Bruno's amazement, Roy's face was
full, not of anger, but of love. He held
the meat a moment longer, then let it fall
towards Bruno, who, after nearly missing it
in surprise, snatched it before it reached
the fioor, and dealt with it as it deserved
to be.
And as Bruno ate, Roy patted and caressed him, crooning as he did: "You beauty,
you beauty. The bastard might be big and
strong and handsome, and have wavy hair
and a fancy moustache, but we licked him,
boy, we licked him."

World-Death
Skull half-buried in the heaping sand
Dust in its eyes.
Skull, stove in, lying dead in the sand
Trickling through.
Sun-bleached whiteness striking the eye
Sand-scoured.
Strong white bones with edges fraying
Ivory chips.
Flesh seared off by the furnace sun
Cracking, lifting.
Blood drunk swift by the heedless sand
Red fading down.
A mirror for all men
Dead in the sand.
MICHAEL BIRCH
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Sunday Night
Down at the end of the street
Under the wind-swatted light,
A group is making glory
For their Lord.
The cornets' hosanna climbs,
Rattling clearer hail
Than any that may fall
All this winter.
A discarded paper and some leaves
Kick about the drain grill
N ear their feet.
Their voices swamp the street Are silent and an elderly man
Bears witness.
Six times the word love is said
While past him,
The mockers hurry home to bed.
GRIFFITH WATKINS
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So Many Girls Are In My Arms Tonight
So many girls are in my arms tonight,
So many breasts and lips and eyes and tears,
And yet the image of that girl I loved
I have mislaid her, somewhere down the years.

The touch of her time can obliterate,
That white girl swearing passion in the rain,
And what has she become for me but this,
The image of all women and old pain .

Time had no terrors for my ghostly girl,
And still her spirit in my spirit grew.
What bitter · jest is this that comes too late
And says she is not one, but always two?

Two women in the dark and three in day,
And perhaps a dozen in my moonlit bed .
How sad it is to clasp her, and confess
I would not know her if she turned her head.
DOROTHY HEWETT
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Keats
My own school garden was of another kind.
There was no Autumn tangled in the red
dry dandruff of those twisted trees;
except for calendars there was no sense
of something permanently left behind;
and when the b ook was open, instead
we looked for modish recompense,
not explanation of those mysteries.

And later when we lived, and when a womana girl was earlier-was content to talk
yet say the most in moments when her mouth
was still, we yet wrote letters of a love
that underlay our literary passion,
and laughed at it when on our evening walk,
knowing the truth of what they failed to provethat love is likin g beyond the wordy fl are of youth .

Only perhaps a melancholy Hugh McRae,
or a dark Brennan on a northern b each
could tell us now why the thing is done,
or give an answer to our "Does it matter?"
Towards the end he saw a bright Italian day
when all his art was wasted into speech,
as even now for me when leaves lie flatter
to the kinder after-Summer sun.

JOHN CROYSTON
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Peter Jarman

Brothers

ATHER John was making one of his
rare and unpredictable excursions away
from the monastry. Seated in a corner
of the London train, he peered through
his spectacles at Heath's treatise on
Greek Mathematics. Opposite him sat
a fairly young woman who leant well back
in her seat with her head pointing askew
at the window. The inparticular countryside that passed by evidently made a background against which her thoughts floated
like a feather in an almost still air. The
other passenger, an elderly man, crouched
over the social columns of the Daily Telegraph but his eyes were shut and his
breathing was slow and heavy.
Just now and then the eyes of the woman would come to a focus through the
priest's spectacles on to his eyes. She saw
them rove from one sentence to another
and sometimes she saw them pause awhile.
Then perhaps they would retreat a page or
two before making another advance. From
Thales to Pythagoras. But her eyes became bored, ceased to stare even partly,
and came again to transmit an idle picture
of fields and trees and embankments. She
did not realise that whilst the mind of
Father John lingered with the Greek mathematicians, his eyes darted upwards and
rested quizically on her. Then they switched to one side to study less closely the
source of a certain rhythmic wheeze. Many
times his eyes made this detour and once,
towards the end of the journey, those opposite caught his in the act. She blushed
feebly; he flicked his eyes away, and their
fellow passenger dozed on unaware that

IF
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the woman and the priest with him felt
in that moment a peculiar sense of guilt.
Arriving at the London metropolis,
Father John continued to read. When the
commotion had died down, he wedged the
book into an old leather case between his
breviary and toilet bag, and having found
his coat and wide brimmed hat on the
luggage rack, he stumbled off the h'ain
clutching them to his breast, and made for
the underground station. The tumbling
escalators and the rumbling tube trains
would be, to say the least, incongruous in
his wing of the monastery. Yet, scraping
the walls of the tiled corridors, he seemed
as certain of his way in the intricacies of
the underground system as he was on the
deep rutted stone from the chapel to the
refectory. A moment later, waiting for a
train, his eyes came to rest on the huge
curved advertisements that hung a few
feet away. They never ceased to bewilder
him but when they became impertinent or
too intrusive, Father John took off his glasses. The fusion of colours and shapes which
he then saw preserved for him a little
innocence.
His ears also ceased to perceive anything. Noises, shapes and colours flowed
one after the other as blurs into his mind
until, when travelling in a corner of a
South London suburban train, he perched
his glasses once more upon his sharply
bent nose. Slowly resolving the blurs, he
was surprised to find instead of the woman
who had blushed a freckled schoolboy who
was surveying him from beneath a lurid
green and yellow cap that fell about his
WESTERLY

head like a cosy over a teapot. Unashamedly, the boy persevered, and the priest
twitched nervously under his scrutiny until
he arrived at his destination, Teddington.
A man, whose old overcoat and crumpled trilby matched the drabness of early
evenin g at a suburban station, came to
greet him. ""Velcome once more, George,"
th e man said. He always referred to his
brother by the name his mother had given
him. "Charles," replied Father J olm, "glad
to see you." The brothers shook hands
and together they ambled off into the dusk.
Passing the grey shadows of the church and
the sporadic glare from a row of shops, they
waited for a trolleybus to rush by b efore
turning off the highway towards Bushy
Park. "How are things?", asked the man.
"Much the same," replied the priest several
houses later. They went through the turnstile and across the park; the street lamps
grew smaller and then larger again as they
approached the Western gate. "How are
you keeping, Charles?" "As well as ever,
George". Again they passed houses and
shops before crossing a busy road beneath
th e silver trolleybus wires and turning
uown a side street. The semi-detached
houses huddled together either side of this
street could be distinguished in the day
time by the chromium plated numerals
screwed to their strictly rectangular front
doors or less easily by the precise ambiguities of their front room curtains. In the
dark, neither distinction was apparent and
the priest's brother chose his gatepost presumedly by some kind of triangulation
between two lampposts and a pillar box.
He opened the front door and switched on
the hall lights; the priest took a pint of milk
from the pool of yellow light upon the
doorstep and left it balancing on the umbrella stand.
Father John made his own way to a
bedroom overlooking the patch of garden
at the back, and his brother Charles went
to boost the boiler in the kitchen and to
put on the kettle. Supper was on the
table. H e took off the tissue paper that
covered each plate. Underneath lay a
slither of tinned ham, some tufts of dried
out lettuce, a cut or two of cucumber and
a couple of tomatoes. Charles hesitated,
halved each tomato, and took both plates
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into the front room and placed them on a
small table by the window sill. Between
these t'vvo plates, he stood an armoury of
sauces, pickles and mayonnaise, and he
touched up th e dull white tablecloth with
a fruit bowl containing a few dry biscuits,
and with a wedge of cheddar and some
butter on a dinner plate.
"I see that you are reading Endymion,"
remarked the priest squinting at a shabby
book on the mantelpiece. But Charles
was transferring a needle that he found
on the carpet to a tobacco tin which he
kept under the stairs. From under this tin
he took a photograph and handed it to his
brother. "Remember Arthur Clark?", he
asked . Fath er John gave a slight nod.
"Well, he's dead." "Oh dear, so soon,"
remarked the priest, and they sat down to
eat. Charles poured sauce and mayonnaise on to his own plate to disguise the
meal and he wondered how his brother
could eat his without. "Only five novices
were clothed this year," his brother
remarked, chewing through his last piece
of lettuce. Charles went to find a knife
for the cheese. "The government are going
to give us a rise," he announced sitting
down again, "about tim e too." The church
clock struck eight. Charles poured out
more tea which he stirred round and round
until a sin gle gong came from the hall.
"Still twenty five minutes fast?", asked
Father John reaching for his cup. Charles
remembered the sugar. "Nearly forgot,"
he said, "yes, exactly twenty five minutes.
Keeps time marvellously. And the monastery timepiece?" "Half a minute slow.
Most irritating," explained his brother.
They sat down by the fireside. Father
John refus ed a cigarette and went back to
Endymion. He studied the cover for a
while from above his spectacles as Charles
began to look at a paper. As Charles read
it, he felt for a tobacco pouch lying on a
ledge nearby. His hand knocked against
his pipe, which fell to the floor. Father
John looked up as the pipe was retrieved
and he studied the automation of pulling,
shredding and packing the layers of tobacco from the pouch into the bowl of
the pipe. Charles struck a match and
sucked its flam e into the pipe. After each
suck, a puff of smoke rose and hovered

between him and his brother. They returned to their reading: Charles to his
paper and Father John to the cover of the
novel Some time later, the priest began
to read it oblivious of the odd remarks
which Charles squeezed past the stem of
his pipe: "Another revolt in Jordan, those
Arabs will never settle down. So Brown's
had another go at the Potato Board. Should
be fin,~ tomorrow, but you never can trust
them.
Father J olm rose early the following
morning and, having celebrated Mass, he
walked twice across the park before breakfast. He found his brother in his Harris
Tweed's patched with leather at the elbows and sleeves. "Morning George, b een
for your stroll?", he asked. "Well, just
once over and back as I usually do, before everyone else is there." "Yes, I prefer
it then. Tea and boiled eggs," invited
Charles." The priest nodded. "We'll be
going for our walk, I suppose? You know,
to the river." "Oh, yes . You've always
liked th at walk, because of the river?"
"Yes," agreed the priest automatically. They
ate breakfast in silence at the monastery.
We somehow get tired of talking: nothing
more to say, he had explained once. So
they talked no more until, later, they were
travellin g in a trolleybus going to Hampton
Court and the river. "Aunt Hilda's had a
grandson", remarked Charles casually.
"Pardon ." "I said Aunt Hilda's had a
grandson." "She lives in Bath?", asked
Father John. "Bath? Oh, no". "Then perhaps it was Basingstoke. I remember. Yes.
Basingstoke', thought the priest. "Basingstoke? You're thinking of Uncle Walter,
and he moved from there nine years ago.
Aunt Hilda lives in Brisbane." "Yes. But
Brisbane or Basingstoke or Bath, it doesn't
matter much, does it?" "I suppose not,"
Charles said, a little puzzled.
He did not interrupt his brother's
thoughts again until they had got to Hampton Court and were walking along the
river's edge towards Kingston. "But Aunt
Hilda's daughter, of course, lives in Chichester," he resumed trying to get some kind
of conversation going. "Oh, in Chichester?
And how is her little son?" "I really don't
know," said Charles, "I suppose it's doing
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all right else we'd have heard." "Urn,"
Father John wondered, scrutinising the
young people on the river bank. From the
corners of his eyes Charles saw that his
brother was occupied and so he let his own
th oughts wander from the river and the
boats to his own memories and their endless refl ections. On reaching Kingston
Bridge, th ey turn ed and walked back.
An hour later, they passed the red brick
of the Palace Wall and the jetty used by
the ri ver launches. They went over the
bridge to a small restaurant by the cinema.
Taking a table in one corner, they chose
one of th e set lunches. "What train will
you be catching?" asked Charles. "If you'll
excuse me," Charles, 'TIl take the earlier
one. Must leave myself enough time in
York." "Of course. I don't want to hurry
you. I'll ring for a taxi as soon as we get
home;"
They got back just after two. Charles
went to phone. Father John took the milk
in, balanced the bottle on th e umbrella
stand again, and went to pack his case.
On returning, Charles pressed him to take
Endymion for the journey. Father John
added it to his luggage as if it were another impedimenta like a toothbrush. The
taxi brought th em to the station with a few
moments to spare. They sat in the waiting room, the priest clutching his breviary
and gazin g at a picture of a bathing beauty
encouraging him to spend a holiday at
Southend-on-Sea. "Southend," wondered
Father John, "do p eople still go there?"
"I suppose so," thought Charles," at least
quite often, I should think." The h'ain
came and Charles shut his brother up in
an empty compartment. They struggled
to lower the window. "Goodbye, Charles,
and thank you." "Goodbye, George. You'll
come the same time next year?" "Oh,
sometime anyway. When Father Abbot
can release me." "'Til then," said Charles
waving goodbye.
Father John sat quietly on his own appm'ently looking at the luggage rack opposite him. He worked his way through
London as before and on the Newcastle
Express, he resumed his study of Greek
Mathematics: from Hippocrates to Archimedes. Later, a country bus tacked him
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to and fro between one village and another
before setting him down outside the monastery.
Next morning Father John was again
in his habit amongst a procession of habits
shuffling over the stone and through the
arches from the chapel to the refectory.
After breakfast, Father Barnabas approach-

ed him. "How was your journey? Your
brother, how did you find him?" "Well,"
replied Father J olm, "very well, but so
quiet you know. He always was a little
curious." And in a certain canteen down
South, his brother was heard to say: "Quiet
as ever. I've never known him any different."

Hope Hewitt

Intimations of History from
Recollections of Early Childhood
ISTORY touches the lives of all of
us at times. But when we are children we do not realize its scale; we
see it part of the normal order of
things, which, very properly, centres
everything upon ourselves.
This belief was especially easy to hold
in the remote and lovely New Zealand
town where I spent most of my childhood.
Not only history seemed to neglect it
most of the time; so did the larger coastal
ships. It was easy to feel no association
with the outside world when the only visible form of contact was the three hundred
tOn steamer which panted fussily into port
three times a week, and an antique railway
which ran a short distance into the surrounding farmlands and then came back
again.
Here by an idyllic arrangement between
Providence and the encircling mountains,
rain, if I remember rightly, fell always at
night, and the sun shone unceasingly by
day, warm but not excessive. So the
fields and river-banks were always green
the sea blue, the gardens a riot of English
flowers. In this setting, I made my childhood world, based on our overgrown garden, expanding only to the river, the beach
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and the pine-and gorse-covered hills.
All the companions of my reading, which
was largely English in origin, transferred
themselves without effort or protest to
this New Zealand paradise. Peter Rabbit
and Pooh Bear and the Barnstable children
of E. Nesbit's stories were as much at home
there as in their South of England woods
and gardens.
I and my sister re-enacted their stories
and enlarged their activities in the secret
haunts of our garden. We swelled the
large and ever-changing company of literary associates with familiars of our own
creation. Mine were a duality of indefinable sex and forgotten origin called Sueansam: in winter we lived under a dusty,
spreading spruce by the front fence; in
summer under a vast gelder rose lit by
miraculous white globes. My sister's companion was a darker and more malicious
spirit called J aggy, whose lineage is also
buried in time. Their head-quarters were a
wet, dock-infested enclosure with a south
aspect. Since we were addicts of the
Jungle Books, this was inevitably called
'Cold Lairs'.
It was here that much of the life went
on which I remember as important. There

was also school, with another set of companions; tolerable under duress, but more
quarrelsome than those of my own devising. No doubt there was also a substantial world where buses ran and newspapers
were published daily, and people lived
who had never heard of me. For a long
time I managed to ignore it pretty successfully.
I have two memories to prove that, in
fact, the town where we lived did not
exist suspended in time and place apart
from th e rest of the world: that history
did occasionally reach out and touch it.
Both have probably come to me indirectly,
from family repetitions, though that does
not matter. The first is the story that one
of my sisters, born neal' the 1918 Armistice,
narrowly escaped being christened 'Peace'.
Neighbours were enthusiastic; the moment
was sympathetic to a symbolic gesture; my
fath er came from a part of England with a
strong Puritan and Quaker tradition in
favour of burdening children with the
name of some unlikely virtue. Fortunately
my father seems to have felt that this one
was tempting Providence too far. History
was pushed into the background, and my
sister came away from the font less challengingly labelled.
The other memory concerns the headmistress of the school in whose kindergarten I was a minute and grubby member. She was extraordinarily small; I realized this even at a time when all grown-ups
were taller than myself. However, her
force of character was legendary; it overawed even the smallest children among
th eir slates and sand pits, with whom she
never came into actual contact. The nickname given this dynamic little person was
'The Mighty Atom'-which indicates a
period in the early 'twenties when Rutherford's discoveries were making scientific
history. The nickname was current far
beyond the school, not because the district
was particularly attentive to new ideas,
but because Rutherford was a local boy,
and local pride required some acquaintance with his achievements.
A few years later history took the
trouble to lay hands on me again, and I did
not even realize it. My father decided to
move from the New Zealand scientific re26

search station where he worked to a similar
institu bon in Australia. For me, that
meant a bitter excitement in the prospect
of a sea-journey to a new country, and
the separation from the house and garden,
beach and hills I loved. It also meant separation from my imaginary companions,
for I was not too young to realize that they
were th e product of their surroundin gs and
like all spirits of place were, in their way,
earth -bound. In this I was wiser than I
kn ew, for th e hard shadows and brilliant
sunlight of Australia were to prove unsympath etic to any kind of fantasy .
So I paid my last visits to my schoolfriends with less sorrow than those to my
private haunts and favourite tree-perches .
1 played more intensely than usual with
will Suansam under the dusty branches.
But my last weeks in New Zealand were
disturbed by my sister, who maintained
persistently that Jaggy was coming to Australia with liS. I argued with her; pointed
out that he had no ticket, that there
would be no bunk, that th ere weren't any
sp~l1'e suit-cases. She still insisted that he
was coming. Unable to imagine any
transport for my own familiar, I felt incredulous, and then guilty, because my
sister had apparently secured some for
hers. She was three years older than I,
which gave her a fearful weight of authority. I did not want to believe her, but I
could not prove her wrong.
Th ese teasing preoccupations accompanied me through all our farewells, then onto
the inter-island steamer, around 'iVellington where we were to take ship for Sydney,
onto the trans-Tasman liner. I waved goodbye inattentively, eyes fixed on the gangway. Th en as the liner cast off from the
wharf, I pointed out triumphantly that
Jaggy was not aboard. My sister smiled
cryptically, and said he would come
alright: maybe he would fly.
Now flying was possible in those days
in New Zealand, but not common. Fragile
kites with square-tipped wings occasionally rocked across our skies, and we abandoned all other occupation to watch them .
But commercial airlines did not exist; none
had flown the Tasman. The whole business
was tainted with the marvellous for me,
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· which, unfortunately, made it all the more
probable that if Jaggy did come to Australia, that was just the sort of way he
might do it.
Our sh ip pitched out into the Pacific
rollers. It was cold, grey and windy; I
began to suspect that travel was not as
enjoyable as it should have been, and
crouched behind damp bits of canvas, I
longed for the sunny garden we had left.
Still, at intervals I summoned up enough
spirit to taunt my sister with Jaggy's nonappearance, while she continued to main tain that he was on the way.
Then one bleak afternoon, bored and
rather miserable on deck, we suddenly
[ward a strange buzzing overhead. As we
turn ed to look, a tin y black T appeared far

to the right of the ship among the cloudsunquestionably an aeroplane. My sister
must have thought quickly. Leaning dangerously over the rail, she began to wave
vigorously and call, 'Go it, Jaggy. Good old
Ja ggy. What did I tell you?'
I turn ed and fled to the private misery
of an upper bunk. So I did not notice the
passengers racing out of smoke-rooms and
cabins, nor hear their excited talk and
constant reference to one 'Kin gsford-Smith' .
No doubt the aeroplane soon lost itself
again in th e clouds, struggling bravely towards Australia. But I did not see it. I
was weeping bitterly into a damp pillow,
torn between awe at my sister who could
command such transport, and anger that
she had kept it all for herself.

Ross Haig

Reunion
ONIGHT is darker than most. You
can put up your outstretched arm
and almost touch those thick grey
clouds, but then that's London
weath er for you , they say it's always been
unpredictabl e. I wish it wouldn't crush
cl own on you th ough, I find it so damned
depressing, and it's bad enough trying to
keep in good spirits with all the other
pressures of life operating. I've just finished work So have about fifty thousand
others, you can't move quicker than this
infernal qu eue will let you, so although it
makes me furious most nights, I say to
myself what's the use, the man in front is
governed by th e speed and reactions of the
man in front of him again, so that eventually we all might just as well blame it
on the first man in the line, haggling as he
probably is over some useless bit of information that the ticket collector is not
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qualified to give. Anyway, by the time I've
tllOu ght th ese thoughts, which really are
quite trivial, the crowd has moved forward
a little in that sullen, surging mann er so
pec uliar to crowds, and I straighten my
coat ,make a pretence of reading the front
page of my evening newspaper, and on we
shuffle once more.
I'm off to meet my wife, you know. I'm
tryin g not to think too much about it,
even though meeting your wife might strike
you as an ordinary sort of a thing for a
man to do. But really, it's not ordinary for
me. Poor woman has b een in hospital .. .
well , a sanitorium actually . .. with a small
complaint, over th e past few months.
Nothing serious. I've never been particularly close to her, but after all, you get
fond of wives, and I've been working like
a beaver in the last week, trying to get my
flat up to scratch so she will be pleased.
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She's 28. That's a nice age for a wife, but
it's a shame. for a woman so young to go a
little "off", if you get what I mean. But
that's life, that's all I can say. I can see
with her home, I'm going to have to reform,
or rather modify my activities. With
Marie away, I got a bit lonely as men are
inclined, and I kicked up my heels somewhat. Marie would shoot me if she knew,
by Godl That was one of her pet things in
our better days. But a man gets lonely and
he needs something to hold on to, and what
does a name matter, as long as it's a woman, a reasonably respectble one? I must
admit, though, I've often got disgusted with
myself. Marie would have been so loyal
if the position was reversed, if I was in
hospital and she. was home, but me . . .
no, I have to go out hunting for it. Anyway, that's all over now that she's coming
hom e. But Christ, I hope some of those
bitches don't accidentally ring up. Did
I warn them all? I told so many lies, I've
forgotten which is which, or what was
what. You can't just say don't come around
any more, my wife's returning. Some
people could, I suppose, but I'm damned
if I can.
As we shuffle down these cold concrete
steps into th e bowels of the earth, you can
hear th at frightening rush as the trains
shoot out of the dark, through the semicircle of black at one end, and come
screeching to a halt. It's a long way down,
though. I don't know whether you ever do
this, wheth er or not it strikes you as funny .
But I often pause, if it's humanly possible,
on th e steps, and I watch these crazy
people, and suddenly, from just being crazy
people rushing down the tube steps to get
home to whatever they're going home for,
they appear like great grotestque dummies,
mummies, puppets, I don't know what, and
they move with their limbs all over the
pla~e, like an early Chaplin movie, and
th e faster they try to run, the slower they
seem to go, the less progress they seem to
make, and they're all tilted on an angle, or
perhaps it's just me that's on an angle, I
don't know. Anyway, I'd better move on,
I can hear a fellow behind me muttering
something vitriolic, and if he's not careful
I'll give him some. back, it's not as if I'm
reticent in that sort of thing.
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It's hot down here in the tubes, the
nearest thing to hell I've ever come across.
When you breathe in, the air is foul and
stagnant and limp, and every time a train
rushes in, there's a great surge of more hot
stagnant air. Eeally, it would be better to
travel on the bus, but as everyone will tell
you, its much slower that way, even though
you see a lot more, and in fact you might
just as well walk. This set-up, down here
in th e underground, is at least quick, it's
worth putting up with to get home in time
to have a little relaxation before you go to
bed and get up in the morning and repeat
the whole ridiculous process all over again.
But, you know, the bloody fares have just
gone up again! I don't usually bother
much about these things, whether they're
up or down or just plain in the middle, but
you can't ignore the matter b ecause everyone talks about it, especially on the tubes,
probably more for something to to say than
anything else. In fact, there are two chappies on my right that are doing exactly
that now; talking about the fare-rise? What
did I tell you!
Jesus, some old fellow has just spewed
his guts out not far from me, near the wall
by that confectionary machine. Poor bastard! Can't blame him though, it's foul
and unh ealthy down here, and a night
rarely passes without someone being sick.
It turns me to see anyon e ill, I'd much rather be sick myself on liquor, bad food, anything rather than watch it objectively. He
probably ate a pie that was off for lunch,
poor beggar, he doesn't look to have enougb money for a decent meal. No one's
doing a thing about him, you know 1 You
certainly can't exp ect any sympathy, however old you are. There he kneels, not yet
fini shed retching, and everyone's turning
their backs as if he wasn't there and that
those groaning sounds he's making, which
are echoing right down th e chamber, aren't
real at all. And the women are the
worst offenders. Particularly the young
ones, th ey don't like anything that's not
nice, that's embarrassing as life is so often,
because they would have to think about it
then, and that would never do. I bet I'm
the only one that's thinking about the poor
devil, anyway. He's just about finished
now, near the end. 'Vllat a mess 1 Oh
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well, 1 suppose a porter will scamper up
shortly with a broom and some sawdust, the
sort of task we subject the Jamaicans to,
and if the old boy's lucky, he will have
escaped on to the next train b efore that
happens, so that the Jamaican porter will
never know who did it, not that that should
bother the old fellow anyway. I mean,
wheth er or not anyone's been watching
him, or whether they're Jamaicans, or porters, or what.
Now we're all poised for the battle of
gettin g inside the train, which has just
pulled up with a furious noise. I'm pretty
good at this, as I've learned to suppress
what love I ever had for my fellow men,
and go the whole hog to get in first. There's
not much tim e to get on, you know. The
door slide open, there's a tangled mass of
arms, legs, heads and newspapers, as they
try to get off and we try to get on at the
same time. It's a pity we on the platform
don't wait for the others to get off first, as
it would be a lot easier, but then you've
got to go along with the crowd, no sense in
tryin g to be a gentleman here, as the fellow behind you or to one side has the same
thing in mind.
I've got a seat, that's fortunate. Once I
used to stand for women or old people,
but not any more. They don't always accept, anyway. For some peculiar reason I
keep thinkin g about Marie and our meeting at 8.15. I can't understand why this
should be so, it's just like an adolescent on
his first date. After all, we've never had
much in common, in fact, I can't think
why ,ve ever married. There's certainly
no reason why she should have married
me, with my views, but of course I found
her attractive and she was intelligent too.
But it's been wearin g off for some time,
and it was never the same after she found
out about me that night. She seemed to go
a bit mental and had to go away to that
place her sister recommended. I must
admit I did behave abominably, and wasn't very good at covering things up or lying
well, but then you can't always account
for these things in a clear rational mannero
Out of habit, even though I'm usually
thinking, I know when my station comes
up. Tonight I've had to concentrate a bit
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more, because I'm on a different line to
meet Marie further towards the outskirts.
But we're almost in now, and everyone's
jostling for positions near the door. Some
old lady is having a bad time with the
crowd, not so mu ch from me, although I'm
determin ed to get out ahead of her. She's
wearing an old delapidated hat which has
been knocked askew since she's not very
tall, and she's just dropped half her parcels. I don't have much feeling for old
women, even though I try. They seem so
pathetic once their waking life is done,
and there's little to recommend them when
the freshness has gone.
Outside it's much clearer, and the oppressive sky has lifted slightly, even though
it's still a murky grey. In fact, if you pause
and look up, away fr om the crowd, you can
see tiny stars glittering in the break b etween the clouds, and for once everything
is peaceful , like that beautiful slender spire
in the di stance, rising serenly above a timeworn graveyard , all overgrown with weeds,
with head-s tones of fa ded names tumbled
down and forgotten. Even this row of
identical houses stretching befor e me has
charm tonight. They're all grey, soon it
will be so dark you won't be able to detect
their sameness, and they'll fade into oblivion, like the smoke spiralling heavenwards from those myriad chimney stacks.
There's a few minutes to go before
Marie's train arrives. I feel uneasy, I can't
understand it, as if something is knocking
at th e back of my mind, some important
thou ght, or a chance expression lance
knew well. Only I can't defin e it. I think
I'll go for a walk instead, just around quietly in th e dark backstreets. As long as I'm
back in time.
Something's wrong with the buildings,
too. They're not parallel. You know, if
you stand some distance back and look at
two buildings side by side with similar
shapes, they should rise from the ground
in a parallel manner. But these don't.
they're all crazy, like a modern painting.
Or perhaps it's just my vision th at's distorted . An icy wind has struck up as well,
and I've had to button my coat tightly and
lower my head. I wish I had a hat, but
I've never worn one, it seemed so superfluous.
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There's a young woman standing on the
next corner, and even from here I can tell
she's a prostitute. They're so very distinctive, I suppose they make themselves that
way, al though this one's nu t bad as wh cJres
go. She at least isn't as painted up as most
of th em, and she has a fresh youthful look
about her fa ce.
.
As I approach her she says to me :
- Lookin g for business, dear?as if she'd never said that b efore, althou gh
it's th e one thing she says well, to say
nothin g of th e one thin g she does well.
Though I do feel a bit like it tonight, in
th e Brst place there's no time, and in th e
second, my wife is du e back shortly, and
for once I'm going to try to b e decent. Of
course, I don't tell the whore my feelin gs .
Instead, I smile and offer some inane comment which keeps my masculinitv intact,
an excuse probably which, now that I reHect on it, I've lI sed before recently, o('herwise I wouldn't think twice of it. ' Funny
how some words form a pa ttern , and YO ll
dig th em up out of the pas t wh enever it's
convenient.
\Vell , both my watch and my nerves
tell me the gam e's up, it's time to meet
my wife and responsibilities again. But
wh at's wrong with me? Is it th e food I
had for lunch, or what? I'm in a knot inside, I've never been this way before. I
can't control th e feeling, which is a mixture of a hollo"" sickness in the pit of my
stomach, and a razor-sharp desire. I try to
visualise what Marie will look like as I
walk to th e station . I can get a clear mental image, she was so beautiful. Those ell'eb ..
ed eyebrows, full round eyes and sligh tly
mocking lips. And the quality I could
never deBne anyway.
I scan th e station from th e other side of
th e tracks, a hundred yards or so from the
main entrance. Th ere's a little overgrown
path with trees and bushes IC:ldi n\! down
from th e platform to wh ere I'm ~t:U1ding:,
and I think I'll wait here, and whell I see
iVl arie I'll give a wave and a shout, and
she'll come running down ( if she hasn't
got too much luggage) acl'l)SS th e tracks.
down the path and into my arms. That
would be nice, I'm glad I thou ght of it.
She would like that.
.
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Here it comes now, I think. I can see
somethin g in the di stance, and I can hear
the far-off whistle scream. The small crowd
on the station is craning forward, too, so
it must be the train. My watch says 8.15.
It stops with a fearful hissing and
screeching, and grea t clouds of steam rising from th e engine Roat back and obscure
partiall y what is going on. My heart is
bea tin g like mad, like a little b oy's, and I
can't stop it, even th ough I want to. There's
a great commotion as the fa cade of reunion
takes place, and th e porters rush around
with trcll eys, skilfully avoiding the knots
of p eople. I wonder, fr om my side of the
line wh ether Marie might think I'm not
there, an d for a moment I regret my action
and wi sh I'd done things normally. Then
th e train moves off, laboriously and with
mu ch noise and steam, and th e crowd b egins to disperse until th e station gradually
hecomes quiet and bare. I scan the lengths
of th e platform from my position near
some trees, ever so carefully, wondering
if she hasn't come. Th en I see her, standing forlornly beside a stone pillar, and oh
God somethin g twists inside of me and a
grea t surge of love comes out for all the
things I've missed and all the things we've
done together, and I stand unable to move.
Eventu ally I wave and shout like mad, and
dan ce out fr om behind my tree like a thing
possessed, and Marie sees me and waves
back, rather guardedly, not as wildly as I
do, but I can see that look on her fa ce
as she walks towards me, then half runs ,
in that funn y way women have of running
in a ti ght skirt with their legs all out of
unison. I feel myself being transported
forward, as in a dream, not by myself, but
by a thin g extern al. But I'm not moving,
I'm not making any progress, like those
crazy fools in the tube, I don't seem to b e
gettin g any closer.
Suddenly this whole scene assumes overwhelming proportions, it b ecomes suspended in tim e and motion and memory, and all
that I can see is like a distant p osed portrait.
The black receding train, the white
steam hanging languidly in the dark sky,
and Marie, frozen in action , coming towards me.
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Night of Life
Under the night the land lies low
as the road, as the flow of the dark
where the light of a farm is a star
-and all else as far . . .
Headlights are feeble as a brain,
as searchlights seeking craters of the moon
for ghostly trees are caughtto slip away like ungrasped thought.
vVe cannot see the unknown that we know
and the sealed roads holds no foot mark
But the car is cosy.
In it the intimacy of place
defeats the miles of space.
Dim ·in our light is the daily scene
so soon to pass to 'has been'.
With you it all seems easy.
vVhat could go wrong
when there's your song
and your shoulder close to mine
as warm as sunshine?
When progress purrs beneath the bonnet
to meet oncoming glare
shooting past red stare
to deepen for the summit.
As the displaced dust descends
we swirl around the bends
back to the familiar place
fast as years slow down the pace
till we reach our own garage
safe in the flare of a bright mirage.
Then under your hand the light is lost
and stilled is the sound of the engine beat.
For an aeon of time we are one ghost
quiet in the dark of the driving seat.
"Back to where we came from".
Your voice would wake the dead.
"At last we're home".
That was all you said.
OLIVE PELL
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Woman in a Rage
The table bore its beating well.
The uncomplaining wood ignored her fists.
Grinding her teeth, she pummeled it, then
Swept an unresisting ash tray to the floor .
Her hair, dirty knitting all unravelled,
Danced about a butter coloured face, which now
Became all mouth, as baying like a hound
She looked heavenwards and let the noise come out.

We gazed in silence at the demonstration.

Not satisfied with the effect
She thrust her body upwards from the chair
And flung herself towards the kitchen,
Her dressing gown agape, somehow obscene,
And feet, I noticed, clumsy in red bedsocks.
There she leaned gasping against the refrigerator,
And screamed and beat her hands in frenzy
On its unconcerned exterior.

We followed her and watched wide eyed.

But she, still unrelieved, gave one despairing cry
And ran into the bedroom, there to fling
Herself upon th e hed, and sob inharmoniously,
Imprisoned in her turbulence.
The red bedsocks , dramatic, beating
Up and down upon the impassive bed.

Mother took our hands and said,
"Your aunt is not feeling well today."
ETHEL WEBB
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de Heer

My Shield and My Faith
HE events set down in the portion of a
journal, written in part on the wild coast
of Western Australia by a seventeenthcentury Dutch sailor, which is printed on the
following pages, do not require much in the way
of introduction, and therefore I shall limit myself to a few brief remarks to place this story
in its historical setting. It throws an interesting
side-light on a catas trophe which shook the Dutch
East-India Company some three centuries ago,
nnd which has captured the imagination of many
people who inhabit these shores at present. The
wrecking of the V el'gulden Draeck, better known
as the 'Gilt Dragon', was the first disaster of
great ma gnitude after the Batavia had struck a
reef off our coast in 1629. Once again a large
ship had fallen a victim to th e treacherous 'AT est
coast of the great Southland. The Draeck had
left the Dutch coast on October 4, 1655, carrying
200 people, a costly cargo of merchandise as
well as 8 chests of coin. At 4 o'clock in the
morning of April 28 she ran, under full sail, on
a reef at about ll~ miles from th e Australia coast.
The ship broke up immediately. A mere 75
people reached the shore alive; none of the cargo
could be salvaged.
During the next two years the management of
the East India Company in Batavia organised
several rescue and salvage expeditions which,
thou gh they proved costly in effort, loss of lives
and mnterial, achieved nothing. The fate of the
survivors of the Gulden Draeck, then as now,
remains one of the unsolved mysteries of this
continent.
News of th e disaster was brought to the
Board of th e Honourable Company in Amsterdam by a letter from the then 'Governor-General,
Joan Maetsycker, part of which is reproduced
here:
" . . On the 7th June there arrived here . . .
from the Southland the cockboat of the yacht
den Vergulden Draeck with 7 men, to our great
regret reporting that the said yacht had run
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aground on the said South-land in 30 2/3 degrees,
on April the 28th, that besides the loss of her
cargo, of which nothing was saved, U8 men of
her crew had perished, and that 69 men who
had succeeded in getting ashore, were still left
there. For the purpose of rescuing these men,
and of attempting to get back by divers or other
means any part of the money or the merchandise
that might still be recoverable, we dispatched
hither on the said errand on the 8th of the said
month of June the flute de Witte Valq, together
with the yacht de Goede Hoop, which after
staying away for some time were by violent
storms forced to return without having effected
anyth ing, and without having seen any men or
any signs of the wreck, although the said Goede
H oOJi has been on the very spot where the ship
was said to have miscarried ..."
These first attempts were not merely unsuccessful; th ey increased the number of victims
demanded by the fateful Draeck. Maetsuycker
mentioned that the Goede Hoop lost one boat
and U men on the very spot where the survivors
of the Draec/c had landed. Three of these 11
presumably los t their way in the bush; another
party of 8 simply disappeared; the captain of the
Goede I-Ioop personally led a search of the area,
but all he found was the boat which had been
dashed to pieces on the beach .
From the following extract, taken from the
daily register kept at the Castle of Batavia, it
appears that th e authorities of the Dutch EastIndia Company had by no means given up hope
of rescue yet. They had informed Jan van
Hiebeeck, then in charge of the Company's interests at the Cape of Good Hope, of the wreck
of the Draec/c, and had charged him to order
all ships on th e way to Java to keep a sharp
lookout for any survivors during their passage
up th e coast of Western Australia.
Van Riebeeck went even further and commissioned the small vessel de Vinck to carry out
systematic rescue attempts. These, too, bore no
fruit. The entry reads:
"(July) the 8th. Late in the evening there
arrived here in th e road-stead, and came to
anchor, th e small Aute de Vinck of the Zealand
Chamber, which had sailed (from the Netherlands) on December 24, 1656 . . . she came
hither via the Cape of Good Hope and the
South ;
. The skipper further reports that,
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acco rdin g to the order and instructions handed
him by Commander Riebeeck, he had touched
at th e South-land, but it being the bad monsoon
on th e said coast, they had found it impossible
to sail along the coast so far as to look for the
wreck and the men of the wrecked ship den
Dweck: . .. they had come to anchor . . . the
followin g morning at daybreak they saw the
breakers on th e reef at the end of which they
were lying, and ahead and beyond it the Southlan d which th ere showed as a low-lying coast with
dunes; upon which they weighed anchor and
continued sa iling along the coast . . . but the
weath er bega n to become so much worse and
th e breakers on th e coast were so violent, that
it was a fearful sight to behold ... On the lOth
and th e 11th they kept sailing along the coast . . .
but seeing their chances of touching at the coast
become less and less this time, and the wea ther
continuing very unruly with violent storms of
thll ncler and li*htning, they resolved to keep off
th e coast . . .
Since th e preva iling wincl was SW to SSW,
th e mas ter of de Vinck had taken fearful risks
in bri nging his tiny vessel as close to the coast
as he did, and it was no doubt a relieved crew
that saw him standing away from this dangerous
lee-shore.

By this time more than a year had passed
sincc th e disaster had taken place. TIle GovemorGeneral in Batavi a took no more active steps
for th e time being, but waited to see if any
furth er news would he brought by ships arriving
in Java ex patl'ia. vVhen some months went by
wi thout any vessel having sighted the Australia
coast, it was decided to make a final large-scale
attempt. The opinion prevailed, admittedly, that
now, nearly two years after the disaster, any
chance of rescue of th e shipwrecked crew was
practicall y non-existent, "since it was quite apparent that they would have perished through hunger
and misery, or had been killed and murdered by
th e savage inhabitants; yet, however slight the
hope, it was considered that a final attempt ought
to be made". The following extract from a letter
of 14 December 1658 briefly outlines the outcome
of th e expedition. i'vlaetsuycker wrote:
. By our previous letters we informed Your
Worships that on the 1st of January last we dispatched from here to th e . . . Southland the
ga liots De Wa eckende Boeii and Emeloort, for
th e purpose of makin g search for the crew of the
los t ship de Vel'gtllden Draeck, and of ascertaining whether they were still alive. The said ships
returned to this place on the 19th of April following, after exploring about the place of the
dis as ter each for herself, since they got separated;
havin g in different places sent manned boats
as hore, and fired many cannonshots time after
tim e both by d ay and night, without, however,
d iscoverin g any Netherlanders or any traces of
the wreck, except a few planks . . . which must
undoubtedly be looked upon as remnants of the
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sa id ship ... We herewith hand you the journals
of the galiots aforesaid . . . together with the
small charts of the coast drawn up on board of
cach of them . ... "
These charts were the res ult of special instructions, for the masters of th e two vessels
had been commissioned, in addition to their
prim ary task "also to ge t perfect knowledge,
once and for all, of the situation and trend of
the said coast, with its shoals, reefs and shallows".
The chart, drawn by Samuel Volckersen, master
of th e ship de Waeckende Boeij is reproduced
here. An interesting point is th e insertion of
the island of Rottnest, to which Volckersen refers
as follows in his J ouma!: "This large island, to
whi c we have been unwilling to give a name,
leaving this matter to th e Honourable Lord
Governor-General's pleasure, may be seen at 7
or 8 miles distance out to sea in fine weather."
\,Ve are here only concerned with the events
in which th e ~laeckel1de Boey played a part.
The following are the main facts, as related in
th e ship's Journal. On 1 January the two galiots
sailed from Batavia together, de Waeckel1de Boey
with a crew of 40, the Emelool't of 25. They
carried stores for an absence of 6 months, as well
as the necessa ry gear for rescue and salvage
operations. In spite of strict instructions to stay
together "in order to be able to assist one another
in case of accident and in order to perform landings on th e coast and carrying out surveys thereof
more boldly", th ey separated soon after arriving
off the Australia coast, which they reached all 23
February.
The main task of collecting data for the survey
of the coast and of searching th e beaches for
traces of the wreck devolved on one Abraham
Leeman, th e uppersteersman, i.e. the first officer,
of th e Waeckende Boey. He aquitted himself of
these duties, which must have been extremely
arduous, in a capable and efficient manner. But
his mettle was soon to be put to a severer tes t.
On 26 February he found some wreckage for the
first time, though he failed to find any traces of
survivors . Leeman made daily trips between the
ship and the coast up to the 1st of March; his
search continued to be unsuccessful ; he only observed some aboriginals, fires and smoke. On 1st
March the weather changed, and the captain
was forced by gales to seek sea-room. When he
returned to the coast on 18 March, Leeman went
ashore as before, and this time he found convincing evidence that the wreckage belonged to
the Draeck. A piece of timber found lying on the
beach showed the mark of the Gilt Dragon
scratched on it.
On 22 March, while Leman was away about
his duties on shore, accompanied by a carpenter,
11 hands and a ship's boy, a storm arose which
forced the captain to stand out to sea. When he
returned on the 28th, he saw some fire signals and,
assuming that they had been lit by Leeman, he
came to anchor and decided to wait until the
WESTERLY

following Illorning. He was unable to send off a
party to investigate, because a few weeks earlier
the other boat which th e ship carried had been
lost. Therefore he sailed in as close as he could,
but as th ey fail ed to observe any of their shipmates, master and ship's council decided to head
back to Batavia, no doubt inspired to take this
. step in addition by th e worsening weather conditions.
Leeman and his party, however, had been left
on the coast of Western Australia with little
food and hardly any drinking water. Their vicissitudes are related, in the uppersteersman's own
words, in th e following document. One is amaz-

ed to reflect tha t this astonishing man, in the midst
of all the worries and hazards of his unhappy
command, managed to keep a journal at all. The
directness and simplicity of its style and its stark
realism make it a deeply human story.
Its day to day reporting of the trials and tribulation of a voyage in an open boat from Western Australia to Java impart to it an actuality
rare in the annals of the sea. Leeman completed
his voyage; that he did so was in no small part
du e to his profound faith. For this reason I
opened my introduction with the words taken from
a verse of th e Dutch national anthem: "My shield
ilnd my faith faith art Thou, oh God My Lord".

.loll-malar Daily Register of my voyage in the ship "De Waeckende Boer/',
accompanied by the ship "Emeloort" from Batavia to the Southland to sea.rch
for the ship "Den V erguldell Dmeck", wJ"ecked there 1656.
1 January

1 am Abraham Leeman, being appointed upersteersman in "De Waeckende Boey" which
set sail in the company of th e ship "Emeloort" from Batavia and we sighted the Southland on the 22nd of February. \"!hat has happened up to now has been related in my
journal on board the ship, and I shaH now continue to record what has happened since.

20 March

After 1 had been ashore in the ship's boat four or five times and had spent 24 hours
on the coast of the Southland in order to find any people, if it were possible: so I went
ashore once more on the 20th of this month, the weather being fine, the wind southerly and
the boat well-manned and stocked with provisions; landed at about 9 to 10 o'clock, leaving
th e understeersman and 3 to 4 men in the boat to sail along the shore, I went ashore with
th e rest, finding nothing but bits of planking, lids of cases, staves of kegs, broken butter
casks and so forth; towards the evening we reassembled on the beach, found one of our
crew unconscious through the terrible heat and was not much better myself; we went
together into the boat and ate and drank something of what we had and laid ourselves to
rest to await the day, but put a man on guard.

21 March

In the morning fine weather, the wind SE blowing a fine breeze; we weighed our
grapnel and sailed along the shore; went ashore again with some of the crew, found planks,
staves and a beam which had lain athwart in the vessel , i.e. a deal plank 8 to 9 feet long
and a foot wide, put upright in the ground and round about 12 to 13 similar planks also
stuck in the sand; we pulled out the timbers and dug 4 to 5 feet deep into the ground,
thrusting our cutlasses as deep as we could into the sand but found nothing; then we sailed
back to the ship to return the man who was very sick; same being done, set sail again from
board at about 2 o'clock in the afternoon, carrying water and some victuals; after landing,
searched as before, but found nothing but planks and staves as before; brought part of the
same into the boat; also set fire to some deadwood, which was seen from the ship; we
gathered in the boat and awaited dawn.

22 March

In the morning fine weather, the wind southerly and a fine breeze; weighed the grapnel
and again went ashore with some men; the ship and the boat sailed northward with us;
again as previously found some planks, lids of buttercasks, pieces of grating from the taffrail,
4 to 5 gun-carriages and other flotsam; in the afternoon, with a slight breeze from the
SSW, the sea began to rise, so that I said to the crew: 'Let us go aboard for I fear bad
weather'. (So that we should not have to go aboard in stormy weather as three weeks
before, when being close to the ship the mast broke so that we had to drop our grapnel,
it being impossible to come on board through the strong wind and the terribly high sea,
so that every moment we feared being swamped by the sea, firing shot after shot for help
which did not come. Each man thought tllat the captain, having cut the cable, could come
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SKETCH OF EENDRACHTSLAND CHART with notes translated.
Present day map references are in square brackets.
The sudden sweep of coast from the right almost forming a semi-circle
around Rottnest is not shown on later maps; it is assumed that the right
hand tip which is shown as part of the mainland is Garden Island
which, when approached from the south-west, does from certain angles
at sea appear to be a part of the coast.
c.>
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One de!Jree J-J'1/les.

to us, which did not happen; we thought we would perish at any moment till at last God
disposed that the ship's cable should drift towards us and this way came aboard with great
peril; the captain said to me: 'It was your good fortune that the cable broke; else I would
not have helped you'; which he repeated divers times to the crew, which pained my heart
to hear from him and made me sad.)
Now having decided to go on board, as stated previously, we came to the ship which
was still under sail; the captain, seeing me, said: 'What are you dOing on board again,
leave the stores in the boat, you shall go back ashore'. To which I replied: 'The sea is
rising so fast near the shore that I am afraid of bad weather'; then he replied to me:
'Never mind, the boat must go back'. I answered: 'If I do get bad weather ashore, where
shall I find shelter, for there arc neither islands nor coves; if I am washed ashore, I shall
be killed, and I shall not be able to beat out to sea; also the water is dangerous, being full
of rocks. Moreover, it being close on evening, we would have little visibility'. Then he
said again to me: 'Never mind, the weather is fin e', to which I said again that I was in great
fear for ourselves; he said that I was a coward and that the boat must go back ashore; I
asked the secretary what he thought of it, who answered that the weather is fine, so in
God's name went ashore again; we dropped our grapnel when it got dark, and waited
under the shore for dawn, with a stiff breeze SSW and SW. The sea began to rise so much
that we had to weigh our grapnel and set sail, the wind risin g rapidly while it was very
dark, so that we had no visibility, the sea breaking everywhere on the rocks, for along
the coast there are many rocks and crags, thus we beat up and down in the surf but could
not get out, so we dropped our grapnel to await dawn, the wind rising more and more.
'23 March

In the morning weighed our grapnel and set sail, doing our best to get outside the
shoals; the wind then rose so and the wind was so terrible that we could not bear it,
our rudder broke loose and the topmost pintle was dislodged from the sternpost and the
bottom gudgeons were so loose on the rudder that we were in great trouble; took two
oars on either side of the boat to steer with, wind and sea still rising terribly which it is
difficult to relate, so that the crew began to groan and cry, for we were shipping a great
deal of water and could not keep going much longer, fearing to be hlrned over with each
wave. I, seeing no chance on earth to find the ship, was forced to run before the wind and
sea at the mercy of God, so that we looked at each other very sadly. I said: 'Come, let
us trust in God and turn to him; we must die at some time.' Each prepared himself,
for we saw nothing but death before us; we knelt down together, I leading in prayer, and
called upon God with full hearts, so that most of the crew had tears nmning from their eyes.
This being done some began to cry sorrowfully, but I consoled them as much as I could,
for I was as near to weeping as they, but showed it as little as I could. We saw land all
the time and the sea was so rough that we thought that we should perish at any moment.
At 2 or 3 o'clock in the. afternoon I saw two high hills in the sea and some broken land,
a fair distance away from the mainland and directly ahead; thus could head straight
for it with the mizzen at half-mast, for there was no other remedy; the foremost hills coming
somewhat closer, I saw that they were two rocks; between them I saw a small inlet with grey
sand, and outside I saw nothing but rocks and broken land, and the sea surged so strongly
everywhere that it was an awful sight to see. I, not knowing what to do since I had no
control and had to let the boat run, had the jib hoisted also, so that she would run at a
still greater speed, dragging a tarpaulin to break the sea.
Coming close to the surf, the boat being half swamped by a wave, I called 'Bail, for we
are going to get more yetI', but there was little heart in the men, for it seemed inevitable
that we should be dashed to pieces against the rocks. I steered straight for the nearest
part of the sandy bay; she ran so fast that with the terrible strength of the sea we were
hurled over the rocks as far as a pistol shot. As we passed through in this way, we
received a jarring shock on a rock in the surf; the crew at first hnnbled overboard and
made for the land. I clung to the boat, crying for help to bring her in and with main
sb'ength we got her through the rocks on to the beach. The men, as overjoyed as if they
had found a new life, dried themselves well.
We had 7 or 8 pounds of bread, very wet with salt water, and 4 pieces of bacon, but
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nothing else that was edible. We killed two seals and having skinned them at once made a
fire and roas ted the meat; some of the crew climbed on the rocks and found some young
seagulls in the hollows ; th en th ere was a great deal of roas ting. I had th e water casks
brought ashore so that they should not drink too much. vVhen they had eaten, I gave each
a drink through a straw and th en it was close to evening. The men brought me two gulls
and a piece of roasted seal but I had little appetite fearing greatly to have lost the ship.
Night having fallen we crept close together under a rock and remained there throughout
the night, which seemed mighty long to us, until it became day again.
24 March

In the morning, the wind having somewhat abated, I found that the boat had been
damaged throu gh the shock, the mas t being out of the step. I went up on the rock and saw
noting but the empty sea and the cliffs throu gh which we had entered, and called upon
God with all my heart for help an d succour; went down again and led the crew in prayer;
appointed the carpenter with 3 or 4 men to work on the boat to repair her as well as he
could; the remainder went to find gulls, and killed two more seals. The fresh water which
we had . was very little, the cask containing about 10 gallons, but was already half-empty
so that we hardly dared to drink. We sought among the rocks for water and we found
a hollow with rainwater, it being as green as grass and very brackish; we used it, however,
to save the other until we should go back to sea, fearin g to find no other water. Our bread
having dried, I put it in a hag, giving each a little to fortify himself.
This day we got our boat ready again to th e best of our ability and ate together, young
gulls and seals' meat. I was very sad for I could not consult with anybody save God
alone; I went up on th e mountain, fell on my knees and prayed to God for succour. Having
come down again I made them pray to gether and admonish ed th em to keep God before their
eyes, for we were in great peril and that 'God was th e ri ght helmsman who could lead us
back, so that some were moved and wept. Towards evenin g we again gathered under the
rock to rest and wait for the day.

25 March

In th e morning fairly good weather, the wind SE; after prayers I sent the men off
again to collect what they might; could find few more gulls, but found two more seals
which they killed, and ate same. I went upon the mountain and looked out to sea if I could
sea a sail; I then saw the rocks through which we had passed , rising above the water as high
as a man, and saw no ch ance of ge ttin g out throu gh there again. Between th e rocks mentioned
and where we were there was an openin g which was very foul and full of rocks. I had to
try, however, to get through there, because there was no other apparent way of getting out;
I had the crew put the thwarts and the oars into th e boat, so that we could fetch her
through with all hands. We did our b est to catch more seals, got two more; roasted the
meat and carried it into the boat for provisions; we found some more gulls here and there,
took those along also and 5 to 6 pints of that water; prepared ourselves to put to sea,
hoping to find th e ship; but night was about to fall then. vVe lay down together again under
th e rock, waiting for th e land hreeze and dawn.

26 March

In the morning fine weather, th e wind SE, .a fair breeze; after praying together we
embarked and set sail; we did our best to get close to the shore; this being done we sailed
along the shore, saw much broken land, rocks, islan ds and sandbanks, throu gh and past which
we had come, which we had not seen before because of the roughness of the sea; we
hugged the coast hoping to find the ship . Everywhere there were rocks and breakers
through which we could hardly pass, for the water is extremely dangerous along the coast.
We sailed ali that day without seeing a sail. I, being very sad not knowing what we
should do, saw an island in the sea about a cannon-shot from the mainland, for which I
steered to find a suitable berth for the boat; before we reached it the SW wind began
to rise strongly so that we almost missed the island; however we still made it. We dropped
our grapnel, went ashore together, killed a seal, roasted it over a fire and ate together,
and this, washed down with 5 to 6 pints of brackish water, tasted like a wedding-feast;
the remainder we carried to the boat. I went on top of the island, looking out to the sea
to see if I could observe anything, th en seeing nothing but the sea, rocks and surf, called
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upon God with all my heart for help and succour in this great need; descended again, and
after praying together, we lay in the bushes to rest.
27 March

In the morning good weather with a fair breeze from the SE. Set sail in the boat
along the coast, but saw nothing and came, as we thought, to th e spot where we had got
away from the ship; on the shore we saw again wreckage of the ship 'The Dragon', casks,
pieces of planking, as before; I was very sad not knowing where to turn, for from the crew I
could get neither action nor help, but they looked to me. If I told them anything, they
were. content with it, if I asked them anything they said they would do whatever I told
them, so that the cares were all mine. I prayed to God in my heart for help and guidance;
they began to cal! for water, complained and groaned with thirst; we drank our own water
as well as salt water; dared no longer to drink the fresh water, as we had already drank
twice that day, each man half a noggin a time; but the crew wished me to drink, but I
dared not as I did not know where to get more.
We saw an island in the sea to the North of us, set course for it. Coming to it the water
round it was found to be dangerous, being full of rocks; on the side facing the shore I
found a bay where we c1!'opped our grapnel; this island lay about one cannon-shot from
the mainland; we went ashore and pulled the boat on the beach; the seals came swimming
and running up in such quantities that it was like a miracle; they remained standing still and
watched us; we still had a shovel and a spade in the boat, took these and began to dig and
got some water; we tasted it and found it to be potable. There was great rejoicing, each
came to drink; the hole fill ed up with as much water as was drunk; I had another well
dug, this water was still better th an the first , so that each could drink his fill with great
pleasure; killed two seals, made a fire and roasted the meat; some of our men searched for
gulls but found none; I climbed up an elevation to looked out to sea, saw nothing but the
empty sea and rocks; ate of the seals' meat and drank and after praying together, it being
evening, laid ourselves to rest among the bushes.

28 March

In the morning fine wea ther with a fin e breeze SE; after praying sent a man to look out
and made them relieve each other, hoping we should sight th e ship. Some of the crew
again killed some seals and roasted them. I had a brass cartridge container of which we
made a frying pan, fried the liver, heart and lungs in the fat of the seals as well as we could,
but our water in the first well was becoming very brackish so that I feared that the water
would not last long. I had the little cask which we had filled from the other well; then we
went up on the hills and amon g th e rocks to look out and ordered the men who were on
watch and the res t of the crew to watch welL Prayed to God in my heart for help as I still
had some hope that the ship would turn up; in the evening at sunset, the man who was on
the lookout cried sudd enly 'A sail, a sail!', then we ran up th e hill together, and I saw
that this was true; had a fire lit at once, and set fire to a great many bushes so that it
seemed that th e entire island was on fire. I was glad as if we had found a new life.
I had a great deal of wood brought to an elevation away from that fire, so that in case
they should fire a gun we could light it, so that they would notice that there were Christians.
Shortly afterwards, being one or two miles from the shore, he took in sail as if he was going
to come to anchor, as we could see. Soon after we could hear a gun fired and saw the
flame of th e gun; we then at once lit all the wood that I had had collected, so that it was
a terribly big fire, and our men walked along the beach with large pieces of burning wood
in order to be seen; would have liked to run out in the boat, but could not because the
water was dangerous everywhere and the sea was foamin g everywhere, also it was evening
and we had no visibility. I divided the crew in two groups, h ad each group watch half the
night and kept fires burning steadily until daylight.

March 29, 30, 31.
Day having broken, we put out to sea, but did not see the ship. W e sailed further
to seaward, had a man climb the mast who saw nothing nor found anything. This was new
food for sorrow, there was much groaning, complaining, cursing and pleading, each taking
part. I was stricken with grief and did not know where to look for a remedy; decided to
rnn back to the island and to remain there some time longer watching steadily whether
the ship should return; thus we deliberated till we came back to our old place.
40
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I had a sharp lookout kept and encouraged them as I still hoped that the ship would
return, since they might doubt whether they had seen us. Next I sent a party to inspect
the coas t as before; I climbed on the rocks and looked out to sea, prayed to God with
weeping eyes for help and succour, not knowing what I was to do. I kept apart from the
crew for some time in my grief; then descended again to the men, gave order for the seals'
skins to be kept and dried for we mi ght happen to need them.
The crew were strolling up and down, ate and drank of what we had . They bega n
to complain of feelings of faintn ess and weakness-some evidently were losing courage but
I consoled them as well as I could and raised no problems in their presence, although in l11y
mind it was quite different but did not show this in front of them, so that they should
not lose courage; we had a pewter jug which we used as a kettle to boil celery de mare with
seals' meat, which gave some variety, ate some with great appetite as if we were at a
wedding feast, but soon afterwards we felt our grief again greatly, because the water in
the well began to become very brackish, and the deeper we dug the worse it became, so
that the men got diarrhoea an d began to groan with pain in their bellies and faintn ess
and that tlleir legs became very weak. I experienced this in my own legs so that th ey
spoke the truth and was no better off than they.
April 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
On the first of this month fine weather and a SE breeze. After prayers
I climbed up again and looked out to sea, but could see no sail, so that I lost heart.
H aving no more hop e of the ship 's return, I prayed in my ·h eart to God for guidance and
help, descended to the men, ordered them to cut stanchions of about two feet long, told
them: 'We shall try to raise the boat's sides with seals' skins, so that we shall be able to
sail in her to Batavia, seeing that the ship is not coming back'. The men did not seem
to like this, they appeared not to have the courage for this. I, foreseeing difficulties, noticing
their slackness and nobody beginning, walked up to them and began almost to swear and
said : 'Those who do not help I shall leave behind'. I took tlle axe first upon my shoulder
and set off alone, cut nine stanchions and carried them to tlle beach near the men; they also
began to cut, as many as we needed; it seemd that they were afraid that I would leave them
behind.
I had the carpenter prepare the stanchions and fitted them into the openings for tll e
tholes, took the rope guards from the boat and made rope-yarn from them; we still had four
pikes, tied them along th e stanchions to give them rigidity, and I instructed the crew
how I wanted it done. I had some rope-yarn plaited to make sheets and braces; I took the
seals' skins and cut them into long pieces as long and as wide as possible; we had a big
nail, with which I pierced the skins at either end and sewed them together witll rope-yarn,
th en tied these onto the stanchions th at had been tapped into the boat. I had the yard
clamps knocked off and took the nails to nail down the skins, and also a rope plait round the
boat and did in all respects our utmost to get the boat ready; sometim es hoped still that the
ship would turn up, but did not see her again. I always prayed in the mornings and
evenings and admonished the crew to keep God before their eyes and to pray for help
that He would not forsake us, so that we might have a prosperous voyage.
We lived together under a rock; most of the men complained constantly of feeling so
faint that they could no longer climb up the hill any longer. The flux was also prevalent
amon g us throu gh drinking brackish water; some became inclined to lie down and some sat
down in the bush to weep and lament fo r long times; I myself was so weak tl1at I could
hardly walk, was mostly on the hill and the rocks, praying to 'God for help; the crew sometimes brought me some roasted seals' meat and liver to eat, they being anxious about me
lest I fell ill and died since I was not well; our boat was getting ready as well as could
be done witll the tools which we had, and since th e water was brackish and the seals were
becoming fewer, we prepared ourselves to set sail; we succeeded in killing some more seals,
dug holes in the ground, put the seals' guts in them and lit fires over them ' to fry them .
This having been don e we tore the guts apart and put them in the sun to dry until they as
tough as rope, so that they might last during the voyage; we dug another welI under the
rocks and found water which was fairly good. We had two sailors' blankets, which we joined,
fittin g a plaited leech around it and made it into a storm sail; in the stern of the boat I
scratched a chart with a knife, putting in a piece of the Southland and of the land of
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Java, also made two pail' of compasses out of wood and had the sail made ready; and everything being in readiness we resolved to set sail at daybreak, God willing, to reach our people
again. I had our watercasks filled up with what we had found, so that in all we had a
hundred pints of water.

8 April

In the moming good weather, a fine breeze SE. After praying together we got ready
to set sail; we ate some more seals' meat on shore as our farewell dinner and drank our
fill; then I went up on the mountain to see what would be our best way out, prayed God
for help that it should be His holy will that we should find our way back, then went on
board together, but found much water in her, as she was still leaking badly, but could
not do anything about it. We weighed our grapnel and set sail in the name of the Lord,
running along the rocks and cra gs . Having come outside we fell on our knees and
prayed to Almighty God to help and th at He might strengthen our souls and bodies and
be our guide, and sailed along in th e name of the Lord. Next I divided the food and
the drink that we had, so that the men would get a ration of 2 noggins of water each three
times a day, and half a handful of seal's meat for the whole day, each man getting an
equal ration. That day in the afternoon we had a slight breeze. During the night no
wind until daybreak.

9 April

In the morning good weather with a dark sky, tb e wind Northerly, then mostly quiet.
Could not see the shore any lon ge r, found that the current had taken me to the NW,
set a course for the land, but it was mostly quiet all day and night, until daybreak.

10 April, with what follows up to the 28.

In the morning fine weath er, a slight breeze SE. Saw land again, steered for it but it was
mostly quiet, the sun shining mighty hot, so that the men were groaning and complaining
of thirst. Some drank their own water, others seawater. In the aftemoon we got a faint
breeze from the South, ran up to an island, there being many islands thereabouts. Coming
ashore we began to dig, at about 2 feet found good water, drank as much as each could
carry in his body, would have liked to make a fire to cook some seals, but our flint had
got lost. I had as much sea celery carried into the boat as we could store, as the men liked
to eat it with the dried seals' skins. Then there being a good wind I wanted to sail on,
each drank his fill again, went aboard, set sail and squared away in the name of the Lord.
The wind was Southerly and we made good progress. We thanked God for His mercy.
all that day and night it went very well that it was a joy to see. W e sailed along the coast,
sometimes the land is very high, then again flat and green, but few trees. In some places
the soil is reddish, and many steep rocks, so that the sea breaks sky high on them, but we have
not been able to see any bays or rivers, but did see here and there a sandy b each. The
crew requested me urgently to run in again somewhere, but I saw no opportunity for it,
so that it was a miserable life for us through the little water we had, drinking mostly
our own water and salt water from the sea as if it were fresh water. I comforted the
men as best I could, saying that I hoped that our Lord would send us a speedy voyage, as
we were mostly making good progress.
There were only complain ts about thirst and faintness; the food we took was mostly seacelery, which we liked because of its moisture and its taste, although it was also nourishing;
when this finished we had nothing but dry seals' meat, which was as dryas rope-yarn;
the men began to stop eatin g, having no appetite because of the terrible thirst we were
suffering, so that those who wanted to eat could do so, but they could not; we had two or
three shells from which we drank our rations; when a drop was spilt we regretted this
extremely, our thirst being too terrible. When one or the other wanted to urinate, he did
this in th e bailer or in a shell, let it sometimes stand a while to cool down and at once
somebody else was at it an d drank it, so that they would fall into an argument over it and
would have exchanged blows, so that everything was so miserable that it is hard to describe;
many grew so weak that they began to lie down, but since we had to bail constantly,
could not permit this and those who did not bail were not given more than a dram of water
as a ration.
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On April 19 one man died who had been constantly calling for water, but neither could
nor dared help him. At night I hung a cloth in the rigging to be moistened a little by the
dew, which was sucked to qu ench the thirst; the crew at last became so weak that when
the mizzen had been lowered and wanted to hoist it again, we were busy with all hands for
two or three bells, which previously one man alone could do with ease; when at a rough
estimate we were still a hundred miles from the coast of Java, more adversity overtook us,
for when the hand at the helm was busy gyving, another went to help him who inadvertently trod squarely on the compass which was quite in pieces, the needle sticking nearly
halfway through tlle box, tluough which we were all very sorrowful and oppressed. I
adjusted the needle as well as I could, also the card, took my neckerchief and tied it over
and around it to protect it from the wind; at night I set a course by the stars, and just
sailed on in the name of God. vVe made good progress all the time, but there was no end to
for groaning and wailing for thirst; we put on wet clothes and poured water over each other
to cool our bodies .
26 April

Two of our men died in great distress, for they never ceased calling for water until
they died, but could give little consolation. They had to do with their ration as the others
did; also we were all so weak that we could hardly walk from one end of the boat to the
other. On the 29th, in th e morning, our water being finished but for two or three rations, I,
being very oppressed not knowing how we should carryon further, ordered all hands to look
out well, as I hoped to sight land by nightfall, and whoever sighted it first was to have a
dram of water; at two or three o'clock in the afternoon the helmsman sighted land first; found
it to be high land, yet there was such joy as if we had become new men; by nightfall we
came under the coast; there I set my course West along the shore throughout the night till
dawn. Then we had drunk our own water and seawater for 15 to 16 days and nights. My
mouth and tongue were so rough that I could hardly speak, because of th e burning feeling
caused by my own water.

29 April

When it was day we saw the land and were about a mile from it. All shouted and
wished to go ashore to drink; ran closer under the shore and sailed along it, looking out for
a suitable place to run in with the boat, found a reasonable place and ran in as close
as I could and dropped the grapnel, saw a river and some coconut trees which stood there;
it was then 9 o'clock and th e weather very fine; there fiv e men swam ashore to see if they could
find water; the carpenter, who was among the five, took along his axe to see if he could
get some coconuts there to take along on the voyage. I gave them the end of the sounding
line to pull th e cask ashore with it, which we could then fetch aboard again, because there
was some surf there; when th ey came ashore, they drank their fill, cut down a coconut tree
and ate something, but they did not begin to look after us who were in the boat, as if it
mattered nothing to them.
I Signalled to them, and we called out that they should pull the cask ashore, so that
we in the boat could also drink something, for we were dying with thirst, but however
much I signalled and shouted, it \Vas of no avail, they acted as if it was not their business ;
I ordered the boy to swim ashore and charged him to teU tllem that th ey should pull the
cask in and fill it with water and that we would then pull it aboard with the line and that
they should come aboard and tllat each should bring some of the fruit they had; but the boy,
having come ashore, did as the others, ate and drank and did not look round at the boat, they
lay down together in the grass to sleep and did not care about us, it seemed tllat they were
quite satisfied; at 2 or 3 o'clock in the afternoon I ordered another man to swim ashore and
gave him the same orders; when he came ashore, he also did as the rest; shortly afterwards
the line broke into pieces on th e rocks, so that I saw no way out, for th ere was no one with
me who could swim. I signalled and called out that we were going to set sail, but they
waved back and gave us to understand that we should come to the beach with the boat, which
we could not do as we would have lost her, the water being very dangerous there; as they
did not obey us and because evening was close, I was obliged to go away from there, as
the sea was rising and I feared to lose the boat. We weighed the grapnel and did our
best to come behind the spit which jutted out there; the water being foul, dropped
our grapnel and remaind lying th ere till daylight, hoping to collect the crew again.
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30 April

In the morning fine weather, and passing through dangerous water, rowed ashore
in the boat; I at once sent two men to warn the crew that they should come to where
the boat was lying, but our two men could not reach the others because of the jungle; I
would have gone myself, but I was so weak that I could not walk; we thanked God for His
mercy that He had helped us so far; I saw hard by us a creek running from the jungle,
rowed over to it and drank our fill, and filled the cask that we had in the boat, found a
coconut tree which we cut down with a cutlass, carried th e young shoots and the nuts into
the boat, being much cheered that through God's help had had something to eat and
drink, went to the boat together to put out to sea, but when we came in the surf, our
grapnel got loose so that we drifted athwart the breakers, and one of our boards, made of
seal's skin, was stove in, and the boat half full of water; we worked with poles and oars but
had no strength, so that our attempts were of no avail, we dropped the grapnel again; but
it would not seize, and the wind came just then with such a blast from the sea as if it knew
what was happening; I jumped overboard with a line to head the boat into the breakers,
but could do nothing so that the boat was dashed to pieces on the beach; we were washed
ashore together and looked sadly at each other, not knowing what to do; we ate some
palmshoots, and it began at once to blow and to rain that we could not keep our eyes open,
crept on the land together and remained lying like this till the next day.

1 May

In the morning we inspected the boat which was quite broken up, and 1 was very sad
and cried bitterly, calling upon 'God for help and succour, for we did not know what to do.
We could not reach the other men, and if we had been together, it would not have helped
us, so that we were very sorrowful together; we resolved and approved to travel along the
coast so long as it pleased the Lord God to give us life or to give us any help, so that we
set out upon our journey in the name of Cod.
We still had three cutlasses and each took a piece of the mizzen-mast, which was a
culverin's shot from the first place; found tlrree coconut trees, cut these down and remained
the rest of the day and night there, ate and drank as much as we felt inclined, but it took
us a long time before we succeeded in cutting a tree down, weak as we were. Besides
we had no more seen anything of the rest of the crew; we journeyed thus together along
the beach, striking sometimes a little into the jungle, but stuck mostly to the beach, for we
supposed that we would not be troubled as much by wild b easts as in the jungle; at first
we usually found coconut trees and p~hnshoots where there were sandy coves; when we came
to where there were rocks, we took off our clothes and walked in tile sea seeking crabs,
oysters etc., which we ate raw. We began to grow a little stronger, and could walk better
than at first; we had to get across mighty mountains and rocks which it was awful to look
at, for there is no level country there; we made certain that we always heard ilie sea, in order
not to get lost in the jungle; thus we travelled on. \;Vhen we came to a good place we
sometimes stayed there a day or two to rest; on our way we noticed no wild animals,
though we saw a great many tracks of them, of tigers, buffaloes and crocodiles, but
monkeys, roe-bucks and deer we did see.
Sometimes I was very downcast and tortured myself as if I were out of my senses,
often wishing for deatll out of despair, but consoled ourselves sometimes, and prayed to God
for better sense, if He pleased, for this cannot be done without His will; when we had
travelled thus for about five weeks, we came to places where there were fewer and fewer
victuals to be had for us, and sometimes could find no water for a day or two, so iliat we had
to suffer mU:ch from tllirst again, drank from the tracks of bllffaloes through a straw and
from hollow trees; in the end our cutlasses also got broken; and we cut down few more
trees, fearing that if we came upon any Javanese, they would treat us badly because of this;
the pieces of our cutlasses we kept witll us in case they should be useful, such as defending
ourselves against wild animals or otherwise; but we could get fewer victuals, for we could not
reach the seaside anymore because of tile extremely high and steep rocks; we then suffered great hunger, so that a murmuring began to arise, and began to talk about separating,
that they should go two and two together, each a particular way, in order to obtain food ilie
better in tllis manner, since it would be more practical, if anything was found, for two men
to share it rather than 4; I was forced to agree, since I could not climb up a tree.
That day we still continued together, under protest, and night having passed, in the
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morning divided the cutlasses to part company, for the hunger was great; we still went a
littIe way together, and had to get across a terribly high mountain; on our way we saw a
sandy bay and thought that tIlere were coconut trees there; each being cheered at this, we did
our best to get over the mountain; arriving there at last we found some old coconuts and
a number of other trees, enough to appease our hunger; there was also fresh water tIlere so
that we were much cheered; it seemed that it did not please God that we should part
company; we remained there for 4 days; on the third day as we were sitting together and
eating something we saw smoke rising which cheered us mightily, so that we hoped to find
people tIlere; the next day we prepared ourselves, took some coconuts and what was left
of the other day for our provisions, and did our best to come to where we had seen the
smoke rising; on our way we found little food; in one place we found 2 to 3 trees, took off
the nuts, which we took with us, for through the long time it took us the food began to
be finished entirely, and found no more, so that our hunger grew terrible, and began to
scowl at each other, since we had now been on our way for 12 days before we came to
where we had seen the smoke rise.
At last we came to a fine, sandy bay, found 3 or 4 old houses, but there wa~ nobody
there; there stood a group of coconut trees, but there was little on them, found a palm tree
which we cut down and ate together; went from there to another place where there were
trees, found some old coconut trees, nine or ten; as we were busy collecting the nuts,
a big tiger came out of the wood up to us, which was as big as a young buffalo; I did not
see him, so that one of our hands called out loudly to me to warn me, he hearing the shout
ran back into tile wood; we stayed iliere that night till daylight.
The next day before noon we came to another sandy bay with some trees, there were
also two prows with the oars in them, and pieces of bamboo to store water in, at which
we were greatly cheered, made · tile prows ready in order to go to sea again tile next day,
filled tile bamboos with water and w~re going to man the prows two men each; tile next
day before sumise we fetched the prows from the bush on to the beach, were afraid that
ilie Javanese might catch us and possibly kill us; when we had the prows on the beach,
ilie sea became so violent that we could not launch the prows, the first being half filled
WitIl water at once; previously ilie weather had been mostly fine, so that it seemed that this
was not the will of God; at daybreak we took the prows back into tile bush, fearing the Javanese; shortly afterwards I saw a prow out at sea with two Javanese, and tIlen one came up
to us along the beach; then I said: 'It is now too late', made each man bury his side-mms in
the sand, so that they would not suspect any evil intentions; I went to meet the Javanese,
greeted him and told him in Malay iliat we had lo:;t our ship, pointed to my mouth and
made him understand that we were hungry; he spoke nothing but Javanese, pointed his
house out to us and that we would eat tIlere; went with him, but one of our men, who had
a sore leg, could not follow, so that he remained lying there; the two Javanese who had
been in the prow took him along and brought him to tile house where we were; there they
gave us coconuts and bananas to eat; they asked us whence we had come; explained as
well as we could that we had lost our ship at sea, and the boat with anotIler ten men in
Java. We did not know whether they were people from Bantam or Matm'am; towards
evening they gave us boiled rice and maize, and looked after us very well; made some plans
for us to lie down; we had ilien travelled along the beach for nearly two months, so that it
was more tIlan 13 weeks since we had seen people; it was then the 28th or 29th of June; the
place where we were was called Bayhim.
On the morning of the next day the Javanese in whose house we were went to his chief,
ordering us to remain there till he should come back, so that we stayed there for two days;
iliey looked after us very well; on the 3rd day the Javanese came back, gave each of us a
coconut and said that we were going to Batavia; the three of us went with him, the oilier
man who could not walk they carried; when we were at tile spot where we had seen the
prows, 12 Javanese came to meet us and took us to their villages where we remained 2 or
.3 days; from there we were taken to a place called Stramrit; the chief of that place came
to meet us himself with 15 to 20 men, two pikes and a musket being carried in front of
him; he kept us there for 3 weeks, pnt a guard over us :;0 that we could not run away, day and
night we were watched; at the end of that time the orang kaya prepared himself to travel with
us to Mataram; the man who was ill was mostly given a horse so that we tra"elled along
together; we were 15 to 16 days under way.
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Having come to Mataram, we had to stay there 13 or 14 days and sometimes we had to
go to Court, where they asked us whence we had come; told them from Holland and that we
had lost our ship at sea and had come there in the boat which had got lost on our way in their
country with another ten men. At last 5 to 6 men from Tommagan Pati's people came and
took us to his house; the next day we travelled to Pati with one of his commanders and
some men, where we were ordered to stay until he should come. After we had been
there 7 to 8 days, a Dutch Javanese called Michiel Zeeburgh, who is a resident of Javana,
came, who instmcted me to write to the chief in Japara, brought me paper and ink and said
that he would deliver it, since he had to go there. So I informed Mr. Evert Michielsen
of our business. After he had been absent 6 to 7 days he brought us news, also for each
two suits of clothing, linen and some money; we were then overjoyed, for through that
terrible journey we were almost without clothing and were almost naked; eight days later
the chief of Japara sent an assistant to us, who after prolonged and vexing arguments with
the Javanese, at last obtained peImission for us to depart with him; our joy was then so
great as if we were going to Heaven; travelled together via Javana and then to Japara,
so that on the 23rd of September we came again to our people, for which Ahnighty God
must be thanked and praised everlastingly, amen.

]apara, at the Dutch Lodge, 1658, was signed Abraham Leeman.
Upon collation this document has been found to agree with the
original.
In the Castle of Batavia, November 20, 1658 Andries ]irsius,
Clerk.
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France Austral
An introduction to the history of the French search for a base in the
temperate lands of the southern hemisphere

s soon as Europeans commenced to extend
"\. their commerce and sovereignty along the
sea routes to Asia in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, a new factor emerged to have a
constant effect on the nature and direction of
overs eas expansion. Henceforth, while older existing causes of rivalry still exerted an influence on
events, maritime discoverers and statesmen concerned themselves with the need to establish distant bases to furth er their country's explorations.
The desire to gain possession of such outports is
obvious. China, Japan, the 'spice islands' and the
unknown lands in the surrounding seas were the
goal of the voyagers, and these regions were well
outside the range of ships from European ports.
The trip to the trade depots in Asia necessitated
two crossing of the line and the doldrums each
way, and to manage this in a comfortable manner
a half house was needed to replenish ships and
recu pera te men.
Two capes, which together with the later
canals at Panama and Suez have their own significance in the history of maritime expansion
and rivalry, were at the disposal of the first
discoverers. Both were well situated for supplying
expeditions to the China Seas. Cape Hom was of
course too far south to be of much permanent
use to sailors; but the land of South America to
the north of Tierra del Feugo with its excellent
sheltered harbours and productive lands offered
all that was required . The region about the
Cape of Cood Hope proved more attractive, but
both territories were soon possessed irrespective of
merit. They were too useful to go unclaimed for
long. Spain, as we well know, controlled the
American route, and Portugal the African; and
this situation remained until the supremacy of the
Iberian powers was challenged by the Protestant
nations from the latter part of the sixteenth
century.
Before this came about, however, more than
two European powers were already involved in
the exploration of the route to Asia. The beneficiaries of the Treaty of Tordesillas,! Spain
and Portugal, did not wield a monopoly. When
the provisions of this agreement was announced
the rest of Catholic Europe did not lay inert
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and disinteresteel. France in particular was concerneel. 2 With a rich maritime tradition and
a growing group of renaissance geographers 3
th ere was no reason for her to let her own
navigators be outmatched.
France developed an interes t in the two sea
routes to Asia-three if we include the Arctic
passage. The efforts of the Malouines to establish themselves in Canada, coast along the
Americas and make a westward rounding into the
Pacific has its own interesting history. The
attempts made to voyage by way of Africa forms
a separate account and involves different French
regions and personnel. This article is an account
of th e latter, the African route and the efforts
France made to discover her own sea route to
Asia, and to find a place suitable for a French
half-way base. The story has significance for it
was the use of these techniques that laid the
foundation of France's later Asian empire. 4
FRANCE AND THE AFRICAN SEA ROUTE.
ESS than four years elapsed between the announcement of Vasco de Cama's discovery of
the Cape route and the first organised French
cxpedition to sail south.
The departure of
French explorers to the new world was of course
not unexpected. Their country at that tim e was
not an insignificant naval power lacking a maritime tradition. Indeed, bounded as France was by
two great oceans, she had a number of sailors
in the coastal ports with a rich and varied
experience in seamanship, and ships and ship's
equipment on which she could draw.
The Normans on the Atlantic seaboard had
proved their worth and aptitude from the time
th ey conducted their successful Ohannel operation
against Harold. 5 Since then they accumulated
experience in the Hundred Years wars, and in the
deep-sea fish trade developing in the region of
the Newfoundland banks. Besides this, activity in
the Mediterranean led to very much the some sort
of maritime development. There, in the south, commerce and the crusades helped to perfect French
maritime techniques and provided a similar training ground for seamen and navigators in the same
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manner as northern wars were providing for
wes t coast men. These different regional developments as tim e went by and France became
politically united, were eventually merged by
monarchs such as Philippe Ie Bel (1285-1314)6
into a French maritime tradition that stimulated later explorers when they heard of the
work of their for ebears.
As regards the south route in the Atlantic that
was to lead to thc capes, French mariners early
cstablished a tr ad ition for sailing in that direction.
In the first dec3de of the fifteenth century, well
before th e I-lispano-Portuguese exploration proper
began, Jea n de Bethencourt, it is recorded,7
sailed from the wes t coast of France and discovered and took control of the Canary Islands .
(These were subsequ ently taken over by Spain
un der th e provisions of the Treaty of Tordesillas.)
And there were other figures more legendary .
Some ventured to the west, beyond the fishing
grounds. Their activities is not within the scope
of this article. There was, however, one traveller
from Cam: near the Seine, Jea n de Cousin, who is
said to have voyaged to Brazil as early as 1488.8
Little is known of the man himself; he was
a mariner of note who certainly distinguished
himself in th e wars against the English; and less
is known of his alleged voyage which has remained
a centre of con troversy. Nevertheless such legends
had their importance for they directed attention
to thc south latitud es.
The cxperiences of south sailing French naviga tors were not fully drawn upon prior to the
Portu guese discoveries . There is no evidence to
show that before this Frenchmen were urgently
seekin g a route to Asia, or to discover mythical
Nothing
regions in tile southern hemisphere.
in the way of influences existed to motivate hard
hea ded French merchant seamen to risk giving
lip their lucrative trade and venture into unknown
fields until th e potential of lands on the new
route was demonstrated by Portugal. Commercial
gain and economic influence, however, should
not be viewed as the significant or over-riding
factor that led th e French abroad . The role
played by th e church must never be underestim ated in th e history of French expansion.
The propagation of th e faith has always played
its part in the movement. In France it was not
commercial men like the Italian Polos who
sought to find a way to Cathay, but Catholic
Following the Battle of Liegnity,9
priests.
and tile summonin g of the Con neil of Lyons by
Pope Innocent IV in 1245, a series of expeditions 10
left to seek out the not unfriendly Great
Khan, and the mythical kingdom of Prester John .
The aim of thes e clerics was not only to missionize, but to seek distant support on the other
side of th e Saracen forces in Christendom's time
of need. For some centures French eyes were
directed to the land route. Following Portuguese
discoveries of th e less time consuming sea-route,
churchmen interested in mission work in Asia
turned their attention in that direction.
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By the time Vasco da Gama voyaged the
F rench were well prepared to undertake sustained
and hazardous voyages on the high seas. It was
not th e lack of or inferior equipment that relegated th em to travel in the wake of other shipmen.
They had the three essentials a navigator needs
besides th e men: sound ships; readable and
reliable charts; and know-how.
Ship constru ction in France had proceeded
apace since the time of Jean de Vienne. ll
There are two parts of a ship relying on sail that
are of importance : the shape of the hull below
the waterline, which affects the smooth movement
of the ship in its course t1U'ough the water; and
the ri ggin g above th c deck, that drives the ship
in the clesired direction. The other parts of the
ship do not matter over-much: they don't affect the
sa iling quality to any great degree; they are for
the purpose of comfort, cargo and fire-power.
By the late fift eenth centuri es, as a result of consistent applicati on of ship-building techniques,
and of experiences gained in sailing matches
aga inst th e Turks in the Mediterranea n, many of
th e d ifficulties experiencecl in th e old ships had
been ironed out l2
A comparison of th e ships portrayed in the
Bayeaux Tapes try with later examples illustrates the point. It is not easy to find details
and plans of French ships built in th e final yea rs
of the fifteenth century. However an idea of
their construction, their lines and their rigging
can be ga thered by visiting churches on tile
Normandy coast.
Coloured leaded windows,
the work of obviously observant craftsmen, give
a gOOl\ portrayal. The waterline of the ships
;lppea r rollilded -and clean cut, giving a good coeffici ent of fin eness that would result in a smooth
wake; anti th e ri gging shows multiple masts with
traces of the Mediterranean caravel rig13 that
allows a ship to sail better into the teeth of the
wind ; freeing her from reliance on tile direction
of th e blow.
Contact with Arab matllematical navigators
had also resulted in developments in ca rtography.
By th e late fifteenth century navigation had become a practised art. There was no longer need
to coast, and work a passage by making constant
landfalls. Charts giving bearings, wind systems
and other sailing directions; the compass rose, and
other nav igation aids let tile mariner find his way
- with reasonable accuracy-across sea wastes. 14
Added to these developments was the increased
know-how of the methods of making lengthy
voyages. Schools for mariners existed (Jean
Cousin taught hydrography at Dieppe ) . Matllematics were macle use of. The fun ction of navigational instruments, although th ese were still
crude in form ,was understood. And what was
equally important, tllere were men in the commercial ports, in the fish and otller trades involving lengtllly voyages, who were experienced in
providoring and equipping ships bound for overseas.
W ~Sl' ERLY

The sending out of a French expedition of
significance in the last decade of the fifteenth
century, when Vasco and Colombus made their
momen tous discoveries, was within the realm of
possibility. This did not come about. A variety
of reasons can be found to explain th e failure
and lateness of French participation in explorations th at were exciting seamen everywhere in
E urope. Of th ese the most telling is the fact
that French attention was directed elsewhere at
the tim e.
While her neighbours discovered,
France was engaged, during the reign periods of
Charles VIII (1 483-1498) and Louis XII (14981514 ), in her Italian wars and these absorbed
a great amount of energy. Great seamen, like
Pft3gent de Bidouse,15 and the Breton H erve
de Portzmoguer 16 did emerge.
But these
made th eir mark in nava l battles and found their
way to fam e by exerting themselves in this direction. 17
Des pitc this, in th e ea rly part of th e sixteenth
century, two voyagers of note did emerge: Gonneville an d Ango (or Angot). Their efforts must
not be constl'lled as being national ones. The
voyages were the results of local attempts made
hy provincials (which had ever been a characteristic of F re nch voyages to th at date). France, as a
nation, was busier elsewhere.
Gonneville sailed south in 1503: Jea n Ango
made his journey to Sumatra in 1529. Of these
two it w,\s Gonneville who was to become the
signifi ca nt fi gm e in French exploration. He was
a discoverer. An go sailed a known route to
already discovered lands. His account of the
voyage IS is far more extensive than Gonneville's, and more valuable to the historian interested in France and Asia. But the records of his
trip were seldom called into use by later explor:
ers and expansionists as they gave little direction
to those who sought to establish a base furtller
sOl1th in th e temperate zones.
PAULMIER DE GONNEVILLE AND THE
CRUISE OF L'ESPOIR
ITT LE is known about the actual course and
events of Gonneville's voyage on L'Espoir.
The accounts of th e trip that are available to
th e reader are more in the nature of mythology
than notebooks of a renaissance navigator. This
is not mea nt to be a reflection on Paulmier and
his ability. He was a seaman of some note.
Born and bred near Honfleur, he practised his
profession in th e region of one of the most important entrepots on the French coast. HonHeur,
situated as it was on the effluence of the Seine,
and th e start of the overland trade route to Caen,
was th e centre of trade moving from Portugal to
the inland regions of France by barge and other
transport. Paulmier was engaged on the. Portugal trade at the time of the great discoveries;
and the trip along France's Atlantic coastline is
no mean h'aining ground for seamen.
The fault lies in the fact that the historian has
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no detailed and reliable account of the voyage.
The original chronicle and other records of the
trip were lost and presumably destroyed when
L'Espoir was seized by English pirates (allegedly
one John Blunt) off the Channel Islands while on
the way back to HonHeur in 1505. The chronicler of the ship died on th e voyage, and neither
his account, nor those of the pilots of the ship have
ever been located .lo
Our knowledge of the voyage comes from one
short paper, or memoir dictated by Paulmier to
the greffe de /'a/11'irau.te at Honfleur in 1505.
This docum ent has also disappeared being last
seen in the eighteenth century, and the historian
has to rely on transcriptions that appear in works
compiled long after the voyage. 20
The abridged account given by Paulmier21
on his return is short and vague. It does not
reveal what led the man to make the trip:
whether he was influenced by Portuguese pilots,
and the sight of parakeets in the streets of Lisbon, or whether he was motivated by reading
Le U()l'e des Mel'()eilles du Monde,22 which
had been dedicated to the French monarch
remains a mystery.23 In any case he left
HonReur in June 1503, after considerable preparation, and sailed south into the Atlantic. Some
months later, wh en south of the line, he was
caught by a gale, and landed in the Indies, or the
Isle of Parakeets, where he rested for half a
year. The location of this land is not known.
Paulmier gave few sa iling directions in his memoir.
Various interpretations 24 have b een made of
the sketchy evidence available. Down to the nineteenth century the belief was held that Paulmier
sailed south, was caught in the westerlies, and
was blown to the th en undiscovered south land .
Later writers discredited this thesis and held
that he travelled westwards in the South Atlantic,
reaching the coast of the Americas. Paulmier
does not enlighten us in the least on this point.
He did not say which way his ship turned. He
records only the length of th e voyage. The
thesis suggesting he landed in South America is
the currently accepted one, and more credence
ca n be given to it than th e 'west-wind' hypothesis.
It is not unusual to find an easterly blowing gale
off the coast of the southern part of Africa. The
whole region is dominated by the south-east
trades and these frequently rise to gale force
south of the doldrums; it would not take much
for a ship to be driven towards the coast of
America. This interpretation is further strengthened by the fact that the land described by
Paulmier bears some resemblance to the Americas,
but this evidence does not stand for much as the
description could apply to Madagascar.
Th e gl'Owth of the Gonneville myth.
Paulmier's contemporaries did not make use
of his discoveries and adventures as did his
countrymen living in later days, at the time of
the growth of France's empire.
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Notices of the voyage began to appear in a
variety of forms during the period of French expansion in the seventeenth century. Attracted
by th e exploration of his forb ear, a descendent of
Paulmier's adopted heir, Essomeric, who had
been brought to France from the newly discovered 'Indies', wrote an account of the voyage.25
The land of Gonneville ( as th e explorer
came to be popularly known) was marked
on charts by geographers such as Duval and
Nolin 2G as being located in th e south Indian
Ocean, and its discovery was noted by influential
authors such as Flacourt27 and de Brosses 28 •
who wrote about th at region.
Paulmier's voyage became a legend. He was

1. The Treat y of Tonlcsillas was an arbitration tre aty
maue be tween Spain and Portugal and signed on 7th
Jun e, 1494 . A prior arrangeme nt about the division
of discovered territories had b een made by the Bulls
of Pope Alexande r VI of 4th May, 1493.
2.. Francis I's attitude to papal rights in overseas territories is comnlente d on in A. Julien. Les Voyages
d e Decouverte et les Premiers Etablissements XVIe
Siec1es. Paris. 1948 . 1'.115-117.
3. For comm ents on dcveloprnents in the fi eld of cartograph v, spe A. Julien, Op.cit. 1'.330-333 and R.
H erve ''' Australia: in Fre nch Geographical Documents of the He nalssancc" in Royal Australian Historica l Socie ty. Journal and Proceedings. Vol. 41,
1955, 1'.23-38.
4. J. F. Ca dy. The Hoots of French Imperialism in
Easte rn Asia. Ithaca , 1954.
,I ), Norrnatl preparations for the invasion of England
find scenes of William's channel fl eet can be seen
in The Ba ye llx Tapestry.
A publish ed version is
Sir F. Stanton (ed .) The Bayeux Tapestry. London,
1957.
6. An account of this reign period is given in E.
Bouta ric. La France sous Philippe Ie Bel. Paris
1 861.
7. P. Bontier. Histoire cIe la Premiere D escouvertc et
Conqueste des Canaries, fait d es Fan 14 02 par Messieure Jean d e Bethellcourt, escrite do TeJllpS Meslne
par F. Pierre Dontier, Religieux de Saint-Francois,
at Jean Ie Verrier. Prestre, Domestiqoes dudit Sieur
de Ileth encourt. Paris, 1630.
8. Early French voyages are d escribed in the opening
chapters of A . Julien. Op.cit. Older accounts of
Norman activities nrc C. DesmarQ,uets .
Memoires
Chronologiques pour Servir a I'histOlrc de Dieppe et
• celie d e la Navigation Francaise. Paris, 1785 and
L. Estancelin . Recherches sur les Voyages e t D ecouvertes des Navigateurs Normands. Paris , 1832.
T h e Battle of Lie gnity took p lace in Silesi. on
April 9th, 124 1. The Mongol forces under Sabuta!
inflicted a seriou s d efeat on the Christian Polish
forces, w hich was followed by the Mongol advance
into Hungary.
10. These are d escribed in Sir H. Yule. Cathy and the
Way Thither: being a collcction of Medieval Notices
of Chin a. London, 1866. (Hakillyt Socicty se ries).

the first French navigator to sail to the new
world an d claim foreign territory in the southern
hemisphere in the name of the French king. 29
At first this was not a significant fact.
But when there developed a realization of the
strategic importance of having a dependaney in
the vicinity of the Cape of Good Hope, in a land
to which France had a prior claim by right of
discovery, the legend of Gonneville started to
influence the co urse of subsequent French explorers ancl the b uilclers of France's eastern empire.
The search for the mythical sounthland finally led
France to Australia ancl New Zealand, but an account of French activities in those regions forms
another complete chapter.

17.

18 .

19 .

20.

21.

22.

9.

11. L. N icholas. Histoire de la Marine Francaise. Paris,
1949. 1'.9-10.
12. L . Nicolas. Op.cit. 1'.12.

13. Shi ps equi pped thus had the ' eas te rn' leg of mutton
sail that lies fore and aft a long the mast. This type
of rig is better suite d to close win . :1 sailing than the
Jllore clumsy square sails and yards used on ships in
n orth Europe.
14. See e.g. A. AnthlaulIl'e . Evolution et E nseignements
de la Science N autique e n France et Principalement
Chez les Normands. Paris. 1920 and A. Anthiaume.
Cartes Marines, Constructions N avales, Voyages de
D ecouverte chez les Normand., 1500-1650. Pa ris,
1916.
15. L. N icolas . Op.cit. 1'.13.
16. L. Nicolas. Op.cit. 1'.13-14.
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23 .
24 .
25.

26.
27.
28.
29.

On e me thod of findin g out how men have been view..
ed by the ir contemporaries is to look at h eroes in ballad and othe r popul ar poetry. Portzmoguer, the warring sail or, achi eve d fame in the poem by Gennaine
Bri ce , Chordigerae Navis Con/lagratio. Paris, 15 13.
J. Parm entier. D escription Nouvelle des Marveilles
de ce l\1ondc et de la Dignite d e I'Homme . .. par
Jean Parmentier, faisant sa c1erniere Navigation . . .
l'Isle Taprobane, aultrement dicte Samatra. Paris.
1531.
The docurn ents have not yet been found in either
the Channel Islands or in repositories on the French
Atlantic coast.
Future searches for them are not
like ly to be any more fruitful than those made In
the past.
There is no evidence that they passed
into anyone's custody.
Binot Pall imie r de Gonneville . Memoire Touchant
I'EstabIissement d' une Mission Chrestienne dans Ie
Troisiemc Monde nutremcnt appellee In Terre Australe Meridionale, Antarctique e t Inconnue . . . par
un Ecclesinstique . Originaire de Ce tte Mesme Terre
. . . I'Abbc Jean P auhnier de Courtonne, d'apres la
Relation du Voyage du Capitaine d e Gonneville.
Paris, 1663, and B. P. de Gonneville. Campagne
du Navi re l'Espoir d e Hon/leur, 1503-1505. Relation Authentique <1u V oyage clu Capita inc de Gonneville des Nouvelles Terres des Indes, llubliee inte ..
gralement pour In ler fois , avec une Introduction at
des Eclaircissements par M. el' Avezac. Paris, 1869 .
Further comm ents are to be found in Mers Australes.
Department des ~\'(anu s cripts , Bibliotheque Nationale,
Paris. Nouve lles Acquisitions Francaises , 9439 a nd
Nouvell es Acquisitions Fran caises, 9384 folio 25-32 .
Copies of this can be consulte d in C. de Brasses
Histoire des Navigations aux Terres Australes. Paris,
175 6.
Vol. 1, 1'.102-1 20. An English version is
given in the translation of the work by John Calland e r. Terra Australis Incognita.
Edinburgh, 1766 .
Vol. 1 , 1'.65-71.
l\<larco Polo's Le Livre des Merveilles du Monde was
in Charles V's library at the Louvre. A copy of this
is said to have existed at Honflellr. See C.G.M.B.
de la Honciere. Histoire de la Decouverte de la
T e rre. Paris, 1938. 1'.104.
For two differe nt suggestions se e A. Julie n, Op.cit. p .
18 and C.G.M.B . de In Honciere. Op.clt. p.l04.
e.g. compare and contrast the account given in C.
d e Brosses Op.cit. with than in A. Julien Op.cit.
H is descendent was the Chanoine de Lisiellx. The
work Is B. .1'. d e Gonneville.
Memoire Touchan!
l'EtabIissemcnt d'une Mission Chrcstienne dans Ie
Troisieme Monde autrelnent appellee In T erre Australe
l\1eridionale, Antarctique et Inconnue . . . par un
EccIesiastiquc Originaire de Ce tte Mesll1e T erre . . .
I' Ab be Jean Paulmier d e COllrtonne, d'apres la
Helation du Voyage du Capitaine d e Gonneville.
Paris, 1663 .
See P. Duval. Diverses Cartes. Paris, 1665. Jean
Baptiste Nolin was an e ngraver of note.
E. d e F laco urt. Histoire d e In Grande Isle Madagascar. Paris, 1658 .
C . de Brosses. Op .cit.
Paulmier de Gonneville took possession of the Indies
in the name of Pope Alexander VI and Louis XII of
France on Good Friday, 1504 .
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Alec King

Popular or Professional

HE distin ction between professional and
popular appea rs to be one that people want to
make today. From the point of view of those
who do not like modern poetry very much, the
distinction is used for insult. An American popular
critic (writing in Time, March 9, 1962) writes:
As the '30's stumbled towards catastrophe,
poetry blundered deeper into obscurity and
ambiguity. Poetry became a world unto itself, a self-sealing vacuum in which poets
engaged in a cons}Jiracy of mutual approval,
safe from the embarrasing questions of the
bewildered public, safe from wh at has been
called 'the indignity of being understood'.
The critic then goes on to review some poets
in America and England who had pleased him a
little, and then ends:
. . . most contemporary poems have little to
say. They are professional magicians who have
nothin g up their sleeves-not even their arms.
The poets themselves are partly to blame.
All too many are perennial art colonists or
'fellowship bums'. Most poets seem, moreover, obsessed with poetry. Most of their
fri ends are poets; usually their wives are
poets. Most of them write poetry about
poetry. Most, but not all. The great hope
of post-war poetry lies in one cmcial fact :
a growing number of talented poets seem
aware th at readers outnumber poets, and
seem willing to write something that might
interest them. The poets apparently went to
rejoin the human race. Nobody's stopping
them.
But it is not only muddled critic-journalists
who like to make the distinction between professional and popular. Robert Graves, in a short
introduction to his own Poems 1938-1945, writes:
I write poems for poets, and satires and
grotesques for wits. For people in general
I write prose, and am content that they should
be unaware that I do anything else. To write
poems for other than poets is was teful. The
moral of the Scilly Islanders who earned a
precarious livelihood by taking in one another's washing is that they never upset their
carefully balanced island economy by trying
to horn into the laundry trade of the mainland, and that nowhere in the Western
Hemisphere was washing so well done.
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One might discuss the disagreement between
the Tim e critic and Robert Craves merely as a
disagreement of sympathy. The critic likes the
People and wants them to have poetry; Robert
Craves doesn't like the People, and thinks they
must put up with prose. But this would be stupid.
There is something more interesting here than this.
Craves' attitude, I think, is one which is hinted at
quite frequ ently today-that poetry released from
public pressure, public demand; poetry that can
take for granted a reader as intelligent, imaginative, and practised, as the poet himself: such
poetry can reach into great subtlety of intelligence
and feeling, finely grained, economical, athletic,
unCOmpr0I1l1Smg. The attitude is that the professional poet talking to a professional reader can
penetrate into th e fines t and most delicate reaches
of the human psyche, and reveal a new consciousness, a new dimension of awareness; and
that the general reader with his coarse appetites
for entertainment, jollity, and realism, is the devil.
I don 't believe a word of it. But if it were
true, it wCluld not be unusual or surprising.
There are subtleties and reaches of intelligence
and imagination which general readers can
never share, in all fields of knowledge; and
they are not improved by being eased of
their difficulty, and reshaped for World Digest
articles . The most penetrating professional handling of poetic language might legitimately be
always unpopular; and yet remain important, and
not only to a few. For it is possible that even
Rilke might inspire a magnificent film, with
Italian actors, a French director, and English
money, which would captivate half the world.
Think of Shakespeare, locked in his closet, obsessed with poetry (in the Time critic's words),
a Fellowship Bum along with Marlowe and Ben
Jonson, writing his obscure, ambiguous, selfadmiring poetry; which was to inspire Bacon in
all those popular dramatic entertainments of his.
I do not, however, want to discuss the confused relation between professional and popular
poetic writing in general terms. I would like to
try and see it from a particular angle-the different modes in which poetry is written. I have, as
you will see as I go along, a thesis-a something
Sl

1 want to put in front of you; and I can put it
to you in the clearest way, first of all, by poems.
Here is a contemporary poem:
Death is not obscure in the sunlight
For those who go walking among leaves and
birds;
Love is what we are aftel', and the pride
Of so milch singing llnd trembling of heart,
Knowi1lg how precarious, how tinder the
flaunting
Hides a dubious mockery, kn owing the fe el
of the
Fmgile hold of (b leaf on the feeding stem.
And lce must answer it all, welcome
The ceremonies joining the livin g and the
dead,
And it is after all not more than we can bear.
This seems to me a fair example of the contempo rary way of writing a deliberative lyric; a
way that expects a nimble reader, who is practised in following a real-life image in its dissolving (almost as soon as tou ched) into a symbol;
practised, th en, in fitting the symbol-meaning
into a psychic amalgam of other symbol-thoughts,
and of intellec tual ideas like 'dubious mockery'
and 'precarious'; practised in following ideas like
'dubious mo ckery' dissolving into symbol-processes
th at can 'ride' underneath 'the flaunting'. It is
a difficult mode; and semes obscure to the genpml reader.
Now, I want to rewrite this, lea ving it essentiall y still a deliberative lyric, but giving it what
th e Elizabethan critic would describe as a topographical induction, giving it the feel of a deliberation on somethin g going on there outside us,
confronting us :
A -girl there in the wood
Walking in early sunlight
Among birds and leaves that sing
After the end of night.
Thoughts, in her pride of life,
M ave like the bird singing.
J~ove is all she needs
Like the bird singing.
But soon she will need her dying,
And lying in a lon ely bed
Will weep that such pride can be emptied
From the socket of the head .
We know how life will mock her
By iust living on,
Ii ow it keeps singing a hairbreadth (twall
From one that is gone;
And will wonder if like the girl
And the bird and the morning S lI/l
W e have love enough to kee p singing
And m ock what is to come.
only want to say of this version at the moment
that it is considerably more likely to be understood
by the general reader. In this senSe it is more
popular. You may say that the mea ning of th is
version is not really like that of th e original poem.
But wait until my final version whi ch wiII explain
the whole thing. Here it is, a rewriting of both
versions in a mode much enjoyed by early' roman52

tic writers, a form of fable, or fairy-story, popular
among simple and sophisticated readers:
P1'Oud Maisie is in th e wood,
Walking so early;
S lVeet Robin sits on the bush,
Sin ging so rarely.
'Tell me, thou bonny bird,
When shall I marry me?'
',,yhel1 six bmw ge ntlemen
Kil'kward shall carry ye:
'Who makes the bridal bed,
Birdie, say truly?'
'- T he grey-headed sexton
That delves the grave duly .
'The glow-worm o'er grave and stone
Shall light thee steady;
The owl from the steeple sing
Welcome, p·roud lady/'
(WaIter Scott) .
I'm sorry to seem to want to h ave a joke with
you. But it is only by letting you go through
my rewritings in reverse that I can really make
my paints-which are: first, that all the meanings in my two versions are in the Walter Scott
poem . You may be disinclined to believe, me but I
ass ure you I got the first two versions from long
considera tion of th e 'vValter Sco tt, and the overtones and suggestiveness of th e poem; and, second-which is a corollary-that though a
deliberative lyric is more immediately difficult to
get hold of than the Walter Scott, it is not a
whit more subtle or complex. W e have taken a
journey from what feels like a complex poem
to what feels like a quite simple poem. Butthis
is an illusion. 'vVhere we have moved is from
a sophisticated mod e to a simple mode; the meaning of both is complex.
I must go on for a moment about Proud Maisie.
It is a poem in a simple mode, but it must not
be called deceptively simple just because, to
certain readers, it is subtle and complex. It is
what I would like to call a 'construction-poem',
a poem th at builds a structure of living things,
intre-related in movement; a poem which, when
it is inserted into the mind of a reader, proceeds
to invite into it, as into a busy place, whatever
thoughts, feelings, seem to be invited.
The characteristic of a construction-poem is
first that it is inviting in both senses; it attracts;
and it is asking you to come in, no matter what
kind of reader you are. And when you are in,
you just take part with whatever you havemaybe some naIve, simple thoughts and feelings,
maybe some complex ones.
P1'Oud Maisie is a poem which contains no
hint of the T of the poet. But constructionpoems are often made round the poet as protagonist, for instance:
"I wandered lonely as a cloud."
"Sunset and ,~ve l1il1g star, and one clear caU
for me.
"The 1Joplars are felled, farew ell to the shade."
"'Shut, shut the cloor, good John: fatigued
I said."
"Love bade me welcome."
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Poems using the personal mode are not covert
autobiography; nor disguised deliberations on the
poet's self; they are merely using the ego-figure
as protagonist so that the reader as a person may
he allowed to move intimately among the goingson of th e poem. It is only a special part of the
general invitation that the poem is making.
And the general invitation of constructionpoems is the invitation to move out of oneself into
the created life of the poem, and to take part in
it. Th.is, first of all, is the ground of its popularity. The li vely things, people, the lively doings
and go ings, take us out of ourselves. And ordinary people want to be taken out of themselves.
I mentioned before that to those who think of
poetry as th e instTum ent by which to attain a
Sll btle and ac ute kind of consciousness-to those,
th e coarse appetite of ordinary people for entertainment, jollity, and realism is the devil. On
th e contrary, I think this appetite is a sign of
grace; and to call it 'coarse' is to confuse the
nature of the appetite with the way it is satisfied.
Our appetite for food is not made wrong because we are fed with badly cooked nIbbish by
those who want to make money out of us, not
to feed us.
Entertainment, jollity, and realism: in the
sense I think these terms ought to be used-as
q ualities to take us out of ourselves- , these are
th e qualities of Proud Maisie; and they are also
the· qualities of Paradise Lost, and of The Faerie
Queene, of the Divine Comedy, and of the corpus
of Shakespeare's works.
1 have mentioned these four works partly
to ma ke the point that poetry of created life
which is poetry in the popular mode has been
made by writers of the highest professional skill,
and by writers of profound thoughtfulness and
full of passionate concern for man. Not only
has popular poetry been professionally written; but
this popular mode has been supposed by its
writers and readers to be capable of ineluding
llnlimited thoughfulness and passion.
You will see where this is leading-to a nasty
question. Is, then, the modern mode of deliberative hyper-symbolic poetry suggestive of a
delusion of grandeur? In that it is supposed to
reach into subtleties of sconsciousness of the finest
sort, into perfections of intricate and ordered
mind-states- wh ich are good per se.
1 want to leave this question dangling; for
it seems to me that we cannot answer it before
tacklin g th e ground on which such delusion is
based, if it is a delusion. What I want to look
at more closely is this popular mod e, the poetry
of created life.
The poet to discuss here is obviously Robert
Frost, who has continued writing popular poetry
without th e slightest misgiving for over 50 years;
and who has become not only a subject for
popular panegyrics, but a study-poet for English
courses in universities, and for critics in academic journals, and in full-length books. It was inevWESTERLY

itable that critics should pull Frost into the company of th e school of 'poised awareness', 'new and
subtle consciousness'-in spite of his writing objective little stories, dramas, and moments of life.
Lionel Trilling, in his speech at a dinner in honour
of Frost's 85th birthday, talks of his poems as
'sloughing off the old consciousness . . . and
forming a new consciousness'; and he talks of
Frost's characters as doing this with a vengeance,
though 'in the interest of what great other thing
these people have made this rejection of the old
consciousness we can not know for certain. But
we can guess th at it was in the interest of truth,
of some tru th of th e self. They affinn this of
th emselves: that th ey are what they are . . .' And
he suggests th at this is partly due to the fa ct
that they do not 'affirm old virtues and pieties'.
I do not want to comment on this, except to
suggest th at it smells of philosophic idealism, of
the pleasure of thinking of 'all th e nimble motions
of the so ul' as a self-help society e ternally rearranging th eir relationships for the better. It
seems an odd remark to make about Frost,
though: who says that poetry begins in delight
and ends in wisdom ; and that wisdom is a elm·ification- not of ME-but of life.
The most recent book on Frost, to take another
critic, takes 8 or 9 pages of analysis to unfold
the subtlety, complexity, symbolism, paradox, and
irony, of one of Frost's story-poems. Ohl the
desperate labour of university intellectuals
to prove that reading poehy is as tough as tl1e
old Trivia-. But, of course, he is right. There
is all this in the Frost poem . Because Frost is a
professional poet of a. high order, his created
in1ages of life are as fulr of paradox and complexity as Life is; but these images do not dissolve
into symbols of 'states of mind', they keep their
station finnly in the world; and b ecause they keep
th eir station th ey are inexhaustible to meditation .
But let me ascend to particulars. Here is a sixline poem of Frost, from his latest book, In the
Clearing :
QUESTIONING FACES
Tile lcinter owl banked just in time to pass
And save herself from breakin g window glass
And her wings straining sltddenly aspread
Caught colour from the last of evening red
ln a display of underdown and q{/.ill
To glassed-in. children at the window-sill.
The faces of children intent at the sight of the
bird in its wild quick life, at the tense moment
of danger, stpin, which is th e moment its flyin g
body is most beautiful, catchin g colour from th e
sun, showing itself off, underdowll :l nd quill,
vulnerable. But it is out tl1ere, in a world the
children are protected from, th e winter world.
They are inside, separated from this beauty of
tense life. But they respond with startled excitement-it touches a nerve in their lives; they
would be dead and docile if it did not. The
sheltered life, looking out in longing. Civilization
facing wild nature. Human life looking out at
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a natural world left behind for ever; and yet full
of envi ed grace and power. The faces, behind
the glass, question the bird, question themselves.
Where are we going inside our tall glass housesgoing wh ere, leaving what behind?
Frost said of such poetry that it begins in
delight and ends in wisdom.
1 have brought out the thoughtfulness and
feelin g the images provoke in us. For I want
to see what this thoughtfulness looks like made
up into a p oem without tlle linages which prompt
it. It might go like this:

Glassed-i.n ci.vilities are always looking alit
Stari1lg at wh<1t wildness is aboutAll that reflected glory
Is outside the story,
Is what civilitll must do without.
Awl looking ou.t is really looking in
;\ t so mething that we cannot now begi.tl--Th e image of wild bird
Is mi.rrored ill a word,
In a glass cage of which we've lost the pin .
The anguish of this loss we know, and know
The ache translated into blow for blow;Th e wild, both wild and comely,
Is beyond the homely;
W e go ou.tside to find it, and we perish so.
hope this rewriting of tlle Frost poem in the
p:lra-symbolic deliberative mode will do several
things for my argument. It spreads out its meaning into the observable word-pattern .
The
tllOughtfuln ess, which in the Frost poem is provoked by th e created images of life, is laid out
for inspection . Its paradoxical and complex' nature is organized into verbal paradox, and symbolcomplexity.
vVh ereas th e Frost poem prompts whatever
thou ghtfulness you can give it, the rewriting
insists on a complicated thou ghtfulness, and if
the reader is in ca pable of it, the poem fails to do
anythin g for him. I do not mind a poem which
insists on a trained and sophisticated attention.
But neverth eless, I think th ere is an awkward
qu estion here : -

life and our thoughtfulness of them.
The
images of life in the Frost take us out of ourselves;
but th ey also, if I can express it in this way, take
our thoughtfulness out of itself. Instead of what
seems to stretch and strain us inwardly, this
mind-state palpitating with complex, ambiguous,
paradoxical angst-instead of this, we have tl1e
tou gh enin g, fortifying identity in thought with
a properly complex , ambiguous, paradoxical world
of life-a world of un expected richness of effect,
action , and r elation.
1 think we should ask how much of tlle sadness of much deliberative hyper-symbolic poetry
fr om th e middle of th e last century onwards is
flOt the result of any genuine and universal human distress at the crumbling of belief and the
release of anxiety and violence, but the result of
practisin g an intentionally self-conscious mode of
poetry. There is nothing sadder than tlle human
self confined and pes tered witllin tlle pinfold of
its own conceiving, trying to find order among its
own elements. I think Yeats was aware of this.
H e turned against his early symbolist work and
indeed the whole symbolist school: "I have been
fi ghtin g the prevailing decadence for years, and
have just got it underfoot in my own heart-it is
sentiment and sentimental sadness, a womanish
introspection."
Buf I mustn't run away on this: the way in
which so much modern art has dissolved into selfconsciousness.
Though in passing: Jackson
Pollock's p aintings , produced out of a turmoil
of self-consciousness, seem to me fascinating
in their un expec ted · heartlessness, and in their
ability to represent objectively what looks like a
state of obsessive and rather frightening 'ditllering'.· And secondly, the novel which as a genre
has been largely committed to entertainment,
jollity, and realism, and to images of life that take
us out of ourselves-th e novel in our time has
pictured the self-conscious h ero (who should b e
writing hyper-symbolic poems) walking about
th e livin g world , which, b ecause he has turned
himself into a ghost, has turned itself into a
machin e .

Isn't tll e Frost poem, perhaps, the very way
ill which even a sophisticated mjnd ought to b e
thought-ful? And for two reasons. · First, these
images of life evoke a kind of · tllinking which is
controlled by tlle images, and yet flexible and continu ally suggestive, recalling memory, feeling,
idea. It is, I think, what Coleridge was saying
when he suggested that imaginative poetry made
rt reader feel tllat he is himself creating the poem.
The fruitful thoughtfulness for our understanding
of life is, p erhaps, never that which is guided
too peremptorily, but tllat for which we are
handed the mea ns, the tools , so that we may make
our thou ghtfulness for ourselves, and make it also
a way of being.

Let me get back to the Frost poem, for I
want to make a last point about it. The Frost
poem has in it nothing but active images of
life . My rewriting is full of the fomls of tllought,
statements, etc. It is not surprising tllat the
growth of deliberative symbolist poetry in an
age of science should have roused the whole
problem of th e difference between discursive and imaginative thinking. It would be intolerabl e to believe tll e rationalist argument that
thou ghts in poetry are not th ere for their own
sake but for the sake of tll eir effect upon our
feelings-as J. S. Mill argued . So that it doesn't
111atter how b ad the thought is so long as it is
big with feeling. It was the sort of theory Hitler
was working with.

But, second, the Frost poem is not just our
thoughtfulness: it is first of all these linages of

Poetry that invents th e images of life never
seems to be bothered with this problem. Frost
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himself is full of sententiae: "Home is the place
where wh en you have to go there they have to
take you in ." Some of his poems begin by telling
a story, and th en end by making remarks. It is
not that the story has its meaning made plain in
the discursive remarks at the end, but the remarks
are ga thered into the story, and are understood in
its context. Poetry that is primarily an invention
of images is often full of remarks, from Spenser
onwards; but this has been accounted a sin; it is
an impurity which later more 'professional' poets
have cut out. And I have met a young poet-student who has found a plain statement in his poem,
and han looked at it in disgust as a piece of
strayed discursive prose got into his imaginative
nest; and has thereupon mushed it up into a piece
of symbolic obscurity which somehow felt more
poetic. The ordinary reader might ask, seeing
the two versions side by side: why did you do
that? For he knows (because it is familiar experience in ordinary life) that it isn't the form
of your langua ge that makes thoughtful speech
discursive or imaginative, but the context. The
meaning of a statement in discursive speech is
what it is as an item in a pattern of other ideas .
The meaning of a statement found in poetic inventions of life is what it is as an item in a pattern of life. That is, ideas in discursive speech
illuminate ideation; in poetry they illuminate the
already established imaginative ·seeing'. To be
thoughtful about life is one of th e ways we move
out to identity with it in love or hate.
This is why the mode of popular poetry creating its images of life can so easily work with the
shapes of thought, which are formally identical
with those in discursive thinkin g, and which may
be simple and lucid. To see is a word meaning
both to look at and to understand. Both looking
at and understanding are going on simultaneously
in poetry inventing the images of life. They are
in such art complementary activities . It would
not disturh the Frost poem, constructed as it is
entirely in the language of 'looking at', if it concluded with two lines of this kind :

Th e winter owl banked just in time to pass
And save herself from. breaking window glass.
Alld her wings straining suddenly asp read
Caught COIOll1' from the last of evening red
In (I display of underdown and qUill,
To glassed-in children at the window-sill.
Nature is wild and wildly tmlike us
And the child's longing makes him mutinoull'.
The first six lines make us look at living things
hut so that we grasp life in that act of seeing;
thc last two lines equally make us grasp life, not
in abstraction, but by moving our thoughtfulness
up to help in the imaginative act of looking into
life.
May I give you a much finer example-the
dramatic lyric of Yeats, in which the lovers
grown old find themselves, not making love, but
talking it; a lyric which ends in the form of a
paradoxical statement:
WESTERLY

Speech after long silence: it is right
All other lovers being estranged or dead,
Unfriendly lamplight hid under its shade,
The curtains drawn upon unfriendly night,
That we descant and yet again descant
Upon the supreme theme of (lrt and song.
Bodily decrepitude is Wisdom; young
W e loved each other and were ignorant.
have spent some time on this because the ordinary reader not only wants to be taken out of
himself, wants a poetry of created life, he seems
to like poetry which has in it 'just a little
thought'. This is usually regarded as an absurd
liking for adulterate prose. It may be, of course;
there is plenty of verse 'garnished with scraps
of prose wisdom' (to use Yeats' phrase):

And therefore I say again
Though I am Art's true lover,
It is not Art but Heart
That wins the wiele world over.

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.
But, ~s I hope I have shown, just a little thoughtfuln ess or a big thoughtfulness, is in the poeh'y
of the invention of life, one element of the total
thought-provoking pattern; a pattern which provokes not only thought but feeling-into-an imaginative way of knowing, in fa ct; and, above all,
,1 way of being conscious.
For, of course, the poetry of created life ends
in consciousness: but it is that kind of which
we are unself-conscious; being a sense of identity
with what is other than ourselves-something livelier and more universal, something more entertaining, jollier, and more real, than our watery
and obscure selves; so that our identity with it
seems enchanting to begin with, a simple delight;
and as our identity deepens in feeling and thoughtfuln ess, the delight deepens into a kind of seeing
-an understanding, a small episode of wisdom.
I should like to say, finally, that I am not
against the more difficult contemporary poetry. I
have always enjoyed its way of being tough with
its reader, and its insistent demand for a strenuous
imaginative work. I am only against a kind of
critic that has so loaded himself with critical tools
to deal with a hyper-symbolic mode of poetry
that he cannot critically enjoy anything else. We
are being faced with the absurdity of beiI)g told
by critics what we ought to enjoy in poetry according to whether an elaborate critical tool-kit
can be successfully used on it. Thank goodness
works of art, poems, are not so stupid. No work
of art is in competition with any other work of
art. The simple and the complex exist side by
side to enlighten each other. Art forms an open
society; it is the critic who establishes a concentration camp for 'misfits'.
(From a lecture given at the A.U.L.L.A.
Conference of 1962).
5:;

Patrick Hutchings

The Humanism of a Dumb Waiter
Gus: (Tho ughtfully) I find him hard to talk to, WilSall. Do you know
that Ben?
Ben: SC1'Ub l'Ound it, will you?
Gus: Th ere are a number of things I want to ask him. But I can
ne ver get round to it when 1 see him.!
"If one believes in nothing, if nothing makes sense, if we can assert
110 value whlltsoever evel'ything is permissible and nothing is important.
Th ere is no pro 01' call; the mllderer is neither right nor wrong. One is free
to stoke the crematory fires, or to give one's life to the care of lepers.
Wickedness and virtue are jllst accident or whim."-cAMus 2 .

AROLD Pinter's The Dumb Waiter is a single, sus tained image of humanism that has
lost its nerve: an imitation of alientation.
The Enlightenment ceased to believe in God,
and substituted belief in man; this humanism now
is collapsing, and we are left isolated, alienated
individuals, in an absurd world which we allow
to outrage our humanity and our reason. The
point which Pinter is making in this play parallels
closely some remarks made by Hannah Arendt in
her essay "Und erstanding and Politics""From th e point of view of common sense,
we did not need the rise of totalitarianism
to show us that we are living in a topsy-tuvry
worlel, a world where we can not find our
way by abiding by th e rules of what once
was com monsense."
And probing even deeper than the phenonemal
meanin gless of th e life we lead, Arendt tou ches
th e nerve of the matter, and speaks of " .. . the
loss of the qllest fol' m eaning and need for understarrdillg"3: this phrase sums up the point of
Pinter's play. Like Arendt he shows us the sickness of our society, an atrophy of the intellect as
Questioner, an intellectual and moral alienation.

IHI

IT is necessa ry to justify a symbolic interpretation of The Dumb Waiter, since Pinter
himself has denied any such interest or intention.
He was asked, in a B.B.C. interview: "Many
people say that your plays are symbolic. Symbolic
of wh at Mr. Pinter?" : "Nothing at all", "I just
write plays, about people as I see them in a situation."4
This is not the place to discuss
the inten tionist faI\acy in criticism, but plays like
The Dumb Waiter contain elements of un-realism
so striking as to demand allegorical interpretation
in the very teeth of the author's disavowals. Only
trivial literature can escape analysis, and Pinter's
plays are not trivial.
THE first time I saw The Dwnb Waiter was
at the Australian Inter-Varsity Drama Festivala sensitive and powerful performance by the Sydney University Dramatic Society,5 and I attended th e post-mortem Seminar the next day.
This was as instructive as the performance itself.
The di scussion was led by Mr. Peter Collingwood,
an English actor-producer; the talk was all actors'
talk and it was concerned almost exclusively with
the naturalism of Pinter's characters. Mr. Col-

"Work in progress" ack nowledges, {IS much as i.t asks indulgence for , clumsiness of
style and presentation. Both intentio ns uf the phrase are to the point here.
this essay is one of a series, li S yet /I'll completed, in which the wr'iter explores a number
of pieces of modem writing from the 1Joint of view of Yvor Winters' definition of "artistic
literature" as, "Literature which endeavo urs at one and the same time to clarify a subiect
rationally and to move th e emotions appropriately".
[ "THE FUNCTION OF
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CRITICISM,"-Routledge, p.25]
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lingwood, himself a Londoner, was at pains to
draw attention to the accuracy of Pinter's deliniation of types, and his uncanny ear for cockney
idiom. He made only a passing and oblique reference to the symbolic level of the play, 'Head
for the realism, and the un-realism will take care
of itself." The unrealism is not apparently the
actors' primary concern, and this tells us a great
deal abou t the workings of Pinter's style; but
things are not th e same on both sides of the
footlights.
111ere seem to be two categories of understanding and reflection which we take to the
theatre with US; a piece is either naturalistic or
symbolic, and whatever occurs on the stage that
cannot be read naturalistically we must consider
as symbolic. During the seminar Bruce Williams
suggested a special third category: "For Pinter
there are no events, only reactions : the happenings
in his plays are not naturalistic or symbolic events,
they are purely theatrical events"; this parallels
independently, thou gh almost exactly, Stanley
!v!ayes' description of contemporary dramatic
dialogue as a sequence
. of purely verbal
events."6
These categories may do for the actors, but
th ey will not do for the audience . The actor is
inside th e machine: he can exploit the naturalism
of th e characters and treat an absurd plot as he
treats a naturalistic one-as a series of theah'ical
events. But the audience is acted on by the play
:l11d it must both respond to and come to terms
with the disturbing mixture of the realistic and
the absurd that Pinter offers it.
For the audience there are no purely theatrical
events, and what happens on the stage is not in or
for itself. Theatrical interaction and verbal events
exist for the sake of another interaction, that
between the playas a whole and the emotions
and intellects of the audience. That is what the
audience come for, and what the critic comes to
reflect on. A play is an aesthetic machine and
can no more escape interpretation that the Twittering Machine could . Perhaps the point of the
Twittering Machine was just to twitter, but no
protests or prohibitions will stem the tide of
interpretations, beca use it is one of a kind of
obiects that are alwa!ls read.
The justification of symbolic interpretation
lies not in any abstract defence of the activity of
interpretation, but in performance. I have raised
these general considerations only because the
distinction between the linked categories of
theatrical naturalism and theatrical symbolism on
the one hand, and the category of theatrical
events on the other, is crucial to my interpretation
of the denouem ent of The Dumb Waiter. This
will emerge in due course: and my suggestion is
that we simply can not treat the denouement as
a purely theatrical event without being guilty of
absolute incuriousness. The moral of the whole
allegory is that we must not be incurious.
WESTERLY
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charac terise it broadly, The Dumb Waiter
is a kind of farce, with a Goon Show plot
or programme, played out by two naturalistic
Cockney characters, Ben and Gus, who spend
all of th e play sitting around waiting to go out
on some mysterious job . They are shown to us in
a naturalistic set representing a windowless basement ro0111: door to kitchen and lavatory left,
door to passage right; centre set, a dumb waiter
or dinn er lift. The play is quite terrifying. Why?
Certainly not ju st because Ben and Gus tum out
to be gunmen . This by itself cannot shock us
in an age of violence.

l

I

My thesis is that the play is terrifying because
it is an image of alienation. The men on the stage
are almost as much obiects as the dumb waiter
itself, manipulated like it for the ends of others.
They are simply mea ns, not ends in themselves.
Not only do the characters fail to communicate
with one another in th e naturalistic dimension,
but they fail to communicate with their own
humani ty, or with each other's, in the world of
events, or un-events which surrounds them. They
are lost to themselves and to each other, and have
lost the real world. Ben, the one who consents
to his own alienation, survives-but for what?
The charac ter who questions his alienation is asassassinated, he is Camus' rebel. And it is part of
the design of this image of alienation that there
are insoluble dmmatic and theatrical enigmas
surrounding his assassination.
The almost credible, almost naturalistic dialogue of non-communication provides the fact,
the objective co-relative from the audience's own
real world, and on this fact the farcical, inconsequential, nightmarish plot provides the comment.
In Pinter's elrama ultimate menace is expressed
in cliche, and in a kind of unsmiling farce:
tlnreason wears the costume of the buffoon.
Ben, the unquestioning lost soul, is committed
to total accepta nce of the plot, and he hides himself behind his newspaper whenever any question
is put to him which would compromise his total
acceptance of things as they are. (Naturalistically the paper is probably "The News of the
World", but in the production which I saw the
prop-girl was an ironist of Pinter's own quality,
and it looked to be either "The [London] Observer" or "The [London] Sunday Times".)
IF The Dumb Waiter is an extended image
of alienation we may ask: what have the characters in it alienated, what have they sold of themselves?7 In a sense they have sold everythin g. They are both paid assassins, a fact which
comes Ollt as a little dramatic surprise in the
middle of the play, and they live in the darkness,
merely existin g, waiting for "him" to get in touch. s
"He" is their employer, Wilson, a man who
apparently has a whole Organisation of gunmen,
full-time, on wages.
Ben and Gus have 110 autonomy, and we know
this even b efore we have realised the ultimate
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degradation of their employment, and before the
absurdities of the plot have begun to irritate our
nerves. Their alienation is self-evident from the
beginning.
THERE are two reasons, possibly, why Ben
and Gus are assassins. One is that the dlmouement would be impossible, or impossibly arbitrary,
if we had not already got used to seeing these
respec table British proletarians with revolvers in
their hands; this is the theatrical reason. The
other "reason" lands us at once in speculation:
it looks as though the assassin role is a piece of
Camusisme, on Pinter's part. If Pinter did not
consciously intend it, no doubt he was unaware
of his collaboration with the Spirit of the Age.o
However, even in ordinary conversation we often
say what we did not intend to say, even though
we spoke intentionally. The point or intention of
:1 work of art, and th e author's intention are sometimes more or less separable; and it always makes
sense to distinguish between conscious and unconscious intentions. 10
Camus links murder and the absurd; Pinter
prescnts a play in an absurd mode about murderers: on the fac e of it, at least, there is something
here to look in to .
THE key notion which links the absurd and
murder is, here, the notion of alienation. The ultimate betrayal of humanity is the abrogation of
responsibility and reason, and Ben has alienated
both.
Pinter is as political as Camus, and more so
perhaps, because with him it is all instinctive, and
not highly reflective and rationalistic.
He offers us the ultimate spectacle of two freeborn Englishmen unfree, irresponsible, absurdand murderers. Ben has sold himself utterly:
"they" or W.aSOI1 matter, and their concerns are
all that do matter. Ben himself does not. He
has relinquished his right to question anything
that "they" do, or indeed anything at ali that
happens to him. Ben's docility goes too far even
for a perfect employee, and he would prefer no
questions to be asked, and no observations to be
made, about anything. l l
For Ben th e plot, i.e. the events which happen
on th e stage to him and to Gus, are all to be
regarded as rational, even when they are obviously
not. Ben accepts. He has given himself to another utterly, and he has given up his right to
understand anything that happens-to him or to
anyone. This is blasphemy for an atheist; and
for a Christian too, unless the other is God. For
the atheist th ere can be no valid alienation,
and for a Christian there can be only a giving of
oneself to God, and that only because God is
Rea son, and one's autonomy is as safe with him
as it is with one's self.12
Ben's treason to himself, which expresses itself
partly in a sterile formalistic kind of discourse,
might be take n also as an allegory of the trahison
des clercs; or more mildly and ambiguously it
-"8

might be read as a plea for a little existentialism
in England. And there are a couple of passages
which one might suspect of being satires, amusing
but a bit unfair on the present state of AngloSaxon philosophy.
THE philosophical comment goes deeper, however, than any satire on a contemporary school.
The most horrible scene in the play centres around
a kind of hyper-Humanism, a nasty irrationalism
about ca usality and understanding, carried into
real life in a way that would probably have
shocked Hume. This deeper level of philosophical
comment is, for me, th e heart of the matter. Hume
is Simply a whipping boy here; his curious antirationalism is not so much the cause of the collapse of our curiosity as a symptom of it; and
one must distinguish between the philosopher
himself and his various vogues. Hume is however
the most obvious intellectual progenitor of the
phrase in which Ben's final self-betrayal is expressed, a phrase which negates utterly any
possible "quest for meaning or und erstanding".
(see below, p.61, col. 2)
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HE first six and a half pages of the play give
us a naturalistic depiction of alienation,
a straight tape of conversation which does not
rise to communication. The two characters are
waiting about, ready to go out on their unspecified
job; Ben kills time reading out cliches of newspaper sensationalism; "Man of 87 crawls under
motor lorry and is nm over" (p.124; p.12); "Child
of Eight kills Cat . . . Her brother aged eleven
viewed the incident from the toolsh ed" (p.126;
Gus responds mechanically.
Then.
p.3) .13
II propos of nothing, but with naturalistic plausibility (p.126) Gus asks, "When is he getting in
touch?" Ben ignores the question.
The audience knows that this question is significant, though they do not know yet that "he" is
'Wilson a big-time employer of assassins, that
Ben and Gus are gunmen, and that the job is
murder. Ben gives no satisfactory answer to Gus's
question, and the conversation peters out into
some deliberately flat double entelldm about the
lavatory's "deficient balI cock". A couple of pages
on (p.129; p.9) Gus attempts another question:
"Why did you stop th e car this morning in the
middle of the road?" Ben: "1 thought you were
asleep" . We sense that this question is important
and that the reply covers up something, but what?
We. and Gus, get nowh ere. Ben's explanation:
"We were too early", is countered with: "Too
early for what?" and there is no reply. Our
uneasiness grows. Ben won't talk. And this
refusal to talk defines his character throughout
the whole action.
Ben replies to no questions; and he is a naysayer to life as well-if football can be said to
stand for life in Gus's existence. When Gus
discovers that they are in Birmingham, he suggests, "We could go and watch the Villa" (p.131;
p7) (i.e. the Aston Villa football team) . He is
told, "They're playing away". After some more
WESTERLY

football dialogue, Ben comes out with, "Away:
they're all playing away." Life is playing away:
all that there is for these two is a windowless
basement room, and the job.
THEN the envelope is pushed under the door.
The envelope. is an enigma. There is no writing on it at all, and it contains nothing but twelve
red matches. Ben is suspicious, Gus puzzled. But
almost at once Ben is reconciling Gus to the
enigma, and distracting him from the oddity of the
occurrence.
Their provenance is obscurein the circumstances sinisterly so, as we discover when Gus takes out a revolver before
he opens th e door to peer out into the passage
to see who brought them-but Ben is concerned
almost entirely to convince Gus that the matches
will "come in handy": "You are. always running
out of them, aren't you?" (p.134; p.ll). The
mystery is not to be solved, and Gus is for some
reason to be diverted from his natural inclination
to feel that it is a mystery.
With his tranquilisation of Gus's curiosity
about the matches, Ben assumes his essential role:
to reconcile 'Gus to all that is, or seems to be,
demanded of both of them by mysterious persons
"upstairs", and also to everything that happens
in th e irrational plot. 14 A very discomforting
spectacle.
THE nex t sequence about the kettle (pp.
135-137; pp . 11-13) is in its way as queer, and
as significant, as the matches scene, though another
level of interpretation is involved, and this is one
of the passages that look suspiciously like philosophical parody. Ben tells Gus to go and make
the tea. Making the tea is the only act in the
play which would allow Gus any initiative of any
kind, and it would be the. only act from which he
could himself benefit (unless we count going to
the lavatory). It is all of a piece with the rest
of the action that Gus is robbed of his initiative
in the end, since. neither he nor Ben has a shilling
for the gas meter. But before this comes out
there is a long dialogue about "lighting the kettle"
as opposed to "lighting the gas" which not only
inhibits Gus's initiative, but raises obscure, menacing "ideological" issues as well.
Ben insists that Gus light the kettle, but Gus
demurs: he has never heard of "Lighting the
kettle", he "lights the. gas". He is told with an
air of finality: "Light the kettle is common usage".
There is a long wrangle all in this vein, and
it is naturalistic enough; but it looks as well like
a skit on linguistic analysis, and the solution of
problems by appeals to usage. It is easy to
image Gellner in the audience slapping his knee
with delight. 15
The trouble is that the whole context is too
powerful for satire of this kind: the scale of the.
play is mythical, and a skit on the intellectual
habits of academic philosophers would upset it.
Even so, something of the kind is appropriate,
since the play turns precisely on a point of
"academic" philosophy: can reason be abrogated
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without loss of humanity? But logical analysts
are hardly the villains for this kind of piece.
SATIRE or not, conscious satire or not, the
whole exchange has enormous dramatic signmcance, and it is loaded with menace. It closes
with violence, and after Ben has uttered his most
sinister cliche: violence and this cliche are the
key to the whole ac tion from here on: "violence
begins where speech ends".16
Ben: I'm not trying to be unreasonable, I'm
just trying to point out something to
you. [i.e.. the usage 'light the kettle']
Gus: Yes, butBen: Who's the senior partner, here, me or
you?
Gus . You.
Ben: 1'm ollly looking after your interests,
GlIS . You've got to learn mate.
Gus: Yes, but I've. never heardBen: (vehemently) Nobody says light the
gas! What does the gas light?
Gus: What does the gas-?
Ben: (grabbing him with two hands by the
throat at arm's length) The Kettle you
fool!
'Gus: All right, all right. (p.136; p.12)
Tm only looking after your interests, Gus'; a
nasty little phrase, and very, very nasty if you
consider the implications, and what Gus has to
learn: th ese come out fully only towards the end
of the play when we hear the formula of Ben's
ultimate alienation.
It becomes clear later on that for Ben it is not
on to question common usage (and on usage Wilson and he see eye to eye : cf. p .150; p.24). One
does not do things, according to Ben, because
they are not done (p .146; p.2l). This upper-class
moral canard, always faintly suggestive of moral
paralysis, is extremely sinister in the mouth of a
proletarian Cockney gunman who will allow
no questions at all to be asked.
THE satire on linguistic philosophy is repeated
again perhaps in the instructions scene (pp.152164; pp. 25-26), which also contains a dramatic
irony prefiguring the. assassination of Gus. There
is a series of, again, deliberately flat quibbles,
this time on th e logical grammar of 'me' and
'you':
Ben: He won't know you're there.
Gus: He won't know you're there.
Ben: He won't know you're there.
Gus: He won't know I'm there.
and so on.
That music-hall or Carfax logic-chopping comes
slap up against the dramatic irony prefiguring
Gus's assassination,17 and is juxtaposed with
the horrible passage in which Gus and Ben rehearse what it will be like. when the victim turns
up to the ambush:
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Ben: He'll look at me and he'll look at you .
Gus: We won't say a word.
Ben: We'll look at him.
Gus: He won't say a word .
Ben: He'll look at us.
'Gus: And we'll look at him .
Ben: Nobod y says a word.
This is a terrifying picture of impersonal murdcr: The Spirit of the Age del, and Harold Pinter
perh aps only sculpt..
One recalls the remark of Camus, "There are
crim es of passion and crimes of 10gic."lS
Someo ne does not care sufficiently about human
beings and th e human condition. The philosopher
as Sti ch fee ls obscurely implicated; and perhaps
he is meant to. Read in this light the satire
goes, of cou rse, far beyond a legitimate criticism
of any particular school of academic philosophy,
but as a general image of the trahison des clercs
it will stand. Particular satire is only incidental,
and th e cru cial point that the play makes about
th e ultimate treason of the mind, irrationalism
and the abandonment of personal responsibility,
has an indefinite generality.
Even th e rehearsal of the impersonal murder
does not bring us to the centre of this model of
alienation, and the heart of the thing lies in a
pl1l'ely intellectual denial, not in any act of
violence, meditated or executed.
Violence is
only the symptom of a deeper negation, the
alienation of reason itself.

IF we go back to the tea-kettle scene and
read on again from there, it is clear enough what
Gus has to learn, and what he has to learn is
crucial.
"I am only looking after your interests, Gus .
You've go t to learn." Learn what? To ask no
qu es ti ons, and to accept everything as rational
even when it is not. This is all'eady clear, by
implication at least, from the matches scene on,
and cverything else rubs it in. But Gus will not
lea rn . He is obviously the rebel of Camus. He
asks questions; he asks fol' it. And he gets it in
th c end.
Ben: What's th e matter with you? You're
always asking me qu es tions. What's
the matter with you?
As thou gh natural curiosity was a disease.
Ben: Stop wondering. You've got a job to
do-why don't you just do it and shut
up?
Go on, stoke th e crematory fires, it's your ;ob. The
job is th e "end withal", not the man .
At the worst it might seem that Gus has to
learn to be an orga nisation man (cf. Ben: "Do you
thi nk we're the only branch of this Organisation?"
p.141; p.16) but it goes even deeper than that,
and deeper even than the nas tiness of this Organisation. Gus must assassinate without curiosity,
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bu t flll'ther, he must leaI'/l to accept without question, anything and everything that happens. He
mt/st become like Ben.
This fact, which begins to come out in the
matches scene, is unmistakably clear in the dumb
waiter scene, when th e dinner lift begins, utterly
mysteriously, to deliver messages fro m upstairs.
The door in the wall pops open, and the box descemls with a slip inside (p .141 ff; p.16 ff) .
THE sudden arrival of the dumb waiter is very
dramatic, a surprise, rather like tile appearance
of the maskcd face at th e window in an oldfashioned thriller play. When Gus takes the note
Ollt of the dumb waiter there is a kind of anticlimax: it reads, "Two braised steak and chips.
Two sago puddings. Two teas without sugar."
The business is mysterious, though hardly sinister,
yet. The situation calls for an explanation, like
the arrival of the matches : and this time Ben has
a story pat-"It probably used to be a cafe here,
that's all. Upstairs. These places change hands
very fluickly" (p.142; p.17). This answer does
not satisfy Gus and it does not really explain
anything:
'Gus : You mean th e people who ran this
place didn't find it a going concern and
moved out?
Ben: Sure.
Gus: WELL, WHO'S GOT IT NOW?
Silence . (p.1 42; p.17).
This silence is never violated. Even when the
menus become more and more bizarre, Ben remains committed to his simple straightforward,
unbelievable explanation . And Gus must commit
himself too .
It is Ben who suggests that they should send
something I/.p in th e dumb waiter, and in the
comic scene when th ey are going through their
own provisions to see what to send the whole
dialogue is full of obscure menace. The most
reasonable action of Gus, his bringing various
thin?s to ea,~ wh.ile th ey ~;e waiting, become~, ~n
Ben s eyes a duty game. Ben threatens: I II
remember this" (p.144; p.19). Apparently 'all
th at is not commanded is forbidden'-even the
possession of packets of crisps and the habit of
'having a few biscuts or a .pie' ( p. 125; p.13) Witll
one's tea. Gus is guilty ,whatever he does: whatever he does has nothing to do with his guilt.
1t is axiomatic.
THERE is a great deal more in the dumb
waiter scene about the oddity of the situation in
which the characters find tllemselves, but nothing
th at Gus finds inexplicable worries Ben. He is
not disturbed by the fact that the stove has only
three burners- insufficient for a restaurant kitchen-nor is he troubled by the sugges tion that the
menus might have been arriving for years, or by
qu estion "What happens when we're not here?
What do they do then?" (p.145; p.20) .
vVhen Gus shouts up tile dumb waiter well,
he is told not to : "It's not done" (p.146; p.21)
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~nd he gets a lecture on his slackness: all of
him is sold out to it, to what is done, and to
"them" who employ him, and who must be addressed politely up the dumb waiter shaft. He
Illust not slack: he must not withhold their due
from them , though th ey do not need what he
givcs them, an d his service is unacceptable as
an expiation of his guilt. The lacquey Ben
makes this clear when he relays "their" complaints
to Gus: "The Eccles cake was stale: the chocolate
was melted: the milk was sour . .." It is of
course necessarily true that this should be so;
wheth er th e chocolate is in fact melted or not,
Gus is guilty of sending up melted chocolate-or
of something else. It hardly matters. Gus is told
to inake th eir tea for them. They say, not; "light
th e gas" as Gus says, but "light the kettle", as
Ben has already insisted.
Gus is clearly a
revisionist, a ;ew-lover, a heretic : and by definition slIch men stale the fresh est Eccles cake,
and sour all th e milk they tou ch. And since it is
by defi nition, in a sense it does not matter. Furthermore wha t "they" have upstairs is so opulent that
the), do not need the milk, even unsoured. However, Gus mllst make their tea; not because they
need tea, but because to do so he must light the
kettle. (p.135; p.24) .
GUS will not alienate himself, and such a
man is guilty of all crimes; lighting the gas rather
than th e kettle infringes the whole of the criminal
codc. He must be taught to say what "they"
say, a nd to ask no qu es tions.
Ben indulges Gus once, and once only, with
a ques tion. Ben poses it himself, it has, most
significantly, a tautologous answer, an 'ingenious
replacement of common sense with stringent
logicality.'19 A propos of the most outre order
so far, for Macaroni Pastitsio and Ormitha Macarounada , Ben asks, "Do you know what it takes
to make an Ormitha Macarounada?"
"No what?"
"An Ormitlm- ! Buck your ideas up will
you?" p.147; p.21) . Ben's only answer is a
no-answer, at least to Gus, who has no idea what
an ormitha is.20
NOT only have Ben's answers an ideological
alld tautological necessity, but he has clearly
given li p his ri ght to question the patently
absurd. Separated from the section that we have
just been considering by the Instructions scene,
and a few pages from the denouement, there is
the .discovery around which the whole model
of alienation centres. This i.s the crux, and the most
horrifYing thing in the play, and it consists simply
in Ben's uttering, t'wice, the ultimate formula of
h is alienation.
Gus begins to ask questions about all the events
that have occurred so far, from the arrival of the
matches on, in the light of "his (Wilson's) possible
motives and intentions .
Gus: Why did he send us matches if he
knew there was no gas? Why did he
do that?
Ben : Who?
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Gus: Who sent us those matches?
Ben: Who are you talking about?
Ben will not, perhaps now even cannot, recognise the existence of a mystery: "What are you
ta lking about?" We know what Gus is talking
about-everythin g th at has happened so far, and
everything th at is implied by it. It is inconceivable
that anyon e should not see the strangeness of these
un-events or not try to read some sense into them .
The discovery is upon us. In a phrase that is
repeated twice so that we cannot miss it, Ben
shows us why he cannot know what Gus is talking
about, and reveals the totality of his own alienation:
Gus: Who is it upstairs?
Ben : What's one thin g to do witll another?
'Gus: Who is it, though?
Ben: What's one thing to do with anotller?
(p.155; p.27).
Ben has alienated the ri ght to demand, or even
to expect th at 'on e thing shall do with {/llother' .21
He has abrogated reason entirely.
Nothing
needs to be explained; for Ben th ere are no explanations, and there is no need for them. He
no longer sees the point of questions. He is a
complete irra tionalist. His suicide is as ultimate
as an assassination; he has murdered himself.
But though he has committed suicide, he can
still act and talk; the alienation of reason leaves
it man capable of certain actions that are not
open to one who has blown his brains out physically. After he has uttered his unutterable form ula, Ben 'fumbles with his newspaper on the bed',
22 and it is obvious that he is trying to retire
into th e world of cliche which is for him now
th e on ly world, a pseudo-reality of inconstant and
arbitrary conjunctions of isolated "items". Gus
attempts even so to draw him out, to make him
answer, to make him concern himself with the
events which surround him. TIle only response
that Gus gets is violence and incomprehension ,
an object lesson in not asking: 23
Gus: I asked you a question.
Ben: Enoughl
Gus: I asked you before. Who moved in?
1 asked you . You said tlle people who
had it before moved out. Well, who
moved in?
Ben : Shut up.
Gus: I told you, didn't I?
Ben: Shut up!
Gus: I told you before who owned this
place, didn't I? I told you. (Ben hits
him viciously on the shottldel'). I told
you who ran this place didn't 1. ( Ben
hits him again viciously on the shoulder ). Well, what's he playing all these
games for? That's what I want to
know. What's he doing it for? (pp.155156; pp.27-28) .
Ben will not discuss the game: he sees no game.
His alienation is complete.
Gus is not silenced: He bursts out in complaint; he and Ben have "passed their tests",
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they have "proved themselves", they have "always
done their job"; why is the Organisation treating
them like this, what is Wilson up to? "What's
he doing all this for? What's the idea? What's
he playing these games for?" Gus is cut short
by the dumb waiter, which comes down for the
last time: it holds the only answer that he is going
to get to his question : an order. For scampi.
Gus can take no more-he shouts up through
the speaking tube " WE'VE GOT NOTIDNG LEFT,
NOTIDNG, DO YOU UNDERSTANDI " (p.156; p.28).
THE ambiguity is theatrically superb. Gus
has nothing left to send up the chute, and he
has nothing left of his humanity, not even his
right to demand that one thin g should have to do
with another, and not even the right to explain
th at he has no scampi to send. Non-communication is absolute.
Ben goes back to his paper ( 'unreality be
thou my reality') and "reads" to Gus, giving him
all that there is in alienated reality. He utters
his own comments aloud, but he reads the paragraphs silen tly. Even so, Gus responds mechanically with expressions of astonishment, as though
he had heard something meaningful : "Kawl"
"What about that, eh!" And it comes to the
same in the end, whether the ejaculations of
wonder are at something or about nothing. If
'one thing has not to do with another' then why
should the conventional response of astonishment
have anything to do with the cliches of sensationalism which seem to elicit them? Why indeed? There is perhaps a deep pun here on the
two meanings of "sensationalism", that is on its
philosophical and its journalistic meanings;24
there are no objects of the understanding' in either
sense of "sensationalism", only stimulus and irritation.
Gus is reduced to a state of irrational response,
not by being forced to embrace the alienation of
his reason, but by the progressive withdrawal of
the rational games: first Ben will not admit questions, then he will not even offer real mental
stimuli for minimal mental responses. Gus has
not given in, even so; and he can still have something taken from hin1, but it will have to be
taken. He has given no sign that he consents
to the alienation demanded of him.
THE next and last scene is the denouement,
and it raises the question with which I began,
tlle question of the relationship between theatrical
events in thenuelves and theatrical events as
devices fol' moving an audience.
The denouement is absolutely unrealistic. That
is to say we must move out of the scene as
represented, and move into the mechanics of the
representation of scenes on the stage before what
we see even begins to make sense. Of course
it may not make any sense at all, but to accept
that would b e for us to step into Ben's r61e, which
is impossible. Quite impossible.
By denying symbolic intentions, and at
the same time outraging OUf realistic expectations,
Pinter may very well b e trying to make Bens of
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us, but we are not to be taken in like that.
Gus goes out left, to what we accept as the
kitchen and lavatory : ''I'm going to have a glass
of water". He goes out; Ben takes up the speaking tube and talks to whoever is "upstairs"; he
gets his orders; the victim is to arrive "straight
away". Ben goes left, presumably to tell Gus to
ge t ready to take his place in the ambush, according to the standing instructions that we have
all heard. Then the door opens Right, and GIM
stumbles in, without his jacket waistcoat or tie,
and without his gun (all of which he had on
when he exited Left ). Gus is the victim.
WHY is Gus the victim?
Clea rly he asks too many questions, and he
is no further lise to the Organisation. But if we
try to run this as a naturalistic answer, in a
simple-minded way, we cannot. In terms of stage
convention, Gus cannot get from L exit to R
entrance. There is no connection between the
two places except by way of the mom. The only
connection is the one that we know when we
are not pretending to ourselves that 'this is a real
room'. Vve all know, of course, that there is a
way behind th e cyclorama at the back, but only
because we know something about stages. But
when we are playing the 'Let's pretend' game
of th e theatre, we forget what we know about
stages.
This impossible entrance thrusts the
mechanics of the illusion into the illusion itself,
an d shatters it. Why? To outrage our lingering
na tu ralistic expectations? But what is the point
of that?
A "symbolic" interpretation of the entrance
thrusts itself forward; but we might stave a symbolic interpretation off if we could accept either
of two possibilities:
1. That the exits and entrance directions are a
mistake-this hypothesis must fail for any
author not safely dead; or we might:
2. Jnsist on calling this mysterious, unnaturalistic
and impossible entrance and Gus's loss of his
coat and gun, simply theatrical events or
theatrical devices.
No doubt these are theatrical devices, and
they are very surprising and effective ones too;
but they are, because theatrical, essentially to be
read. 25 A can-opener is a device, and it has
no meaning, and one does not read it. But a
stage device is not like this. A stage device not
only moves the au dience at the time, but it is
also something upon which they cannot be prevented from reflecting. The audience is Gus, and
it will insist on reading what is offered to it;
the audience demands to know the meaning of
what it responds to.
WE can not help asking ourselves: beyond
the momentary,theatrical effect of shock, what is
the point ofthis denouement with the "impossible"
entrance that it involves? What is the point of
this meta-theatrical shock?
Perhaps the only point is this: to show us who
are not in the alienation situation of the playthough we may be in other alienation situationsNeSTERLY

that we have the right, not yet alienated, to detnalld to know why, or the right simply to laugh
or complain the moment after the curtain falls,
and we realise what has been done to us. The
point is not so much that we should find an
answer, but that we should be jolted into asking a
question.
The end of The Dumb Waiter reminds me

of something of Neitzche's which in a way says
it all: "'I don't know at all what I am dOing, I
don 't know in the least what I ought to do.' You
are right but be sure of this, you are being done
at every moment. Mankind has at all times mistaken the active for the passive. It is its eternal
Even so, we can
grammatical blunder."26
complain.
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unlogical nature of the imagination; h e settles for a
phenomenologica l identity between imagination a nd
the rea l world th a t has very odd implications: "'Tis
an estab1ish ed maxim in m etaphysics that whatever
the mind clearly conceives includes the idea of possible existe nce, or in othe r words, that nothing we
imagine is absolutely impossible" (italics mine) Op.
cit. p. 32. This will not d o , and philosophers as
different as Maritaln and Wittgenstein m ake the point
that to conceive is no t simply to imagine . HUlne
could have n o criterion at a ll for distin guishing b etween the real and the ab surd.
~2 . The news paper is by n ow na tu ra listically and Symbolically a substitute for truth and reailty.
See
Richard Hoggart, The Uses of L iteracy, London,
Chatto and Wi ndu s, 1957, esp ecially Chapter 7.
2 3. The scene is a kind of l?un-image of the notion of
"brute": Ben hits him vlCiously : bmtality: a ll facts
a re equally hrute facts if one thing h as not go t to do
with another.
24. The C.O .D. gives : "sensationalism (n) (Philoso.)
theory that ideas are d erived solely. from sensatioD ;
pursuit of the sensational in literature • . /'
25 . Since the theatre is a representation or an imitation
of an ac tion, a theatrical d evice is, exists, only
parasitically.
A theatrical d evice is an imitation
be fore. a nd logically ubefore". it is a . fac t. .An
a bstract p ainting might just conceivably claim to
be a fact in itseU, but the notion of inlita tion is
much morc ten aciolls in the drama than it is the
plastic arts. To be an itnitation is Inuch m ore than
simI,ly to be read, but this distinction can b e properly
exp ored only a t some len gth.
2 6. The Dawn of Day by Fredrick Neitzche, trans . J.
M . Kennedy, Edinburgh-London, T. N. Foulis, 1911.
Paragraph 120, 1'1'.128-9 .
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I. R. lones

Calf-Bearers and Ram . . Bearers
STANDING figure of a man, carrying on
his shoulders a sheep or a calf, may suggest
several things to an observer: a shepherd,
perhaps, or a cattle-raider, at the first glance.
But in the varying contexts in which such a type
appea rs in Greek and Roman art, there are other
interpretations which may be made.
The idea of a god or man bearing an animal on
his shoulders seems to have been first used in
th e Eastern Mediterranean.
A few examples
survive: a Phoenician scarab with a representation of the god Bes, carrying a lion in this
way, a Phoenician statuette in the fonn of a
robed figure bearing a sheep, a statue found in
Cyprus which represents a man carrying a ram
on his shoulders; and since the earliest Greek
example of the type, a statuette of a man shouldering a ram, comes from Crete, it is possible that
this is the route by which Greek sculptors received their inspiration.
The best known example from mainland
Greece is also the earliest, a state from the Acropolis at Athens, nearly life-size (Plate 1), found
among the debris left there after the Persian
invasion of 480 B.C., when the pious Athenians
on their return did not remove the wreckage of
sacred buildings and offerings, but used the fragments as foundations or filling material, or incorporated them in the new structures which they
erected. With this statue, the problem of interpretation strikes us at once. We are told that
the earliest Eastern statues in which man and
beast appear together are survivals of that primitive stage of religion in which the gods were worshipped as animals, or at least in animal form;
later, when the deities themselves had taken
human shape, the animals were thought of as
sacred to them, or as their inevitable attributes.
For this reason, the statue from the Acropolis,
usually known as the "Moschophoros" ("calfbearer") has been identified as a representation
of th e god Hennes. But although in Greek art
Hermes is often found together with a ram,
there is no clear evidence that a calf was thought
of as an attribute with which he might be associated; and the inscription found on a base connected with this statue, giving the name of the
dedicator as -ombos, son of Palos (usually completed as Rhombos), suggests a different meaning.
We are to consider the figure not as a god, but as
a man, a worshipper making his offering at the
sanctuary, Rhombos in person bringing his calf
to the sacrifice. The story preserved by the
Greek writer Pausanias (X, 18, 5) about the
people of an Argive town who won a battle after
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proullSmg a perpetual sacrifice to Apollo, and
later decided to commute the inconvenient and
ex pensive offerings which they had let themselves
in for, by having a scnlptured sacrificial group
made for the god a t D elphi, leads ns to wonder
whether Rhombos might not have been faced
with the same problem.
Another statuette in th e Berlin State Museum
(Plate 2) , a replica of which is in the possession
of the present writer, shows us the same theme
at a date some seventy or eighty years later,
soon after 500 B.C. This figure was found in
the neighbourhood of Capua in Italy, in an area
where Greek civilisation had been established
for more than two centuries. This time the figure
(height about 6~ inches) carries a ram, resting
easily on its shoulders, and we can only guess at
its intended significance-the god Hern1es, a
votive offering, or a piece of genre sculpture. But
it is significant for another reason. Although the
trea tment of the details is completely 'Greek, the
elongated proportions are not, and remind us
rath er of the lanky soldier-figures found in the
Etruscan art which had its most flourishing
centres furth er north in Italy. So many feahlres
of Etruscan sculpture and painting are obvious
borrowin gs from Greece, that it is interesting to
see th e process working in reverse.
'When Rome absorbed Greece into her growing
empire, Greek art was absorbed too, and its
repertoire of types adopted or adapted for new
purposes. 'W e meet the Ram-bearer again in
Roman mosaics, but this time carrying a lamb,
and taking his place among the Four Seasons (a
popular scheme of decoration for the floors of
square rooms), represen ting Winter. Again, when
the growing Christian communities in the Roman
Empire began to find their own meanings for
the artistic types which they took over, this
was one of the ways in which Christ was shown
rtS the Goocl Shepherd, caring for his flock.
A welI known example of this last type of
sta lue is the "Buon Pastore", in good classicising
style; in the Lateran Museum in Rome. But we
shall illustrate here a less attractive, but still
interesting, figure of about A.D. 500, from the
Graeco-Roman museum of Alexandria (Plate 3).
This statue, about three feet in height, has the
characteristics of late-antique art: stunted body
and large head, frontal pose and coarsely carved
drapery. But it is nevertheless the direct descendant, over more than a thousand years, of the
earlier figures, and it is only the meaning with
which it is invested which has changed.
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Allan Edwards

Recent British Sculpture
HE British Council's travelling exhibition,
Recent British Sculpture, which will be seen
in each of the capital cities of Australia in
turn during the coming year, opened in Perth on
January 24, and, as part of the Festival of Perth,
attracted in its first month upwards of 15,000
visitors.
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materials, technique, and feeling as the architecture, but in cemeteries and churches we are somewhat conservative, and, as yet, we have not undergone the revolution in taste that is needed if we
are to come to terms with Recent British Sculpture
which offers the work of some of the liveliest
non-academic sculptors of our time.

Though the exhibition was well attended in
Perth, it occasioned singularly little public comment or discussion. What little there was, when
not downright abusive or derisory, seemed to
express un certainty and bewilderment rather
than appreciation and enthusiasm, this despite the
excellence of D avid Thompson's long, detailed and
intelligent essay which forms an introduction to
th e catalogue. Perhaps the exhibition will be
better received in the Eastern States, but even
there it is doubtful whether sculpture that is genuinely contemporary in idiom is going to be widely understood and admired .

As internationally-famous artists go, the nine
sculptors exhibiting are comparatively young.
Henry Moore (65) and Barbara Hepworth (60)
represent th e "older generation", for both were
well-es tablished before the war. Adams (46),
Armitage ( 47), Butler (50), Chadwick (49) ,
Meadows (48) with Dalwood (39) and Paolozzi
( 40 ), all made their mark soon after the war.
They now represent a "middle" generation, for
there are now quite a number of still younger
English sculptors who have already achieved
wiele recognition, notably Elizabeth Frink (33),
Robert Clatworthy (35), Geoffrey Clarke (39) ,
Bryan Kn eale (31) and Stephen Gilbert (who
gave up abstract painting in 1952 and now makes
constru cts in curved blades of highly polished
aluminium and stainless steel). What all the
sculptors on exhibition have in common is not
only their comparative youth but also a very
youthful characteristic, an obvious reluctance
to stand still and repeat themselves. What they
have been doing in the last five years or so (and
no less than 29 of the 45 pieces on exhibition
have been executed in the last five years) is
strikingly different from the work that brought
th em iIlto prominence fifteen years ago and that
made them such a brilliant group at the 26th
Venice Biennale of 1952.

Everywhere in Australia sculpture is thought
of as a public form of art, devoted, in the main,
to war-memorials, to dignified and heroic statues
of public figures-kings and queens, governors,
statesmen, generals, explorers, and philanthropists
-and to the formal decoration of our older public
buildings. For these purposes an officially approved vocabulary was worked out to almost
everybody's satisfaction in the nin eteenth-century
academies of art. These academies succeededmore or less-in reducing to dignified propriety
the somewhat too exuberant apparatus that was
devised by Renaissance and baroque sculptors
working under the inspiration of the classics of
ancient Greece and Rome. This academic tradition, the Beaux-Arts tradition, is not the only
tradition with which we are familiar. In our
cemeteries and our churches we meet sculpture
deriving from a very different set of modelsNordic not Latin, mediaeval not Renaissance,
Gothic not classical. Our conventionalized ecclesiastical Gothic is just as much a product of the
nineteenth century as Beaux-Arts classical. It must
be admitted that here and there in recent years
we have been surprised by bold attempts to build
new churches in the idiom of contemporay architecture. In some of th ese churches the architect
has even encouraged a sculptor to be as modern in
WESTERLY

Another obvious characteristic of all of them
is morc difficult to discuss adequately ten thousand miles from base. Apart from three pieces by
Moore, one of which weighs 9 cwt., one by Butler, and one by Paolozzi, all the pieces in the
exhibition are on a comparatively small scalesmall enough that is, to stand in an ordinary
domestic interior or in a suburban garden-and
all of th em are free-standing, complete in themselves, as independent of a particular site or setting as a 2' x 3' painting. Like most contemporary paintings, they can be judged as objects or
images which tell us much more about the inner
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world of their makers than about the world we
think we see around us, the world of recognizable
objec ts, th e world of appearances. The sculptor
engaged on these small free-standing pieces is
obviously in a rather different position from the
scu lp tor commissioned to provide a monument
to a particular person or cause on a particular
llatural site and possibly in relationship to architectural surroundin gs already in existence. Again
he is in a different position fr0111 the sculptor who
is asked to provide some conventionally symbolic
fi gure on or inside a public building, some orphanage or yacht club, or university, or underground
station , for insta nce, or a synagogue or a church.
In essence he is working to satisfy himself alone;
hc need not consider the spectator or the consumer. Like a painter, he can afford to make an
appeal to a very tiny minority (perhaps to one
admirer only if th at particular individual can
a fford to buy). \Ve may therefore expect these
smaller pieces to be more "experimental" than
most "p11blic" sculpture. The aim may very well
be the expression of an intensely individual sensibility anel vision, the creation and the exploration
of new worlds which may intrigue and fascinate
us but ma y also puzzle and disturb us, or even,
especially at first, shock and horrify us into violent
disgust and protest.
'W ithout seeing a great deal more of contemporary British sculpture, it is impossible to
say whether th e preponderance of small freestandin g and highly individualistic pieces in this
exhibition, represents a general trend or whether
it is just acciden tal, something we must accept as
inevitable in a travelling exhibition that is going on
to Japan after its year in Australia. Even if the
British Council had unlimited resources, it would
still find it impossible to transport genuinely mOntlmental sculpture or the kind of sculpture that
forms an integral part of a building (like Geoffrey Clarke's 80 ft. high metal figure on Thorn
House in High Holborn). Again, it is impossible
to guess at th e relationship between the work
of sculptors in this "private" mode and their
work when they carry out commissions on a
bigger scale and in a more public mode. Is
there any sharp or deep division in England
between sculptors primarily engaged in the "public" field and sculptors who work almost exclusively with one eye on intern ational competitions
and one eye on th e private buyer or patron?
And if some contempomry sculptors have begun
to compete with painters for the patronage of
th e individual buyer, could th ey hope to make a
living if th ey confined thems elves to this smallscale work? Speaking very generally it would
seem that the mw material of sculpture (unless
it's papier-ll1<lche) and the sheer time and labour
required from the sculptor make the price of
sculpture for the terrace or drawing-room rather
hi gh when compared with paintings or lithographs, so th at the sculptor's economic future may
still be rath er closely tied up with his ability to
find a modus vivendi with the architect.
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Talking with architects one sometimes hears
th em saying the finest sculpture of OUl' time is to
be seen-and on the grand scale-in the work
of some of our leading architects, notably Le
Corbusier-his chapel at Ronchamp, his Palace
of Justice at Chandriga r, his roof playground on
the Maison cIe l'habitation at Marseilles; Niemayer-the Senate ancI th e Assembly and the
President's House at Brazilia; Ponti-the Pirelli
Building in Milan; Saaarinen-the Chicago Airport; Lloyd \Vri ght-the Guggenheim Museum.
If we add some of the most elegant versions of
th e glass box or cage-the Lever Building and
the Seagram Building in New York or Mies van
del' Robe's Lakeside Flats in Chicago, we can see
yet ano th er form of sculpture. The first is solid,
monumental, on the gigantic scale of the Pyramids . The second, though still large-scale, is
designed to give the cffect of lightness, transparency, and openness, especially wh en the buildings are lit up at night. The walls bear no
weight. 111ey are a mere skin or envelope, made
as inconspicuous and as transparent as possible,
so that we can look in and throu gh the space
that they enclose. This enclosed space is further
defin ed, subdivided, and articulated by floors,
ceilings, and screens of the slimmest kind into a
large number of sub-units, varied in size, yet all
harmoniously related to each other and to the
enclosing envelope. Enjoyed as objects of contemplation, as aes thetic structures, not useful
machines for making a living in, both types of
building can give us pleasUl'e. They appeal to
OUl' tas te for order, for precision, for clarity, for
harmonius relationships; th eir beauty is the beauty
of mathematics or of crystallography. We meet
the same kind of beauty in some painters and
sculptors, in its purest form perhaps in the paintings of Mondrian and Josef Albers, but also in
the painted wood reliefs of Ben Nicolson, Sophie
Tauber-Arp and Victor Passmore, in the metal
and concrete sc ulpture of Max Bill, in The Monument to th e Dead of Matlthatlsen by Belgioso,
Perescutti , and Rogers ( an open metal fram e
based on the Golden Section proportions) , in the
constructs by Moholy-Nagy in his Bauhaus period, and especially in th e "space constructions"
of Pevsner and Gabo and th e Constrnctivists
generally.
Naum Gabo's open, airy "constructions in
space' are particularly interes ting. Shaped ribs,
girders, and meshes of high tensile wire and slender bars of steel or aluminium or alloys are enclosed inside an envelope of transparent Pers pex, so that we can look into and explore fascin atingly varied interior spaces whose shapes seem
to change as we shift OUl' angle of vision. As
Patrick Heron says (in "Space in Contemporary
Painting and Architecture" reprinted in his book,
The Changing Forms of Al't) , some of Gabo's
structures resemble beautifully and exactly fashioned miniatures or models of buildings, buildings
it should be said at once, very much idealized
(no problem of drains, staircases, water-tanks,
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ventilating shafts, etc.). Over a period of some
forty years the shapes he has explored have become increasingly complex and now frequently
resemble three-dimensional diagrams of dynamic
forces with an emphasis on the beauty of flowing
movement.
The creation of complex patterns of movement
-a kind of sculpture of space and light-is
carried a stage further in the mobile. As exemplified in the work of Calder, who put the term into
currency, the mobile is an ingenious and often
whimsical toy capable of the most interesting developments in the hands of a skilful craftsman who
is also an artist. Delicately balanced shapes of
sheet-metal or sometimes coloured balls are suspended by wires from slender spars or rods of
flexible metal, and these spars in turn are suspended from some cantilevered arm or a fixed
point in the ceiling. The spars themselves have a
certain freedom to swing, dip and turn, and each
of the fins or plates or balls can also spin and dip
and swerve on its length of wire. Slight movements of air alone are sufficient to keep all the
objects in almost perpetual swinging and swaying
motion. When coloured balls are used we watch
a kind of slow dreamlike ballet of planets moving
in eccentric orbit. When fins are used we sometimes think of fish hovering, darting, settling,
risin g, and falling in moving currents of water,
or we may be reminded of the trembling leaves
and swaying branches of a wind-tossed tree. The
unpredictable movements of the various suspended
objects produce a kind of visual counterpoint, so
intricately varied it never seems to repeat itself;
and this counterpoint of movements in space is
further complicated by the moving patterns of
shadow thrown on wal! or ceiling.
As they move along their invisible paths
the leaves, fins, or planets defin e volumes of space
for us. The eye supplies the defining boundarylines that might be made if each moving object
had a recording point on it. Inside tllese imagined boundary-lines we build up notions of volumes rather like those established inside the
highly lit interior of th e "glass-box" office-block,
except th at they are constantly changing and
they have th e flowing rhythms of a dancer or a
swallow or a swift or of any flow-pattern (for
which reason they help to mitigate the impression
of ri ght-angle austerity and inhuman over-tidiness
that some people dislike about "glass-box"
elega nce ).
It may seem a far cry from Le Corbusier, van
der Rohe, Mondrian, Cabo and Calder to the current exhibits of British sculpture. At first sight
there is nothing to please a constructivist. Barbara Hepworth, it is true, after some years of
carving simplified images abstracted from human
and animal form s, devoted some five or six years
of her career just before the war to carvings of
geometric forms of great beauty of form and texture, and was certainly much influenced in this
by her husband, Ben Nicolson, and by their close
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friendship with Mondrian and Gabo (her titles
alone indicate the character of this phase of her
work, e.g., H elicoids in Sphere; Oval Sculpture;
Sphere and Hollow; Conoid, Sphere, and Hollow;
C onicoid; Pierced Hemisphere ) . Though after
th e war she returns to images more biological
in nature, derived from human, animal or fish,
something of th e rather impersonal purity of hue
and contour as well as the extreme smoothness
and polish of finish, which reminds one of Jean
Arp, remains and with it some of that coomess,
that remoteness, that passionless tranquility and
serenity that characterizes "geometrical' beauty.
These qualities are most apparent in Curved form
( Wave II) , No. 36 (which in bronze and wire
recreates in 1959 something she developed to perfection nearly twenty years ago in 1944 in wood,
the inside painted a light blue, and with coloured
string laced across instead of wire) and in Chan 0
which is so solid, so smooth, so highly polished it
reminds one of th e sleek perfection of the boss of
an aeroplane's propellor and carries one back to
Brancusi.
[About th e function of the wire and string it
may be of interest to recall what the sculptor herself says:
I used colour and strings in many of the
carvin gs of tlle time. The colour in the concavities plunged me into the depth of water,
caves, or shadows deeper than the concavities
themselves. The strings were the tension I
felt between myself and the sea, the wind,
or the hills.]
Adams is the second sculptor a Constructivist
might pick out with interest. His wall-sculptures
make use of very thin, blade-like pieces of metal
welded to very slender rods, conveying an impression of clean, exact, and precise shapes, finished
with the perfection we associate with surgical
instrumen ts, and so pared down, so tautly composed, th ey concentrate our attention, stand out
starkly on the wall, and make us conscious of it
as a surrounding area of blankness. The maquette
for an architectural screen has the same tautly
concentrated energy but deliberately seeks to
give an impression of intricately interlocked and
quite unshakable geometrical units-very proper
in a protective architectural screen.
As cool and exact and economical as Hepworth,
Adams has more edge, more bite.
Turning from Hepworth and Adams to Butler,
Meadows, Chadwick, and Paolozzi, we find ourselves in a quite other world. All of them are
frankly romantic in their violently energetic individuality, their taste for surprise, shock, mystery,
and menace, their evocation of primitive modes
of feelin g, and their preoccupation with the
dreaming part of the mind, especially the nightmare and the apocalyptic vision. No doubt they
owe much to Graham Sutherland and Paul Nash
as well as to Henry Moore. It seems likely that
they respond to contemporary painters, especially
those with similar preoccupations-Max Ernst,
Andre Breton, Picasso in his surrealiste phases;
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Matta and Gorki; Gruber, Buffet, Francis Bacon;
abstract expressionists like Appel, Pollock, De
Kooning; the exponents of art brut, espe.cially
Dubouffet and Burri-and it goes without saying
they know the work of Giacometti, and Germaine
Hichier, and Cesar.
Like most expressionists
th eir basic aim sems to be intensity. Art is a form
of assau lt, a kind of shock-therapy for both
artist and spectator. "The forms I find necessary
to assert," says th e American sculptor Rozak, "are
meant to be blunt reminders of primordial strife
and stru ggle, reminiscent of those brute forces
that not only produced life, but in turn threaten
to des troy it." The material images found to
symbolize inner disorder, tension, and conflict
s ~em to bear witness to a profoundly-felt uneasiness, anx iety, and fear that they share with a great
many othcr less articulate people in the aftermath of concentration camps, saturation bombing,
and thought-control, and under the threat of Hhomb extermination. Nothing could be further
from th eir intentions than the creation of pure
forms which have th e serene and crystalline
heauty of perfect proportions and nannony.
In his excellent introductory essay David
Thompson takes 1952, the 26th Biennale, as his
base-line and offers two helpful clues towards
describing and interpreting the changes in mood
and techniques th at have marked the work of the
last fiv e or six years. He notes a general tendency to abandon open and predominantly linear
forms for forms more closed and solid, drawing
our attE'n tion to the new attractiveness of th e
rath er squat chunky oblong that Almitage shares
with th e painters William Scott and Roger Hilton
(not to men tion Laurence Daws). Vlith this
move towards greater solidity goes an increasing
interest in the exploitation of surface texture almost for its own sake. In terms of painting the
move has been away from Graham Sutherland's
mysterious and disquieting "presences", his tall
spiky thorn heads that inspired the spikes, traps,
and claws of so mu ch sculpture in 1950, and
towards the primitivism of Dubuffet.
Before following th ese leads we might venture
two or three generalizations about the earlier work
of this middle generation.
Looking throu gh brief biographies of sculptors
one is struck time after time by a common pattern of development in so many artists born since
1914. Early in their careers they abandon the
human foml , indeed any kind of figuration, and
hecome increasingly non-objective either in the
manner of the Constructivists or in some approxima tion to th e abstract expressionist painters.
At the same time th ey also abandon the techniques
and materials of th e academically trained sculptor.
Instead of carving stone, marble, or wood or
modelling in clay and casting in bronze, they
become metal workers using iron, aluminium,
alloys an d sometimes slender strips of wood. And
even j\.'[oore and Hepworth who had made almost
a religion of their practice of direct carving and

their respect for the character of their materials
increasingly used metal.
Most of the metal sculpture of the late 1940's
was very linear, and very open, like the wire
sculpture first introduced by Picasso in 1928 or
th e mobiles of Calder. Characteristically, Paolozzi and Turnbull, who worked in plaster, Adams,
who uscd slim wooden slats, laths, and struts,
Chadwick, Clarke, and Butler, who used iron or
steel, all made cages, baskets, or open framesthe string-like bars and spindly l"Ods enclose and
shape three-dimensional areas of space. Surface
and surface t extures as we meet it in continuous
form in solid, closed carvings has virtually disap peared.
Though Picasso's wire models offer some precedent, and though Gonzales and Gargallo had
used sheet metal for very open structures as
did Lipschitz in his delightful 14" high iron
Pegasus in 1928, the linear sculpture that flowered so suddenly in the late 1940's had all the
attractiveness of novelty, like Calder's mobiles,
and it says a great deal for Butler, ChadWick,
Adams, and Paolozzi that when in 1952 it became
everywhere th e rage, th ey turned in various ways
away from it.
Besides having the attractiveness of novelty,
the open linea r iron constructions echoed in a
very dramatic way, and sometimes may have
helped to exorcise, those nightmare images of
destruction and devastation that haunted the memories of millions of people-the twisted wires
and pipes and girders of bombed-out houses,
factori es, railway stations, and power-houses, and
the skeletal remains of tanks, aeroplanes, ships,
and locomotives . The hooks and spines and claws
which make many of the constructs so repellent
sometimes sugges t we can survive in the hostile
world only if we follow some of the animals and
develop armour like crabs and lobsters, hedgehogs, lizards, armadillos and furry caterpillars,
or take example from thorns and cactuses. Sometimes th ey are no doubt intended as physical
equivalents for doubt, and anguish, and Angst
generally. As always with romantic forms of art
there is some danger of growing too much in love
with pain and disaster, to develop a perverse
enjoyment of misery and loss, or to force the
note and sound altogether too fee-fi-fo -fum .
TIle expressionist can be saved from bathos
only by his plastic sense, his genuine feeling for
his medium . About Henry Moore we need
have no doubts on this score. Butler, Chadwick,
[v[eadows, and Paolozzi, though very talented,
seem altogether lesser men, less varied, less inventive, less assured, but their various moves
away from linear sculpture, their ability to discover new images and methods, speak well for
them.
If, in the history of sculpture, open linear
sculpture may come to be thought of as a very
brief phase of no permanent importance, it is
none the less tru e and important to recognize
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the fact that it has very considerably affected
our approach to sculpture as a whole. Sculpture wc
should all agree is three-dimensional. It involves
the shaping of solid objects that take up, displace,
or inhabit space, and sometimes the dramatic
inter-relat ionships between two or more of such
space-fillin g objects. Again we understand more
or less why Sir Herbert Read stresses the appeal
of sculpture to our tactile sense- we want to
tou ch and handle it, to apprehend its shapes and
the textures of its material, to feel its weightpickin g it up if it is physically small enough, heftin g it, stroking, fondling, and caressing it. This
heftin g, rcal or imaginary, brings into play more
th an th e senses of touch and sight. W e grow
acquainted with a piece of sculpture through our
muscles . And imaginatively at any rate we project ourselves into these shaped masses, almost to
the point of identifying ourselves with them, feel·
ing somewhere within us their centres of gravity,
th e pu lls an d stresses and strains that the pieces
would fee l wi thin th emselves if they were bodies
like ourselves and conscious of the sensations of
mainta ini ng balance and poise and of how much
sp ace they tuke up. Of course, all sculpture is
not as soliel as a dumpling or a cannon ball. Many
years ago H enry Moore made us aware of the
virtues of holes tunnelleel through a mass, and the
many properties of caves anel hollows. The
simples t hole letting light through makes the
surrou nding opaque mass look solid and opaque .
'''' e are leel through to a better notion of the
thickness of th e mass. As the hole is enlarged
to make a cavern and especially as it bends and
winds we ge t still more light, a shifting balance
between void and mass, and inevitably a greater
area of surface to display tex ture and contour.
Jt is easy ,to imagine the hollowing-out process
curried so far that th e space-displacing mass has
become hardly more than a lot of holes with lines
round th em , a stone honeycomb, or a sponge, or a
lot of bubbles within a bigger bubble, or the stone
equival ent of a piece of wood eaten out by white
ants. By this tim e we get very close to Gabo's
space configurations or the "glass-box" office
huildings. W e can now place particular pieces
of sculpture on a continuous scale from solid
sphere or cube or pyramid to a lmost wholly made
up of enclosed voids. Most linear sculpture is
near the void end of this scale--the enclosed
or circu mscribed volumes of air are the major
part of th e total.
There seems no point in trying to decide that
one end of the scale just devised must necessarily
he b etter than the other. vVith Henry Moore
in mind, however ,we may see the virtues of
Henri Laurens' definition of sculpture:
"Sculpture is essentially occupation of space,
construction of an object with hollows and
solid parts, mass and void, their variations
and reciprocal tensions, and, finally, their
equilibrium",
and appreciate Moore's own remark that sculpture
is an rlffftir of bumps and hollows, holes and
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humps . Moore has varied considerably from the
massively square and solid Reclining Figure of
1929 (which owes such a lot to the Mayan Rain
Spirit) to th e very leggy Double Standing Figure
of 1950 with th eir tiny triangular shou Ider plates
or wings, bu t characteristically he exploits his
involuted caverns and voids to make his swellings
swell even more enormously, and the rhythms
as we dip and swerve and climb and turn over
are extraordinarily lon g, vft ried, rich, and sustained, like th e phrases of some musicians, as well
as being wonderfully orchestrated.
The "middle" generation of sculptors, though
its early work seemed to b ear little resemblance to
Moore's, undoubtedly owe a grea t deal to him.
In their newer ventures as they introduce more
solid masses and exploit the interplay b etween
masses and voids, they may very well b e going
back to Moore. or just utili zing what he h ad already so amply revealed before 1950. Or conceivably-Butler and his associates felt they had
b een simply too successful in their linear work:
it suddenly became the rage everywhere "from
China to Peru" (including Sydney, where Robert
Klippel produced some distin guished work in this
manner before emigrating to U.S.A.). Though
Butler himself h ad made it an art-form capable
of wide ra nges of expression, says Patrick Heron,
" the purely architectonic form al cages of his
earlier works being as calmly beautiful as his
later, agitated , Baconesque things were disquieting", he may have felt "tlle linear elements
were getting out of hand: over-complex, almost
art nouveau ornate". Or h e may have felt that
th e linear variety of sculpture was one of sculpture's "frin ge' possibilities and that more opportunities offered n earer the cen tre.
Whether or not Moore's influence lies b ehind
the abandonment of severely linear sculpture,
Butler began as early as 1952 (i.e ., b efore his
prize-winning Monum ent to the Unknown Political
Priso /l er ) a series in which skeleton-like wire
frames were "partially contained and covered in
hy flo ating bronze plates, shaped like bustbodices, placed before and behind the thorax" .
By a grad ual and p erhaps not entirely conscious
process of development, these encasing plates
expanded TUund th e airy wire figures until in
1953 th ey met completely, providing a kind of
continuous skill (sometimes made of shell bronze)
and makin g a figure that looks solid . His prizewinning monum ent (which by the way is at present being erected in W est Germany ) is described
hy Heron as follows : Butler is not only a fin e artist, h e is a mall
possessed . J am tempted to call him the Kaffk a
of modern sculpture : this theme of The
Unknown Political Priso ner might have been
made for him. His ovm entry was most
movin g and alarmin g. It consists of a minute slender-limbed iron tripod mounted on
rock: th ere is a ragged hole in th e centre
of the rou ghly triangular platform into whicll
a vertical rod plunges from high above the
platform. Various simple fram es flank this
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platform on two sides with rectangular
rhythms and the suggestion of tiny ladders
or racks; and there is another minute ladder
hinted at on one of the three main legs of
the structure. Suddenly, looking down away
from this vacant piece of scaffolding, utterly
devoid of anthropomorphic forms, one sees on
the rock between the tripod's legs three tiny
human figures gazing upwards. The shock
is complete. Suddenly one grasps the implication of scale. This, then, is a vast . . .
gallows. An empty scaffold towering above
diminutive humanity. All the impersonal
cruelty latent in 'the State' seems summed
up in this horrible machine.
(PATRICK HERON, The Changing Forms
of Art, p. 229, Routledge & Kegan Paul,
1955).
The tiny figures looking upward were solid
forms intended to be about eight feet high.
In a recent B.B.C. interview, Butler said he had
lived for several years near an aerodrome much
used for testing new designs, and had been much
impressed by images of people looking up in
mingled curiosity, exasperation, fascination, and
apprehension. The same motif he also found in
spectators and performers at the circus, which he
has always found fascinating. Circus material
poses peculiar problems for the sculptor; for one
of its major appeals is the variety of skills developed by acrobats and trapeze artists to defy-or
apparently defy-the laws of gravity. On wires
and poles and trampolines and swings and tightropes, solid human bodies seem to move almost
as freely as birds-the more solid the body and
the thinner the wire or the pole the better. Solid
bodies inside frames, cage-like, cell-like, are of
course a feature of Francis Bacon's paintings, and
in several Manipulators in 1955 Butler provides
a kind of three-dimensional transposition of what
is almost typically Baconian material-human
figures within an inhuman framework operate unknown machines highly suggestive of tortureThe Head in Shell Bronze 1953
apparatus.
(Catalogue, No. 19) belongs in spirit and feeling
with The Manipulators-it looks up in tortured
anguish, the nerves laid bare.
Latterly Butler's frames have disappeared. He
is modelling solid human figures in an almost
naturalistic style. After all the Angst and torture,
a return to pleasure in the sensuous characteristics of quite recognizably normal young girls is
a surprise and a very pleasant one. Girl Tying
Her Hair is almost as charming as Degas' wax
models of young dancers, and though the plump
circus girl seems to be standing in a quagmire,
she looks as though she would stand a chance in
the ring on a bareback horse. In contrast the
girl struggling to get out of her vest is perched
a little precariously on a slender horizonal bar
(the effect of which is to lift and to some extent
disassociate the figure from the ground-she is
light on her feet, not up to her knees in Mother
Earth). She is an early adolescent, still very
coltish, and Butler has deliberately exaggerated
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the length and the thinness of the arms and legs.
the slimness of the hips, tlle spar-like pointedness
of the elbows, the anonymous blankness of the
face and head, most likely to force into prominence the breasts and the rather "enormous pot
belly stretched as tight as a gourd" which insist
she's already a woman, and--especially trapped
for a moment in the tight vest-very vulnerable.
Chadwick seems to have been travelling on
another course altogether. Like Butler he is a
virtuoso in metal-working. Like Butler he has
taken to constructing solid figures, built up on a
rigid and somewhat angular armature of mild
steel which is given a continuous skin or hide
made of a composition of iron-filings and gypsum,
which he models, and then chisels and fines down.
The skeletal ribs show through under the metal
skin, and their pattern is exploited in the interests
of design. Boy and Girl IV and Encounter VI
both use tall wigwam-like shapes out of which
emerge tiny spikes to suggest heads and rather
slender stilt-like legs on which these odd creatures
seem to strut and stalk. They are well described
by David Thompson as "strange and disquieting
creatures struggling towards but not quite achieving organic life", full of tense energy, on the alert
( is it the suggestion of the mountain goat about
those stilt-like legs?), uneasy, distrustful, possibly
menacing (are we to think of heavily cloaked
villains in opera, or of Goya's savage etchings
of cloaked and hooded inquisitors?). In the
Wing ed Creat[tre and The 'Watcher we have
chunky brick-like shapes built up witll the solidity of a drystone wall balanced warily on stilt-like
legs. These are four-square Gremlins or Spacemen, men of iron, solid, compact, heavily armed,
and aga in poised as though ready to jump. Slightly
ominous in their remote, staring, intent watchfulness, they may call to mind the iron mask and
armour of Ned Kelly, like some enormous armoured American footballer, or the big office safe ready
to come after you in a nightmare, and when seen
by the dozen, like a private army of robots, it is
not altogether fanciful to suppose with David
Thompson that they express "man's dilemma today, armed against his own inhumanity to himself, wary, caged".
Meadows has always been a different kettle
of fish from the others. He has always worked
in plaster and bronze and seems to have confined
himself from the start to crabs and birds, especially fightin g ' birds. Some of his studies have
been naturalistic, lifelike, easily recognizable;
others have been as violently distorted as the
strangled birds or hanging carcasses that appear
in some of Soutine's paintings. In the same way
the finish has varied from the smooth and highly
polished, like the beautifully formalized Black
Crab 1954 (No. 45), to the most freely expressive, as in Startled Bird (1955) (No. 46) comparable with th e calligraphic flourish of some of
the action painters. His aim is to convey with
maximum impact "all the shrillness of mortal
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fear and th e grotesque indignity of death". He
is all spurs, claws, and beaks and flapping wings.
It is hard to und erstand why he has not so far
tried to render the corpse of H ector after it had
been dragged behind Achilles' chariot three times
round th e city of Troy, or Isadora Duncan, the
dancer, flun g out of her sports car, one end of
her scarf caught up in a driving chain, the other
firmly wound round her neck.
Edua rdo Paolozzi is in some ways the most
radical sculptor in this exhibition, the most
powerful exponent of the anti-humanist, antirational, nihilistic movement that manifests itself
in ((I't brut, action- painting, 1nllsi.que concrete,
an d th e plays of Becket. Like Dubuffet he could
describe himself as "insurrectional, illegal and
sca nda lous" . From his earlies t work in 1947 he
has bee n sea rchin g for totemic signs, symbols, and
images of an almost magical power. Working
in cement and, like William Turnbull, much impressed by Giacoll1metti's reliefs, he first covered
solid masses with what looks like a random scatter
of forms that sometimes suggest hieroglyphics,
run cs, and magic incantations, sometimes marine
or insect forms, and sometimes odd bits and pieces
from cameras, watches, clockwork toys and dismembered radio and TV sets-all giving off
powerful suggestions of the kind of fossilized
junk so me archaeologist several millenia hence
mi ght dig up on th e site of one our beach cottages, and possibly intended to symbolize the
junk hapha za rdly embedded in the silt of our
stagnant choked-up minds.
For the' last few years he has worked almost
exclusively in bronze. His Study for a Large
HeacZ, which looks more like a mask-like hood
than a head, and his Kl'okadeel, illustrate bOtll
his taste for richly encrusted surfaces and his
feeling for th e battered and broken and the macabre, but the two standing figures are more representative of his power to create a "presence"
with a kind of archetypal status (see his Japanese
War God, his Saint Sebastian, his Jason, his
Monke/I-mall, an d Little King, all of which seem to
be, 20th-century equivalents for primitive devil
masks, fetishes , cult-idols, and totems).
Thompson's reference to Dubuffet is helpful.
Dubuffet when he resumed painting after the war
first took the eye with old houses and still-lives,
scenes with figures scrawled over them as though
by a child ; and in his exhibition Mirobolus,
Macada m et Gie, Hatttes Pattes-the title suggesting tlle playbill of a magician at a small-town"
fair- he introduced very tllick textures, composed
chiefl y of glue, sand, and asphalt which he painted, burnt, scratched, and modelled to suggest
throu gh th e cracks, splotches, scratches, and the
random or apparently random patches of colour
those ruinous old walls, weatherbeaten and neglected, into whose cracks and discolourations
fancy likes to read images. Haftman in his book,
Pa inting in the Twentieth Century, says:Here it is the material of the surface that
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releases images. Under its spell the painter
bega n to scribble on the wall. Heads, masks,
fi gurines, droll landscapes with droll inhabitants emerged from the mould and mud, little
scribbled men roamed over the wall, or picture ground, transforming it into a smiling
land of childhood. In his scribbling, tlle
artist employed the direct ingenuous line of
children, laymen, madmen, or mediums,
whose art Dubuffet, like Klee, had studied
attentively. In this 'art brut', as he called
it, he found the basis of a direct, compulsive
expression, consonant with the method of
bringing up images from the pictorial ground .
In addition, however, his odd fi gures and
scenes had a special quality of their own.
They belonged to a category of linages with
which every individual is endowed but which
seldom passes the threshold of conscionusness.
Our ac tive eye is always communicating an
abundance of observations and sensations
which, because they are utterly useless and
banal, are condemned to silence by our
wakhg consciousness.
Yet they touch a
chord in tlle irrational, poetic metaphors
which seem to convey a compelling, clairvoyant truth. Our eye passes swiftly over
a wall, dwelling for a brief moment on its
spots and crevices, and within us there arises
an illuminating metaphor for tll e passage of
tim e and the transience of things . A few
steps furtller on th e eye discovers a little man
that a child has scribbled on the wall and a
poetic image from our childhood responds in
us. From a dried-up mud puddle, from n
clod of earth on our path, the aged fa ce of
the earth peers out at us, and in a fr agment
of stone we read the sorrowful tale of our
coolin g planet. Sudden insight discloses all
manner of sensations which clamour to become poetic images but are lost a moment
later when consciousness intervenes. In order
to activate this strange and wonderful store
of images, to regain possesion of these fugitive
poetic insights and to give tllem perm anence,
Dubuffet sought to create, on his pictorial
field, conditions that would produce slinilar
sensations in th e ye and release a flash of
poetic response. He moulded, kneaded, and
scraped his ground, he scribbled on it, until it
took on the evocative character of a wall once
seen and 'long since forgotten, which had
called forth his image of tlle passage of time.
He kn eaded his materials, smeared them,
dried them, until tlle wrinkled fa ce of the
eartll, a chthonian goblin, or a pre-human
landscape emerged from the mud. Once the
direction of his associations became clear,
he was able to elaborate them consciously,
with the help of refin ed techniques; the poetic
insight would not be lost.
On this evocati ve field rich cycles of poetic
images took fonn . From 1947 to 1949 Dubuffet travelled ext ensively in the Sahara and
his experience of a primordial landscape
shaped by tlle forc es of the earth, tlle wind,
and th e sun, entered into his imagination.
The droll magical figurines disappeared. A
cycle devoted to the poetry of the lonely
earth took form on friable surfaces worked
with sand, putty, and glue. In 1950 he
began the 'Corps de Dames' series; ponderous female bodies that emerge from the
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earthen grounds like embodiments of the
fruitful earth, comparable to prehistoric fertility idols. In 1951 began the long series
of the 'Sols et Terrains' and 'Terres radieuses'.
The grounds are skilfully worked into geological structures, fossil forms, cross sections of
the earth . On this terrain appropriate creatures-little men, friendly animals make their
home. The poetic evocation is nearly always
related to the chthonian element a dark praise
of the earth. The themes suggest memories
of Max Ernst's Histoire Naturelle, and most
of the techniques employed also go back to
Max Ernst. Printing, rubbing, decalcomania
are the means employed to create a ground
pregnant with images.
(WERNER HAFTMANN, Painting ,in the
Twentieth CentUrtl, Vol. One, pp. 360-361 ,
Lund Humphries, 1960) .
In his standing figures Paolozzi goes to the
junk heap and assembles what look like old
iron fire-grates in Mekanik Zero to stand on two
squarish iron columns and confront the world
as a tall square-shouldered armless Frankenstein
that undoubtedly has great presence in the theattrical sense. Standing Figure is not quite so finn
on its pins, and the empty cash-boxes that seem
to have been used to build up the legs are set in
a bit higgledy-piggledy, whilst the head and
shoulders look as though they've been melted in
intense heat into a rather runny mess of medals
and brass. As in most of his standing figures
the surfaces have been encrusted with details
mainly out of the workshop of a locksmithnuts, bolts, keys, springs, wards, bars, grids and
so on.
These two examples alone are not quite enough
to enable us to appreciate Paolozzi's success in creating images of badly mauled and
clumsily patched-up robots, making their tottering
way out of some atomic holocaust, nor do they
upset us as much as some others, where, as
Michael Middleton says, the swarming detail of
the surfaces suggestive of corrosion and disintegration is not just a matter of the surfaces only"the impressions corrode deeply into and through
the vitals of these creatures, whilst, conversely,
their heterogeneous internal organs come tumbling
out" (Dali is not yet dead as an influence).
Like Dubuffet, Paolozzi evidently loves
"mucking about" with material like a happy infant in a pennissive (though not hygienic) nursery; and like a child at play-or a clown in a
circus-he seems to get lots of fun out of improvising his astonishing monsters out of the oddest
and most heterogeneous elements (like improvising a captain's cabin on the back veranda out
of an orange box, two petrol drums, a tailor's
dummy, the wheel off an old mangle, the handlebars of a bicycle, an old cast-iron stove, the
pendulum of a grandfather clock, a baby's wicker
cradle, and Imagination) . In his conversation it
is reported that disintegration occurs frequently,
but not so frequently as transformation and metamorphosis, and once again to capture his drift
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Dubuffet is our man. At his recent retrospective.
Dubuffet said:"There are a number of people . . . who
imagine I take a disparaging pleasure in
exhibiting miserable things. What mistakel
For I have wished to reveal to them that
th ese thin gs that they consider to be u gly,
that they have not looked at attentively, are
also marvellous in their own way. I wish
people would stop talking nonsense about the
humour and th e satire (in my work) or of a
gloomy bittern ess, whereas I attempt to
rehabilitate objects that are held to be unpleasant and it is for reasons of extolling
th em that I execute my art."
How much in Paolozzi stems from the wish to
salvage and rehabilitate, how much represents a
wish to make restitution for acts of violent destructi vcness cannot be guessed at from this exhibition. The possibility should b e kept in mind,
however.
Armitage brings another kind of comedy into
sculpture. The reverse of Chadwick in training
and temperament, he was trained at the Slade,
finds all his subjects in ordinary human beings,
is on the whole cheerful and light-hearted, tender
and playful, rather than wearied and weighed
down with a load of An gst. In his earlier work
he was particularly interested in people in groups
-the family going for a walk-or listening to
music, or leaning into the wind as they stand on
the top of a cliff at the seaside. He used thin
sheets of metal and kept his composition almost
two-dimensional-a kind of cloak joins two, three,
or four people together into a group pancake, with
tiny stalks for heads, and tiny insect-like anus
and legs scarcely breaking out of the frontal plane.
What he has been doing in the last five or six
years is providing his figures with very plump,
rounded, and solid torsos, like so many iron
dumplings. Their limbs are still tiny and insectlike and so are the heads, but some of the heads
have changed from tiny round knobs to slightly
larger and squarer shapes. One of his figures
lies on her back; another on her side, looking a
bit like a Volkswagen that's turned over on a
curve. Th e Seated Figure with Square Head
reproduces, almost excruciatingly, the feeling of
exhausted midd le age slumped in weary hopelessness on the bench of some out-patients' waiting
room , the arms han ging slackly, the knees wiele
apart-"O my feet is cruell"-or is she perhaps
patiently waiting for the bar to close and release
her husband and the remains of the week's wages?
Girl 'Without a Face gave Perth a talking-point if
nothing else. It consists of a thick bronze cylinder, not unlike a bollard, or an old cannon or an
old fashion ed cast-iron pillar-box, which is crowned by something very like a tin hat, under which,
where we'd expect face and head, is nothing but
a gap. The tube is planted Ilnuly on two sturdy
legs, feet wide apart. Two fin-like anus stick
out like the forearms of a boxer or an all-in
wrestler at the ready, and there's something engagingly like Judy in a Punch-and-Judy show
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cheerfully defying fate, the world, and Punch.
Despite the fact that she has no face, and is
obviously no pin-up girl, she has great character
an d presencc, is obviously a battler, well-equipped
to meet a harsh world, and she'll wear well. She
might even appeal as the Metal-Workers' Queen or
Totem.
[In an interview on TV when taken to task in
1959 over another "faceless" woman, Armitage
explained with cheerful good-nature:-"Well, it
was a sunny day, you know, and she was wearing
a hat with a really large brim. In the strong
shadow you just couldn't see her face."]
Thinking of Girl Without a Face, The Watcher,
al1d Mekanik Zero, does it matter much that very
few people in Perth would care to have any of
th em on the back-verandah or under the vines
by th e toolshed, any more than they would hang
Bacon's screaming cardinal over the TV set? Some
pieces are better suited for public gardens or the
entrance-hall to the Engineering Department or
the Administrative Offices of a university, or to a
school playground or the terrace of the Yacht Club,
where they are seen occasionally, seen in passing,
and looked at during a pause for reflection, between dances or drinks or races or whilst waiting
for the late-corner's arrival. And it is worth remembering that it is not always necessary for a
statu e to be as awe-inspiring as The Winged Victory or Michelangelo's Daoid or Rodin's Balzac
or the Sphinx or the Rajrani Temple in order
to justify its existence; and whilst waiting for a
god to descend and present Perth with a Cottesloe
Venus we might make do with a little Chadwick,
Butler, Meadows, Annitage, or even a Paolozzi
threatening the King's Park Restaurant.
Of contemporary sculptors Moore has been
generally acclaimed as the one undoubted genius.
He has a remarkable sense of mystery, of life
just below the level of consciousness, of what
can be thou ght of as in common between man
and mounta ins, caves, pebbles, and boulders;
and the vitality and power as well as the plastic
subtlety of much of his work, make him so much
more assured, authoritative, and impressive than
th e other artists in this exhibition. As Thompson
says, he is still as disturbing, still as unexpected
as ever, still capable of bringing up from the subconscious hauntin g and unsettling images of the
subh uman and the non-human world. Abstract
organic shapes both visceral and bone-like in
formation are combined, as Thompson says, with
vaguely architectonic and ritualistic elements to
make The Upright Motive into a totem of awe-ful
power. Three-Part Object, like some "nameless
thing that seems to have crawled up living yet
incomplete from some dark abyss of the mind like
part of a giant caterpillar or a deformed vegetable
growth" revolts and fascinates at the same time.
Woman 1957 is yet another bravura piece. To
place it along with the smaller Draped Reclining
Figure 1957 we should recall that Moore has
been preoccupied with the reclining female figure
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from his ea rliest work onward, that during the
thirties, undoubtedly influenced by Picasso and
Mira and by surrealisme generally, he progressively distorted the human form, making his reclining women more and more massive and
mountain-like and then going on to disintegrate
th e human form and to reassemble various component parts in his own patterns. Shelley's description of the operation of the Romantic imagination in vVorclsworth may give a useful insight
at this point:Yet his was individual mind,
And new-created all he saw
In a manner, and refined
Those new creations, and combined
Them by a master-spirit's law.
Simplifying, we may sa y l-doore was trying to
create an object which would suggest a rocky,
wind-, water-, and frost-eroded landscape which
ill some ways paraphrases features of the human
form; or, conversely, out of an arrangem ent of
certain features of the hum an form he was trying
to constru ct something tllat evoked a geological
landscape. In a period much preoccupied Witll
th e objet cIesagreable and the objet d. jeter of
the Surrealistes, much impressed by Picasso's
grotesque deformations of bathin g women, and by
his fetish-like figures made of sticks and bonelike forms, and (during tlle thirties) by his emblematic signs and symbols, his "images" from
"the other world", Moore was not at all alone
in thus disin tegrating and recombining the elemen ts of th e human figure.
Ofte n his gigantic goddesses seem very aloof,
very remote, almost like stranded sea-monsters
vVhilst admiring
from some primaeval past.
th em, many critics feel that the reclining figures
have an ominous air. They seem "creatures of a
tragic world, a world,' says A. C. Ritchie, "from
which much of human life has vanished or has reverted to a silent partnership with some prehistoric landscape. Never chaotic themselves, they are
in a sense an anarchic answer or reaction to warinduced chaos."
Since the war Moore has explored the family
group, father, mother, child, culminatin g for most
people with the Madonl1a and Child at Northampton, but for others with the King and Queen 1953.
Perhaps because of the work on the family
group his Draped Reclining Figure and Woman
are not quite so inhumanly remote, "other",
and geological as typical figures of the thirties.
WOl1wn, in fact, is almost voluptuous, and makes
many appeals to different types of people-some
will fo cus on that superbly king-sized lap; some,
the ear-bashed and henpecked, will note with
interes t tha l for once the head is no t reduced
to what hum an heads have in common with seals,
sharks, snakes, lizards, and tortoises (see The
Dmped Reclining Figu1'e) but has indications
of hair, eyes, and a nose, but not a mouth to talk
with. vVhat really speaks, however, is something
at a differen t level of apprehension-it is surely,
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as Thompson says, "the boldly erotic quality" of
the rhythms and "the tremendously exaggerated
sensuality" they evoke. The Two Seated Figures
may allow us to recognize that in good work the
physical dimensions (in this case 19" high) have
little to do with our impressions of magnitude,
that Moore can and does handle compositions
with more than one figure in them (so very obviously does Hepworth) and that Moore has a
very sure sense of his figures in relation to surrounding forms (especially here the slightly
curving wall which gives scale and majesty to
the royal figures and a hint of protectiveness).
Just why certain shapes seem to appeal to liS ,
to come into fashion for a time and then to grow
uninteresting, is sometimes difficult to understand.
The rath er squat oblong shape that Armitage and
Chadwick have in common with Roger Hilton and
William Scott (and also Lawrence Daws), for
instance, is very close to the newly fashionable
radiator shapes of certain contemporary cars. It
also happens to be th e shape of our TV and our
cinema screens. However, where sculpture is
concerned there may be other more likely sources.
As Moore admirers very well know, one of the
most constant characteristics of his work, whatever phase of it we look at, is a rhythmical
movement graphically described by Patrick Heron
as "so blunt and powerful and somehow-squareround, implying the rectangular and the flowing
at the same time". This feature is very apparent
in his ea rly Reclini.ng Figure (1929) which owes
so much to th e Colomban statue The Rain Spirit.
"\"'hat impressed me as a young man in Mexican sculpture was its terrific strength, its stony
tension and vitality"
and
"Force, Power, is made by forms straining or
pressing from inside. Knees, elbows, foreheads,
knu ckl es, all seek to press outwards. Hardness,
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projection outwards, gives tension, forc e, Vitality.
Clenched fist, symbol of Power-of-Force".
And it may well be that this blunt and powerful and somehow square-round figure and rhythm
appeal to us as indicating pent-up energy-it is
after all the shape of a fist, and not too unlike the
shape of a cat or tiger ready to spring.
o

WHATEVEH we think about the individual
sculptors or of particular pieces, this exhibition
should arouse a good deal of thought and dis cllssion. Perhaps it may even lead us to look
at the sculptural poverty of our cities and to
wond er whether we ought to do something to
rem edy this barrenn ess. Most of us live in
places wh ere it is hard to recall the existence
of even half-a-dozen pieces of sculpture interesting
enou gh to make a point of seeing (I should say
olttside the State Art Galleries). Yet sculptors
of talent and imagination do exist in Australia.
Let us hope our architects and interior designers
and civic fath ers and company directors will visit
this ex hibition and ask themselves why we should
not discover and really lise our own artists.
°Barbara H epworth has w ritten about her use of the
word Chun:
<lIn Cornish this word was originally Chy Goon which
1l1f'<1ns in Cornish 'I-louse on the moor'.
Tn 12.83 th ere was a written reference to this place
name as C hiwoen. By 1623 tb e word bad become Chlwon e, la tcr in 1760 Borlase refe rred to it for the first
tim e as Chull.
There are two Chuns. 1. Chun quoit erected about
2,000 B.C. and. 2. Chun Castle whIch dates from the
year O. Both th es e places are a magnificent inspiration
to the scu lptor both in fonn and in placing in the landscape, and where the only sound is that of a lark in the
summer.
I used these w ords the refore to name the
sculptures which h ad come to me when alone in these
particular places. I have always been interested in the
re lationship of th e hUlnan being to his landscape and
th e universe,
I hope very much this will give you som e reasonable
t~ x plan a ti on of the use of th e word Chun,"
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Julius Kovesi

The Hoop-La Theory Of Language

EFORE criticising a theory one should set
it out in adequate terms. The theory I would
like to criticise, the emotive th eory of language, is, however so hopelessy vague that it is
scarcely possible to state it adequately for criticism.
By vagueness I do not mean longwinded rumblings on, rather it is the brevity and simplicity
of the theory that makes it vague. According
to emotive th eories there is one irreproachable
type of statement, the fact-stating statement.
The only example of these statements that we
find in the various expositions of these theories
are simple statements judging the colour of an
object. Some theories take as their example the
statement "this is red", while others "this is
yellow". In con trast to this all the statements in
ethics, metaphysics, theology, poetry and literary
criticism are lumped together and are claimed
to be expressions of emotions.
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The emotive theory is so much taken for
granted by literary critics that I cannot hope to
achieve more tllan perhaps a slight disturbance
of their complacency. Most, if not all, literary
critics would not only admit the simplicity and
crudity of th e tll eory but would hasten to bring
this to its defen ce by claiming that this is the
only thing wrong with it. The theory is fundamenta lly true, they would say, only it was
stated rather too boldly and briefly by Ogden and
Richards and now we have to work out its
details. I want to say however tllat as soon as
we take the first steps towards a detailed analysis
we should realise that the sooner we eradicate
from our habits of thinking the simple minded
distinction between descriptive and emotive language the sooner we shall begin to understand the
workings of our language.
1116re are of course the standard objections and
argum ents against emotive theories, especially in
the field of Ethics. My concern is not a philosophical refutation of a tlleory nor am I animated
by moral indignation against the consequences
of a theory in the field of ethics. What I am
interes ted in is the way our language works,
and this is why I am against the emotive theories;
and if I have indignation then it is against that
intellectual laziness which would lump together
WESTERLY

all statements that do not conform to the pattern
of "tllis table is red" or "the cat is on the mat"
and call all of them expressions of emotions .
This laziness is furth er exemplified by the ease
with which the exponen ts of tlle tlleory slide from
"'expression of emotion" to "expression of attitudes"
or "expression of feelings" as if these were interchangeable an d it would not matter which one we
say.
Before we expound an emotive theory of language in the classroom it is an illuminating exercise
to ask the students to compile a list of emotions.
III spite of some weird suggestions the list will
usually amount to less than eight or ten. One does
not need to legislate on tl1e spot as to what are or
are not emotions but should rather follow the type
of investigation that was used by Plato and in
more recent years witl1 great acuteness by tl1e late
Professor J. L. Austin. As an initial step let us
eliminate from the list only those suggested
"emotions" that most people in tll e present audience are doubtful about. Let u s assume as an
initial hypothesis that the rest are examples of
emotions. How could we legislate about something we are only beginning to discover? In
a sense we know it and in a sense we do not.
This sort of para dox led Plato to assume that we
must have been acquainted with these notions
before in another world, and that learning consists
of recollecting this knowledge by th e help of examples. Professor Austin would of course have
put tllis differently. H e would say that ordinary
language is not the last word as to what we
should say, but certainly it is the first word. 11lat
is to say, ~ I e t us collect first what we would
ordinarily call emotions and tllen after a long,
patient and thorough investigation of the field
we may be able to come to some conclusion as
to whether we are right or wrong in saying what
are or are not emotions. 0
UFear",

Hanger",

"hatred",

"love",

"anxiety"

would usually be on th e list. Then what else?
It is with great difficulty that we could agree
on a few more candidates such as "sorrow" for
example. Someone suggests "sympathy" and argument begins. Let us put it down on the side of
th e blackboard. W e shall see. "Excitement"?
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Put it on a different corner of the blackboard.
Then where do we go from here? We could
either go on to explore how very different each
of the notions on the list are from all others
and ask what tenuous link or links binds them
together or we might take each for closer scrutiny
and wish we could continue our investigations
for weeks. Is the apprehension of danger an
example of fear? Has fear got an opposite or
opposites? What is or are they? Recklessness,
co urage, boldness . . . or just fearlessn ess? Are
these really opposites of fear? In any case they are
not emotions ; what are th ey? But for our present
purpose let us ask rather how we express these
various emotions, how do we express fear? By
running away? By trembling? If we construed the
expression of love on a similar model then perhaps we should say that we express love by having
starry eyes or by jumping up and down when nobody can see us. But this would not do. If your
girfriend complains that you do not love her
you cannot retort that you express your love by
having starry eyes and by jumping around the
breakfast-table.
This is not th e place to continue this sort
of investigation-we have hardly even begunfor all I want to say here is that after having
spent a few seminars on this sort of investigation
it would seem foolish to announce that "moral
judgments are expressions of emotions" or "poetic
language is the expression of emotions" or indeed
anything else except that expressions of emotions
are expressions of emotions. But what does this
matter?-our literary critic might ask-the important thing still remains that there are these
two uses of language, (only two apparently),
olle is the descriptive use and the other, whether
we call it emotive or not, is another use of language.
But what can we properly call expression of
emotion is not merely important but vital. The
emotive theory is not only a theory of language
hut mainly a theory about the world and what
human beings do in this world. According to this
th eory the wold is full of hard solid objects that
have names. Beside these hard tangible objects
th e only other stuff that there is in the world are
emotions. This isn't such a solid stuff and it is
stored in human beings. Now these human beings
can do either of two things. They may either
look around in th e world of solid objects and see
them with their eyes or touch them with their
hands and then utter the names of these objects.
This is one thing they can do. Alternatively they
might express their emotions towards these things.
Tllis happens whenever they speak but what they
say does not consist of calling out the names of
solid little objects. I think it was Iris Murdoch
who described this type of theory in the field of
ethics in one. of her lectures as the "hoop-la theory
of ethics". There are some hard facts out in
the world and we as it were, throw quoits on
them when we evaluate them. I think that a
proper analogy should go even further than this.
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In a real hoop-la we have reasons for throwing our
quoits on one object rather than on another. There
is no place for this in a emotive theory of language. One cannot point to features or characteristics of the objects that are reasons for expressing
our em otic ns towards th em. \lVere we to allow
this then we should be able to talk about reasonable or unre,\sonahle, proper or improper expressions of er lotions and we could be called upon to
ju stify our expressions. But all this is taboo !l Cco rdin g to an emotive theory.
Of th e many important developments in philosophy since Oclgen and Ri chards first expounded
their th eory, at least three major moves are or
should be especially relevant to literary critics.
One is Ryle's well known exorcism of the ghost
from the machine. As I have just indicated the
emotive theory is ti ed up with a Cartesian dualism
where th e world is divided into a physical,
mechanical part and th en all the stuff which
is bottled lip within a mechanical body such
as emotions, feelings and so fortll that occasionally bubble out. The second major development takes off from here, namely the renewed interes t in what is called philosophical
psychology.
Contemporary philosophical psychology, with detailed and patient investigation is
gradually replacing the Cartesian picture with a
far more adequate account of what it is to have
"mind. The third development, a philosophical
study of language without any pre-established
(l
)JI'iori schemes as what language should look
like, is an inseparable part of the second development. The most obvious place to investigate
what it is to have a mind is in the field of
human actions and we could not perform what
are properly called human acts without language.
I am not makin g only th e obvious point that without the means of communication we would be
hindered in performing our activities but claiming
a more intrinsic connection here. Not only is
language meanin gful only if we follow rules and
are consistent in its use but that conversely,
without language we could not follow rules and
be consistent. \Vithout language we could not
havc the notion of "the same", and without that
we co uld not have concepts, and perfolm specifically human acts. But all this would lead us
far away from the purpose of this article, which
was nothing so ambitious as to show what philosophers have done in thes e fields durin g the last
few decades but only to say their work cannot be
ignored by those whose business is language.
When we hear or read the phrase "the problem
of the two cultures" we immediately think of the
gulf that exists between the physical sciences
and the humanities. There is however hardly any
discussion of th e more lamentable gulfs that
exist between the various disciplines that make
up the humanities . These gulfs are more lamentable because after alJ the subject matter of
physical sciences and that of humanities are quite
different. If I sat in on a seminar in the Physics
Department I would not understand what they
weSTERLY

were talking about but the reason for this is not
that the language of the humanities is different
from that of the sciences. The reason is simpler,
it is that I haven't done physics. I would be in
the same position as a first year physics student
at the beginning of the year: th e reason why he
cannot understand what is going on is not that
he speaks the lan guage of humanities. But when
two De[lartm ents such as Philosophy and English,
both of whose business is language and human
life do not understand what the other is doing
then we should really begin to be alarmed th at we
have not only two subject matters but two cul-

[mes. It is in order to provoke some discussion
among those whose business is words that I
wrote this article.
· Plato in the Meno took a slave who had no education
as his example of someone who both knew and
d id not know. W e could take another example. Tell

flnyone in the pub that yesterday you go t drunk spontn ll eo u s l ~' .
H e would ta ke it as a joke , though a bad
one , hut h(, wou ld not take you sctiously. The person
co uld no ! give a theoretical account of the nollon of
Hspontaniety" . hut still he would know that there was
something funny about its use here. Plato would say
that the man in the bar must have been acquainted
with "Spontaneity/) before he was born and now he
recollects a clash of ideas.
W e would say that h e
learned his language properly .
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G. D. Marshall

Metaphor
Some preliminary philosophical remarks

~ "'1~Y reason for letting this piece see the

l\V \ night of printers' ink is that it records one

person's attempt to understand the question
', ;Vhat is metaphor?'. This is not, in itself, a good
reaso n, but it is perhaps a little enhanced by
th e prevalence of certain easily avoidable confu sions in answers to the question. I am well
aware of co urse th at confu sed answers would
never be given by any of my readers, but faith
l:onnnn ed by the example of error is well tried.
To start at the beginning, it must be said th at
<1 me taphorical use of language is necessarily a
special use of language. "Vhatever else is tru e
about metaphor at leas t it is true that un-ordinary
rclat ionships are asserted between things, states of
affairs, feelings, h appenings and qualities. W e can
only toy with these relationships if we are already
familiar with the ordinary, dull, aseptic ones
th at anyone ca n observe. Things ca n be what
they seem not to be provided th at they are first
of all taken to be what they seem. Ordinary
language uses words which do not live unto
th emselves; th ere must be non-linguistic identinable particulars to be referred to. And metaphor
is poss ible only if ordinary langua ge is already
established in good working order. If the reverse
were true, ordinary language and metaphor
would both be impossible. From the fact that we
do us e language both descriptively and metaphorically it follows, then, that metaphor is logically special.
A further less obvious consequence follows
too: metaphor need not be informative and empirically illuminating. Sometimes it m ay be, but
this is the leas t important thin g that can be said
about th e matter, and the most irrelevant thing
that can be said abo ut the essence of the matter.
Otherwise, a metaphorical use of la nguage would
merely be a more complex literal me of langua ge,
and so would lose its point. Un-ordinary ways of
looking at thin gs would not be suggested at all
by th e use of metaphor; instead, mere sophistication in not too nice a sense.
It might be thou ght, however, that it is fabc
or at least paradoxical that a metaphorical use
of language always presupposes literal description.
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For if this view were tru e it should always be and
have been impossible to use metaphor purely
descriptively. But this use is quite familiar. Indeed, it is forced on us when we cannot find literal
descriptions for, say, a confused and complex
state of mind, and when th e literal d escriptions
are found and seem unsatisfactory. It is, in fact,
much harder to give asep tic, precise descriptions
th an to give metaphorical ones.
But there is no paradox here, for two reasons.
First, 'Metaphorical descriptions' would be entirely unintelligible if one did not know what
the terms . of the description ordinarily meant.
The second and more important, p erhaps more
alarming, reason is th at a 'metaphorical description' uses a metaphor honestly, not seriously .
("Vhat is serious is of course not always solemn. )
And thi s, I am inclined to think, destroys metaphor
entirely. How ca ll one use a metaphor to describe
something? Such an honest use of metaphor plays,
like Hones t John, no tricks and contains no
surprizes . Or else it does, and th en it is no longer
hon es t and descriptive but truly metaphorical
still. I am tempted to say that there is really
no such thin g as a metaphor, only a metaphorical
li se of language. ';Vhat looks like a metaphor
ought to be looked at twice unless it wears a
certain smile. If it is unsmilin gly hon est, it has
lost its character.
Anything other than th e serious use of a metaphor is strictly inappropriate. It is in a metaphorical use of language that a metaphor seriously
moves and has its being. And a metaphorical
use of language is essentially a poetic use of
language, which is itself never descriptive but at
least ascriptivC'.
(It must not be thought of
course th at a poem contains 0111U a poetic use
of language.) Philosophical problems may arise
"when language takes a holiday" but poetry would
be impossible if it did not. So metaphorical
expressions cannot describe. Or, to put the point
another way, metaphor may involve so logically
queer a description that one cannot even ra ise
the question of whether or not th e 'metaphorical
description' is tru e.
But a metaphor shows something to be truel
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Well, what is shown is not said and it is not
implied either. A metaphor is an exhibit, may
be revea ling, discloses nothing, and displays only
qualities or th e lack of them. Metaphor is not
concerned with the mere reference of words. It
is not concerned with reference in any ordinary
way at all.
Surely a metaphor is about something? Indeed
it is. And so is a moral judgement, a thought,
a decision, a shout, tears, laughter, philosophy,
as well as a purely descriptive statement. We
must eschew a "one-sided diet". Those who assert
that a metaphor can work like a description, and
those who try to translate a metaphor into asep~ic
prose, anel those who say that this cannot be done
because a metaphor is essentially vague, all ignore
this point. 'Description', 'precision' and 'vagueness' belong to the same universe of discourse. A
metaphorical use of language is a poetic use of
language.
But is there not a distinction between the use
of a metaphor and how the words in the metaphor
itself are used? The second may be poetic; the
first need not be so. And if it is not? Then a
poetic use of words is being used unpoetically.
This is not like using a grammatically well-formed
exp ression ungrammatically, for the character of
the words used in a metaphor is taken from the
use of the expression itself.
Is it being denied then that a metaphor has
a certain recognizable form? No, but be careful.
Obviously a metaphor cannot come into
existcnce only when it is actually used seriously,
for then no one could ever intend to use a metaphor at all. But its life depends upon its possible
serious lise. A word is a word if it can be
used; a metaphor is a metaphor if it can be us ed
seriously. The possession of a certain form may
be a necessary, but is not a sufficient, condition
for calling an expression a metaphor. There is
more to n metaphor than its form. In saying that
metaphor is a figure of speech one hides in
hyopstasis the vital activity on which it depends,
It should be plain by now, incidentally, that
at least three familiar views about metaphor will
not do. These are: (a) A metaphor is the
substitlltion of one word for another which is
made possible by th e similarities that exist between
their referents; (b) A metaphor implies a comparison between the referents of the words or
phrases which form the subjects of the metaphor;
(c ) A metaphor is an interaction between an
indefinite but familiar range of statements that
can be made about the subjects of the metaphor. If
metaphor is not concerned with reference in any
ordinary way at all, these views are either vacuous
or false . They are false if it is thought that the
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relations in question are empirical and ordinary;
they are vacuous if the relations can only be
identified by saying that they are metaphorical.
If descriptive similarities were asserted or implied
by the use of metaphorical expressions, then
'true' and 'false' would not be out of place
entirely. But they are. In fact, a metaphor
is a construction basically of the form 'xRy' or 'yx',
and its empirical nOll8ensicaUty is a necessary
condition for its poetic meaning. So the three
views are fals e. Or else they are vacuous, for
there is no independent speCification possible of
the releva nt sense in which a metaphor asserts
or implies relations between distinct things.
I have said that a metaphor is a form of words
which is used poetically and non-descriptively;
that metaphors cannot be idle and live, but that
a metaphorical use of language gives its words
a life of their own . I should add, p erhaps, that
a metaphor is not a symbol. In use a symbol is
necessarily not novel-it is too virile to be used
only once. But a metaphorical use of language is
novel, and a metaphor is necessarily evanescent.
Metaphors fr equ ently used go bad and die. Not
so a symbol; it takes root.
What I have had to say is of course very
obvious and unoriginal: that one will not understand metaphor unless one understands how to
lise language metaphorically; and one will not
understand that unless one knows how to use a
poetic language.
But surely one knows this only when one
understands how, among other things, to use
The spirit of
language metaphorically? No.
this objection directly produces fals e analyses
like those already mentioned. Unless it is realis ed
first that metaphorical relations are not empirical
similarities, and that metaphors describe with
the queerness of poetic statements, there will
he no ground on which to reject the ultimate literaln ess of metaphor. Furthennore, one will be
left wondering why on earth one specific word is
~ ubstitl1t ed for another, and why the precise comparison is implied. Or else one espouses a fullbodied docrtine of essential vagueness and cannot avoid an equally essential empiricality. A
poetic language can be understood by understanding how to use language metaphorically only if the
two are not severed. For to understand any
language is also to understand variolls attitudes
and manners of attention.
What is it to use language poetically? Poetic
language is non-descriptive and at very least
ascriptive. But if I say anything more about this
I shall, I fear, be doin g aesthetics or literary
criticism .
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The Cave And The Lake
1st chorus:
Here the sun comes not heraldic;
neither day nor night.
A contemplative silence hangs like a bat
and the mind sees the object hidden from the eye,
needing neither light to see,
nor darkness to recover from the unexpected vision.

The Man in the Cave:
Here there is water in abundance;
fresh and clear flowing
from the sun-snaring lake.
In all the seasons the clear water flows ;
even when the shadowless sun
thunders upon your heads,
here you shall find a place of peacefulness,
and shaded shall you lie
in the cool shroud of the cave.
Go away slowly by the opening passage
through which you travelled to this refreshment;
to the lime-white day
and the brimming lakeside
where sun and water fire the air of life
in the surging tumult of th e winds.
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2nd chorus:
The man in the cave was false:
A giant fire strode into our eyes
and shimmering in their flurried tremor,
the lake rose upon the swans' flight
and trembled into the sun's heart.
We were unprepared for this delusion;
our eyes were unused in the gentleness of the cave
and cannot measure this loss
nor bring us closer to the meaning of our vision.

1st chorus:
Flies the sorrowful swan
from the winter sensed
and the constemcltion of the dying world,
seeking the green lakeside
and the fertile sun of summer.
The stream beneath the cave
flows without caesura;
but the cord is broken;
fresh eyes must read the signs
of shadow and sunlight.

JOHN JOSEPH JONES
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Suddenly It Rained
Suddenly it rained; so lightly that no
Rain seemed to fall. It just seemed to be there
Suddenly, making the air silver, so
That, where we stood upon the hill, we were
At the centre of all that glistening air.
I've not, before or since, seen it quite so.
We might have been gods.
Ah! If I had been
Alone I might have felt like God Himself,
Watching a world sprung out of mist and seen
For the first time: a line of trees, a shelf
Of rock and a sheep moving by itself.
I knew then how surprised He might have been.

DAVID HUTCHISON
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One Colour You Become
One colour you become
in the halfhatched darkness
that squirms in the corners
of the room where our fingers
cannot hold it down. Outside
the moon is a great turtle
laying stars.
With the shape of you
blunting these aching hands
and the honey of your mouth
aggravating my thirst, the
colour you become, which has
no name, turns my colour blindness
to my gain. Outside and unmapped
by charts, the sea is booming
louder than both our hurting
hearts.

GRIFFITH WATKINS
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SKINNER GALLERIES
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Prelude to Success
Ju st as an orche stra nee d s to re hea rse, young peop le need to
pre pa re th e m se lves for th e futur e . Succe ss ca n ra rel y be achieved
witho ut sound g raundin g. Rea li sin g th a t Au stra li a's future
d evc lo pm e nt depe nd s g rea tl y o n th e tee nage rs w ho form so la rge
a prop or ti o n of th e po puLlti o n, th e She ll Group is he lpin g young
peop le in m a ny wa ys a lo ng the road to future succe ss .
Sh e ll sc ho lars hip s and bursa r ies are a wa rd ed a t a ll sta ges from
secondar y sc hoo l to po st-g rad ua te leve l, wh il e c ultura l pursuits
are enco ur aged b y such aw a rd s as a £ 1,000 She ll Aria a t the
Ca nberra Nat io na l Ei steddfod. In th e fi e ld of s po rt , S hell
enco ur ages yo un g peop le to become more profici ent in golf,
tenn is an el o th e r s po rt s.
Wiiil Shell 's help. we ll· re hea rse d young Au s t rali:lns of tod ay w ill
be able to take th e ir pl aces proud ly in the for'e frant of th e world
o f tom o rrow.
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